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Anclote Keys Lighthouse: Guiding Light
To Safe Anchorage
by GEOFFREY MOHLMAN

ighthou . Th term conjures mixed image -from the
romantic to the horrific-of solitude, den e fo g, blood-thirsty
gho ts
king reve nge, gold-hungry pira t , r liabili ty, safety, ki sing lov r ilhoue tted by a beautiful un t, or of a light kee p r
fighting the frigid raging wat r of th North Atlantic in a se mingly futile attempt to save a hipwrecked damsel. Thank to film
such asJohn Carpenter' The Fog or Steve ekely' 1963 scie n fiction das ic Day of the Triffids, ma ny of these vision per i t in th e
American imagination. Although the noted lighth u hi torian
Francis Ro H lland Jr. asked forgiveness "for puncturing a few
balloon of [lighthouse ] roman ce," the balloons that re ma in ed
afloat ar as important as tho e that cra h d to th ground. I
Lighthouses stimulated th development of Florida by providing safe pas age to the hips and boats that brought good and people to the land of flower. When the United State a quired Florida,
lighthou e h lp d guide th e territory from an ailing Spanish outpo t to on of the nation 's mo t prosp rou tat during the twentieth c ntury. Andote Keys gave birth to a lighted aid to navigation in
the middle of the country' lighthou e experience. Located on Florida's Gulf Coast n ar Tarpon Springs, Andote Key lighthouse embodie ome romantic notions of lighthou s while refuting other.
As the government r ted the lighted beacons, the tructure and
the people who t nd d them became intimately link d to the commumu that developed around the aids to navigation. The gov rnment intended Andot Keys lighthouse to function as a mall coa tal
light and a a mark r for the Andote River. Its importan c grew during the early part of the twenti th century when Tarpon Springs entered the world market as th large t producer of sponge. Th light
served as a beacon to weary pongers returning from months at sea.
The light keeper , when not conducting routine maintenance upon

L

Geoffrey Mohlm an is a n architec tural hi torian fo r Southeastern Archa ological Re earch , Inc.
1. Francis Ro

HollandJr., America' L ighthouses ( ew Yo rk, 19

) , ix.

[159]
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th lighthou ,saved stranded boate r and served as tour guides to
visitor interested in the light. Sadly, a improvements in lighthouse
technology improved after World War II and Tarpon 's sponge industry suffer d e tbacks, Andote's lighthouse importance waned. Finally, in 1985 the Coast Guard decommissioned the lighthouse, but
Tarpon Spring residents rallied to save the structure. Today, Andote
Keys lighthou e i a hell of its former s If, but the battle continues to
return the structure to its days of glory.
Though the Spani h invaded Florida in 1513 and established a
permanent settlement n arly fifty years later, the state ha a young
legacy of lighthouse development. Rumor persist that the Spanish
used watchtowers at St. Mark and St. Augustine as lighthouses
ometime before 1819; however, little evidence exists backing uch
suppo itions. 2 A structure that might have been u ed as an aid to
navigation definitely existed in St. Augustine, but the question remains whether the Spanish operated it as a harbor beacon or a
watchtower. This dearth of lighthouse is astounding considering
that today Florida, a 58,560- quare-mile peninsula with more than
1,000 mile of coast, is home to over thirty lighthouses. 3
Mter the United States wre ted control of Florida away from
Spain in 1821 , th federal government began constructing masonry lighthouses around th e peninsula' 1,300-mile coastline, th e
first being at St. Augustine. As early a 1822, the government authorized a lighthouse survey of Florida, sparking the erection of aids to
mariners along the keys . Even with this small building boom, Florida's lighthou e con truction lagged behind that of the Northeast
due to its small population-in 1821 Florida had less than 8,000
residents-and weak political influence at the federal level. Additionally, many parts of Florida, because of the lack of bedrock and
the threat of hurricanes, presented an obstacle not overcom e by
engineer until 1836. Masonry structures were practical for sections of Florida but left much to be desired in other areas. When
Englishman Al exander Mitchell de igned a structure made of iron
piles screwed into the sand, lighthouse engineers in Florida and
other Gulf Coa t tates breathed a sigh of relief. The technology
was imported to Florida and re ulted in the erection of twelve
crewpil lighthouses, the first being Cary fort Reef Lighthouse in

2. David L. Cipra, L ighthouse, LighlshilJS, and the Gulf oj Mexico (Alexa ndria, 1997) ,
1; Elinore DeWire, Guide to Florida Lighthouses (E nglewood , 1987), 10-11.
3. Michael Gannon , Florida: A Short Hi tory (Gain sville, 1993),34.
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1852. Following dos ly on the h eels of Carysfo rt R f, th e gove rnm e nt establi h d an iron screwpile lighthou e on Sand Key in
1853. The fir t Gulf oas t screwpile lighthou
we re built a t alven ston Bay, ':D xas, in 1854.4
':D chn ological innovati ons uch a screwpil e lighthou es
spurred th developme nt of Florid a' hghthouses. An 185 1 fed ral
governm nt urvey recommend d building lighthou
fifty miles
apart, allowing a mariner to trave l the e ntire Gulf Coas t in ight of
a lighthouse. Old ligh w r gradually outfi tted with Fresn el len e
and n ew lighthou e begun . Develo p d by th Fre n ch physicist Augustin Fresn el in 1822 , the Fr snel le n consi ted of pri m th a t
gathered the previou sly unused ray of light into a single beam ,
magnifyin g m any times th eir original inten sity. Fresn I could co ntrol the tren gth of th e light thu creating a ran ge of len s s. A fir torder len s was th e most p ow rful and th e six th-orde r le ns, utili zed
pr dominantly in harbor lig hts, th e weake t. B cause it produced a
far superior ran ge and inte nsity of light than th at of other cont mporary light technology, European quickly ad opted th e Fr n el
le ns. Not until the o rgani zation of th Light-H o use Board in 1852
did the U nited States active ly pur u the use of the Fr sn ellen s.
Th
ivil War brought a halt to lighthou
construction
throughout th e South, and the Light-H ou e Board did no t g t back
on track until the 1870s. Along with crewpile lighthouses, th introductio n of ca t-iron skele tal stru tur in 1873 in Louisian a
caused a rebirth of lighthou construction. By 1 87, th e nit d
tates had a total of 99 lighthouse and ligh te d beacon , wi th
twen ty lighthou s in the Seventh Di trict (th e district includin g
And ote Keys). Two ear la t r Florida boa ted tw lve first-order
ligh ts, m o re than Main , Massachusetts, Rhod I land, Conne ticut, and N w York combined .5 In all, th :5 de ral gov rnment built

4. Cipra, Lighthouse, L ightshijJs, and the Gulf oj M e ico, 7, 24, 29; DeWire, Guide to
Florida Lighthouses, 10-15; Gannon , Florida, 30; H olland , America's Lighthouse,
120-2 1, 131; D an Loy , L ightho'uses oj the Florida Keys (Key West, 1992) , 9] , 98100; Kevin M. McCarthy, Florida L ighthouses ( ain vi ll e, 1990), ]-2; Natio nal
Ma ri tim e In itiative, 1994 Inventory oj H istoric L ight Stations (Wash ingto n, 1994),
51,58.
5. Cip ra, Lighthou es, L ighlship , and the Gulf oj M exico, 7-9 , 20-21; D Wir , Guide to
Florida L ighthou f , 10; D. P. H eap, Ancient and M odem L ight-H ouse (Bo lon ,
18 9) , 161; Ho lland , America's L ighthouses, 1 -23; ni ted States Treas ury Dep a rtment
, Light-H oLl e Servi ce, Ligh t-H ou e Board , A nnual R eport oj the Light-H ouse
Board to the Secretary oJlhe Trea ury Jor the Fiscal Year Ended June 30 188 7 (Wa hin gto n , 1887), 7, 12, 65 (hereafter U LHB, Annual He/Jort).
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thirty-seve n Florida lighthou e , with thi rty-three (including rear
ran ge ligh ts) standing today. O f the tate's lightho uses till in existen c , fo ur were li t between 1800 and 1849, twe n ty-three between
1850 and 1899, and six betwe n 1900 and 1949. Ye t becau e of
torm and hif tin g sands, m any ligh ts h ad to be rebuilt; much of
this work 0 cu rred during the latter h alf of th e nin te n th century.
With advanc m n ts in technology, e p cially the adaptio n of electricity and th development oflense p ow red by light bulbs instead
of o il wi cks, Iightkeep ers' j ob were slowly phased out. As the twentie th centu ry and its lighth ou e autom ation tec hno logy ma tured
into adulthood , it wa n o lon ge r n eces ary to have full-time k ep ers
living o n the lighthou e reservation , fillin g the lamps with oil, trimming th e wicks, and lighting the lamps. Automation of Florida's
ligh ts was a twe ntie th-century phen om en on. Seven lighthouse
w re autom at d be tween 1900 and 1949 and nine teen ince 1950.6
Anclote Keys lighthouse bore witne to many of th e technological advan cem ents. Lying in the Gulf of Mexico off Florida's
west coas t, An d ote Keys (a duster of islands th at include Anclo te
Key, No rth And o te Key, North Keys, and Dutchman Key) is approximate ly seven miles we t of Tarpon Springs, a communi ty known
for its Gre k p opulation and th sponge industry. Anclo te Key, the
main island wh ere the lighthouse stand , consists of approximately
180 acre and is 2.5 miles long. Presently, Pinellas and Pa co Counties split th e island, with the lighthouse reservation on the o uthern end falling in Pinellas and the rest of th e island in Pasco .7 The
o nly kn own inhabitan ts of the island included seventee nth-century
pirates and th ligh th ouse keepe rs.
The Spanish t rm "Andote"
n
mea s" afe an ch orage," den o ting
the pro tected sound ea t of th e keys. In 1682, two hundred year

6. DeWi re, Guide to Florida Lighthouses; H olla nd , America's Lighthouses, 2 12-1 3;
a tio nal Maritime Initiative , 1994 Inventory of H istoric Light Stations, 47-64. T he
National Maritim e Ini tiative does not list d ates for au to mation of ven lig h ts.
7. At prese nt th e is lan d i only access ible by boat, alth ough p lans for a cau eway
co nnecting to the main lan d have been d iscussed on and off sin ce 1977.
8. Mark F. Boyd , "Th e Fo rti fi catio ns at San Marcos de Apalach ," Florida H istorical
Quarterly 15 Uuly 1'936), 5; St. Peter. burg Times, July 12, 1977; e il H url ey,
"Anclo te Kc y Light," c. 1990 , unpublished manuscrip t in a uthor's po e sio n ;
untitled a nd unauth ored man usc ript abo u t Anclote Keys, An clo te Lighth o use
Hi to ry-I tt rs fil e, Tarp o n Springs Area Hi torical Society (hereafte r TSAHS);
United States Natio nal Park Service, Willia msport Pre e rvation Training ente r,
Andote Key Light Station, Andote Key, Pinellas County, Florida, Condition Assessment
Report (Fred e ri ck, Md ., 1996), 13.
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b for th erection of the lighthous , four hundred French and
Engli h pirates used the i land as a base of operation , capturing
ven trading ship and pillaging the countrysid . The e pirate
ven raided a Spanish fort at St. Mark , burning it to the ground.
From their i land ba , the buccaneers plundered Florida's interior and took pri oner while planning to invade St. Augu tine. Fiv rran the pirate at a
nally, a group of Timucua Indian
hacienda along the Suwanee River, nding the band 's reign of te rror.9
Like th re t of Florida, Andote Keys received con ideration as
a lighthou contender only aft r th e United Stat took control of
the p ninsula. The proce moved slowly. In 1851, the newly
form d Light-House Board proposed con tru ting a lighthou
with a first-order len on Andote Key. Out of thirty-three recommended lights arrang d in order of importance, Andote rank d
second to la t. On December 10, 1856, th e board appli d for reservation of Andote Keys for lighthouse purpose . Notwith tanding
the low priority, the board' proposal prompte d the Treasury Departm nt to remove the k y from public ale in 1866, ye t due to a
technicality they we re not officially withdrawn. On January 9, 1878,
the islands were temporarily set aside by th Commissioner of the
General Land Offic from a reque t made by th e Secretary of th e
Interior. 10
Local agitation for an Andot Keys lighthou h lped pur the
Light-House Board to act on its previou r commendation. aptain Samuel Edward Hope moved to the mouth of th Andote
River in Augu t 1878, and in tim a village would form there called
Andote. A former land urveyor for the federal government and a
veteran of the Third Seminole and Civil Wars, Hope ran and won a
t rm in th state legislatur in 1879. Serving on th Committee on

9. Boyd , "The Fortifi ati o ns at an Marcos de ApaJache," 5; Cipra, Lighlhouses,
Light hip , and the Gulf oj Mexico, 37; N le n Morris, Florida Place Names ( ara ota,
1995),7.
10. Ci pra, Lighthouses, Lightship , and the Gulf oj Mexico, 37; Executive Order by Preside nt Grov r Cleveland , February 1, 1 86, R cord Group 26 (R 26) , ntry 66,
box 34, fil Anclote Key Fla. 11 / 2, ational Archive an d Record ervi es;
Peter . H ain t Trea u ry Department, Light H ouse Board, December 31,
c1877, RG 26, e nu-y 66, box 34, fil An lote Keys Fla 11 / 2; . A. J one to th
retary of o mmerce, circa 1914, RG 26, entry 50, box 1022, flie 1624-1626;
"Re port of the Officers ons titutin g The Light-H o u e Board , F bruary 6, 1852,"
Serial l 642, H o u e Executive ocu me n ts o . 55, 32 nd Co ngres , 1" Se sion,
Volum e 7, 185 1-1852 (Washing ton, 1852), 128, 130.
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Railroads and Canal , Hope wrot a re olution r que ting Congre to build a lighthou e on Andote Keys. On J anuary 16, 1879,
the resolution unanimou ly pa d th Florida Hou e. It took the
federal government another eight y ars before it built the lighthouse. 11
In 1884, th Light-Hou e Board requ ted $20,000 to erect a
lighthouse on th south end of the key. On March 3, 1 85, the
board received from Congres a $17,500 appropriation , but this
was not enough to finish the job. Modeled after the iron skeletal
lighthouse at Cape San BIas, Florida, which co t $35,000, th proposed An lote Key lighthouse wa more costly than the allocated
amount. onsequentIy, the board asked Congre to set aside an
additional $17,500, which it received on Augu t 4, 1886. During
th interim, Pr ident Grover Cleveland, on February 1, 1886, dedar d Andot Key a perman nt lighthouse reservation. 12 The re _
ervation's legal description encompassed the entire main island
currently known a Andote Key.l s everal months lat r the LightHouse Board sent out bid requ sts on the metalwork for Andote's
lighthous , and on October 13, 18 6, Colwell Iron Works, in N w
Yi rk City, igned the contract for a urn of $10,700, promising to
deliver the mat rial to the keys by March 1, 1887. 14
From lumber to bricks, the federal government favored companie in New Orleans, Loui iana, when providing contracts for
Andote Key. After receiving propo als for constructing the keep-

11 . J ournal oj lhe P roceedings oj lhe Assembly oj the late ojFlorida, atlts Tenth Se ion (Tallaha e, 1879), 71 ; "Captain amu el E. Hop e," Dixie, April 17, 191 , 1; Jo

KJl etsch , "Fo rging th e Florida Franti r: The Life and Car r of Captajn amu el
d
Tribune 20 ( oyember 1994), 32-38; "Samu el Edwa rd
E. H ope," The Sunlan
Hope," c. 1919, amu I E. Hope fi le, T AH ; Gertrude K. toughton , TCl1pon
SjJrings Florida: TheEaTly Years (Ta rpon Springs, 1975), 4-5.
12. "Ancl o t K ys light-station, Fla.," RG26, clipping fil e; Cipra, L ighthouse,
L ightshijJ, and the Gulf oj Mexico, 37; Exe utiYe Order by Presid nt Gray r leveland,
February 1, 18 6;" 17,500 in Annual E tima te 1886-7," RG26, entry 72, box 3,
book 1; McCarthy, Florida L ighthouses, 97; Stoughton , Tar/Jon prings Florida,
1975, 19; nited States ationa l Park n i ce, Andole Key Lighl talion, Andote

Key, Pinellas Counly, Florida, Condition A sessment Report, 13.
13. Executi ve Orde r by Pre id nt Grov r leveland , February 1, 1886.
14." bstra t of Lighth o u e Contracts, Vo lum e 2, 1 77-1 897," 95, RG26;" nclo t
Key light- ta tio n, Fla," RG26, clippin g fi le; Cipra, Lighthouses, Lightships, and the
Gulf oj Mexico, 37; "Metal-Work for Ancl o te Keys Light-Hou e, Florida. Se ptembe r 1886," Ancl o te Lighthouse Hi tOI),-le tters file; Stoughton , Tarpon prings
Florid a, 19.
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r ' dwellings the governm nt d cided to contract for the lumber
but hired local labor to build the structures and the outhouses.
Things appear t have gone smoothly with thi arrangement despite the initial con truction propo al ' inflated costs. Th lighthou e tender Arbutus tran port d the work crew out to the
south rn portion of the south k y where they erected th houses
and pour d the squar coner t foundation for the lighthouse, but
olw 11 Iron Works failed to d liver the lighthou e materials by
March 1. Three month later, inJune 1887, the m tal work arriv d ,
but it took anoth r month to get the mat rial on the island. B sides the two ke pers' homes and the lighthou e, a wood oil hou ,
wood boat hou e, wood wharf, and plank or shell walk were
erected on th island. Finally, on eptember 15, 1 7, Keeper
Jame Gardner lit the light. 15
tanding 103 feet tall, the lighthouse 's design allow the winds
and possible wave to pa s through it with little re i tance. Additionally, the ca t-iron keletal de ign reduced weigh t to a minimum , allowing a structure to be built in locations with hifting
ands like Andote Keys. The kel tal tower supports a entral cylinder nca ing the stairs leading to th lantern. Anclot i typical of
oth r kel tal lighthou e , built upon a concrete foundation.
Ralph Eshelman, a pr eminent lighthou hi torian, beli ves that
workers unk a twenty-one-foot cais on ten fe t into the ground,
filling it with Portland cem nt, thu establishing th c ntral pier.
Th y created seven mor piers, forming the foundation for the
erection of the lighthouse's central cylind r and the keletal supports. The lighthouse was a brown pyramidal iron structur with a
black lantern -the lantern i the section ofth lighthouse housing
the lens-consisting of a third-order Fresnel len with a fixed white
light and a r d fla h at thirty- cond intervals. Its focal plane was
101 Y2 feet above sea-level with a range of ixte n nautical mile . 16
Additionally, th two keepers' frame hou s were one- tory tall, had
five room each , were painted whit , and had green hutters. The
houses were locat d approximately fifl)' feet northwe t of the tower.

15. "Anclote Key light-s tati o n, Fl a," RG26 , clippin fil ; ipra, Lighthouses, Lightshit) and the Gulf of Me ico, 37; Anclot K y Lighthouse Logs, e pte mbe r 1887,
RG26, entry 80, box 10, book 1; SLHB, Annual Report, 66, 69.
16. The fo cal plane i th h ight of th e lighthou e, m a ur d from th e average high
tid e to th e ce nte r of th e light itself.
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1885 d sig n for propo d third lighth o u e for Ancl ote Key, Fla . Photograph courtesy
of .5. Goa t Guard, eventh District Office of Aids to avigation, Miami, Fla.
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Be hind each hou
tood a 4000-gallon wood cistern rai d two
feet off the ground that collected rain water from th roof . I i
Andot Key lighthou e ~ II within th e Light-H u
Board '
anav ral, on the east
Sev nth Di trict, which extended from ap
coast of Florida, to the Perdido River, on th Gulf Coast of Florida.
Wh n th board constructed Andote K y , light, the Seventh Di trict consisted of twenty lighthou
and lighted beacon with a
light also under con truction a t Mosquito Inlet. 18 They int nd d
th Anclote lighthou e a a mall coa taJ light and a mark r for th e
Andote River. Howev r, its importance grew during th
arly part
of the tvventie th c ntury when th e little town of Tarpon Springs e ntered the world market as the largest produc r of ponges. 19
The area that became Tarpon Spring wa, like much of Florida, a par ly populated frontier during th middl e of the nin teenth c ntury. The first white ettl r to the area arrived in th late
1860 and 1870 . In 18 1 Hamilton Diss ton bought four million
acre of Florida real estat , including the area that b came Tarpon
Springs, for twenty-fiv cents an acre. The following year, Disston '
employee, Major Mathew Robinson Marks, platted the town of Tarpon Spring , and people began arriving in th e years to come, growing to five hundre d people by 1891 . While the settlem nt that
becam known as Andote had a promising future in pion r days,
that changed in 1887 wh n th railroad arrived at Tarpon Spring ,
thre miles east of Andot . Following the di COy ry of sponges off
Florida's w t coast, John Cheyney found e d the Rock I land

17. "De cription of Light-House Tower, Buildings, and Premises at Anclote Key ,
Florida, January 6, 1 8," RG26 ntry 63, box 5, volum 4, 1885-] 89; LightHou 'e Board," oti e to Mariners, ( o. 23, of 1887) ," Anclote Lighlh u Hi tory-I tlcrs file ; Ri chard John on, Pr ident, Egmont K y Alliance, to author,
December 16, 1997; United State atio nal Park ervice, Andote Key Light Staounty, Florida, Condition Assessment Re/JOrl, 12-] 3;
tion, A nclote Key, PineLla
harles L dyard onon, A Handbook oj fZorida ( ew York, 1891); Light-Holl
Board "Notice to Mariner ', ( o. 32, of 1887) ," Anclote Lighthouse Historyletter file. ipra, Lighthouses, Light hips, and the Gulf oj Mexico, 37, and alional
Maritime Initiative, J 994 Inventory oj H i toric Light tations, 48, state that th e keleton and cylinder were painted dark brown whil th Lantern was painted bla k.
It app ar that the oti e to Marin r ' de cription was wrong. For an exc llent
detailed archit ctural des I-iption of th lighth u e con ult nited tat
National Park Service, William 'port Pr rvation Training enter, Anelole Key
Light tation, Anclole Key, Pinellas County, Florida,

ondition Assessment Report.

1 . Mo quito Inlet is known today a Ponce d Lon .
]9. LHB, Annual Report, 1887,6-; nited tate ati nal Park Service, Anelole
Key Light Station, A nclote K C')I, Pinella County, Florida,

ondition Assessment Report,

12.
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1887-88 map of Light-House Board 's Seventh Disuict. United Stales Treasury Department,
Light-HOtlS
ce Light-House Board, Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secr
e tary
of tile TI1K1SU'ryfor tlle Fi cal YearendedJune
,
30 1887 (Washington, D.C., 1887), 64.

, e Servi

ponge ompany in 189l. Six y ars lat r nine teen boa from Tarpon Spring and n early 100 from Key W t ha rves ted ponge off
Florida's w t coa t n ear th e Anclote River. Se ing a busin e opportunity, John Cocoris, a Gre k ponge buye r, joined forces with
Cheyney in 1900. Mr. Cocori believed his native country's m thod
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of gath ering sp ong , through diving, would be a profitabl techniqu to utiliz in Florida. Consequen tly, Greek immigrants began
arriving in Tarpon Springs in 1905, and two ar lat r nearly 1,500
Greeks lived in or around the bu tling town. For the n ext forty
year , p ople would know Tarpon pring as the "Sponge alCapit
of th World. " During Tarpon p ring' h ey d ay, the lighthou e on
Andote Keys served a a guiding light to the weary pong r . In
1947, a blight spread through the gulf's sponge bed , d troying
Tarpon Spring' primary ource of in com e. Whil the town survived, th e sponge industry never recovered, and m any of th e townspeople turn d to t uri m to pay th e bill . 20
According to all availabl e historical r cord , no women worked
as keep ers on the i land .2 ! Although the wiv and children of keepers lived on th island and work d o n th lighthou se, th ey were not
official governmental employee. The duration th a t each of the tation ' five kee pers worked on th island varied greatly, from James
Gardner's seven month to Ro b rt Meyer's thirty-five y ar . Meyer
served two separa te term as the keep e r on Andote. His first stint
totaled almo t tw nty-three years and hi econd t rm carne to
twelve year, ight months. Only Thoma Moody came do e to
Meyer, re iding on Andote for nine y ar . Like the keep er , th ai tant k per varied gr atly in th ir stay o n the k y, with B. F.
M yer th ere only two month and T. G. Thomp on th r for ten
y ar .2_
Appoint d on Jun 28, 1887, the fir t light keeper, Jam s Gardn er, took control of the island W dn e d ay, ugu t 3, 1887, from
Wright Schamburg, the engineer in ch arge. Whil th crew
worked on th lighthouse, th e k ep r p ainte d the boat, clean d
th h ou fl oors, and did variou other job. By unday, Gard-

20.

o rton , A Handbook of Florida, 237; 'Report of Li e ut. Col. W. H. H. Benyau rd ,
orps of Engineers, Dec mb r 27,1 97," Annual Reports of the War Department for
the Fisral Year Ended June 30, 1898 Report of the Chief of Engineer Part 2 (Was hin gton 1 98) , ] 36 1-1 362; Sunland Tribune, J a nuary 12 and May 25 , 187 ; Stoughton , Tar/Jon Springs Florida, 5-21; William . Pantazes, "Th e Greeks of arpon
pring : An American Odyssey," Tampa Bay H i tory ] (Fall / Winter 1979), 24-31.
21. For a good revi w f worn n light keepers consult Mary Loui e Clifford and
J. andac Clifford , Women Who Kept the Lights, (Wi lli amsburg, 1993).
22. eil E. Hurl y, Keeper. of Florida Lighthouses, 1820-1939 (Cam in o, Calif. , 1995),
15-16; Regi ters of LighthoLls Ke p r , 1845-] 912, 153, RG26 , Microfilm Publiation M1373, ro ll 3, orth Carolina through xa.
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ner wrote "mosquitoes very bad, hot and sultry." In October the
keepers could not work becau e the mosquitoes becam 0 numerous and vicious, a common probl m in Florida. On Anclote Keys
the keepers eventually "live[d] in moke" to fend off the insects
while they were outfitting the hou e with creens. The len and
lamp arrived on August 10, requiring the full attention of the
keep r and Mr. Flanigan, the lampist, for the next week, putting it
toge ther and installing it in the lantern room. 23
Thi mall key played an important role in the lives of residents
on the mainland. Assistant keeper Samuel E. Hop Jr.joined Gardner on August 26, 1887. Hope's father was Captain Samue l Hope,
the tate legislator who composed the bill requesting Congress to
build a lighthouse on Andote Keys. During September th keeper
and hi as i tant spent nearly every day, except Sunday, which was a
day of r t, putting the tation in ord r. The two spread crushed
shells out along the walkways between the houses and the lighthouse , built plank walks from the tower to th wharf and oil room,
coal-tarred th railing around the watch room and tin gutters on
houses, as well a painted and d aned. 24
Getting the tation fully operational continued until the end of
the y ar. In late Octob r and Nov mber, the keepers cleared
ground for a gard n , built a fence around it, and shortly th reafter
planted cabbages and tomatoes. To supplement their food upply
further the men constructed a chicken house. In order to continue
r ceiving provisions they rebuilt the wood wharfju t a few month
after it had originally been erected. Regular maintenance duti s
also began with dusting and polishing the lens, the spare lamp, and
the plate glass, cleaning the lens carriage wh Is, traightening up
th houses, and painting the boat. 25

23. Ando t Keys Lighth o use Log, Augu t 1887, O ctobe r 1887, February 1 88,
R 26, e ntry 80, box 10, boo k 1; Elinor DeWi re, Guardians of the Light (Sarasota,
1995), 11 ; Hurl y, Keepers of Florida Lighthouses, 15-1 6; The islander, April 24, 19 6.
First qu ota ti o n fro m Augu t 1887, and seco nd quo ta ti o n fro m O ctob
e r 1 87,
Ando te Keys Lighth o use Logs, RG2 6, entry 80, box 10, book l.
24. An lo te K
Lighth o u e Log , ugust and
ptemb r, 1 87, RG26, entry 0,
box 10, boo k l.
25. Ibid, ugu t-Dece mbe r 1887, j anu ary 1888; "Descripti o n ofLi ght-H ou e Towe r,
Buildings, and Premises at Ando t Key, Florida, J anuary 6, 1 88," RG26, entl)'
63, box 5, volume 4, 1885-1889 .
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Anclote Keys Lighth ou e Keep e rs & Ass ista nt Kee pers
am
J ames ard ner
amue l E. Hope, Jr.
J orda n W. Ho pe
J ame M. Baggett
Robe rt . Me e r

T. C. Thomp on
C org M. Angu
Thoma S. 01 man
B. F. Meye r
J o hn P ter o n
David D. Klinge r (or
Kluig ne r)
o bo rn . J hnso n
Clifto n H . Lopez
Thomas A. Moody
Robert S. Meye r
]. L. Pippin

Po ilio n
K e per
As i ta nt K eper
Kee per
Ass i tant Kee pe r
Ass istant Kee pe r
Kee pe r
istant Kee pe r
Ke per
As istant Kee pe r
i tant K e p r
1"
i tant
Keeper
i tant Kee pe r
i tant Kee pe r
sistant Kee pe r

Appoint d
6/ 28/
7/ 25/
2/ 2/
2/ 16/
9/ 21/
10/ 1/
10/ 10/
7/ 1/

1887
1887
1888
1888
18 8
1889
1889
189 1
189 1
5/ 11 / 1892
4/ 2/ 1898

R leased

Yea rly Salary

600
1 88
400
18 8
1889
600
400
1888
1889
400/ 450
$600
] 89 1
450
189 1
1914 600/ 640/ 720
unknown
190 1
490
4/ 1/ 1898
490
before 190 1
1/ 27/
2/ 2/
10/ 1/
10/ 1/
10/ 1/
6/ 30/
7/ 1/
6/ 11 /

3/ 10/ 190 1 May 1901
4/ 15/ 1901 ] 0/ 1/ 1904
4/ 15/ 1904
February
1911
sistant Keeper 2/ 15/ 1911 6/ 30/ 1912
1913
after July
Assistant Keepe r
1914
Keepe r
6/ 11/ 1914
7/ 1/ 1923
Kee p r
7/ 1/ 1923 2/ 28/ 1933
Kee per
2/ 2 / 1933
unkn own

490
490
490/ 570
576
504
648
900
unkn own

T he pl-im
ary source for thi tab le is Hurley, Keepers oj Florida Lightho-uses, 1820-1939,
15-16. Also consult "Anclote Lighthou e Kee pe rs," An clote Lighthouse History-le tte rs fil e; ]. W. Fath to C rtrud e K. Stoughton , Jun e 25, 197 1, Andot Lighthou e
History-letters fil e; Tarpon Strings Leader, F bruary 7, 1933; Registe r of Lighth o u e
Ke pe r , 99,153, 156, 168, RC26, Microfilm Publi ation M1 373, roll 3, North Ca rolina through Texas

Yi t it wa not all work and no play for the k p er. Although
th ere i no me ntion of a m mber of a k ep r ' family residing on
the i land until Nov mb r, four days before th e fir t lighting of the
1 n , a larg party vi ited th e station. This soon becam e a weekly
event. The largest group came from Clearwater and totaled forty
people. Usually, the i land r ceived tourists on Sunday, sometimes
two or thr
dift re nt groups on the same day. Between August
1887 and July 1888, more than forty partie journ y d to th e key,
including two appearance by Captain Hop , who came to see his
on. During on w k in March 1915, over one hundred p eople
from twenty-one states and one country went to th e i land . Shortly
after th e turn of the c n tury th k p r on truct d a picnic area
for u e by both re idents and tourists. Visitor mad e it to Anclote eith r by taking a steam r from Cedar Keys, sixty mile north of th
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lighthouse , or by taking a stage coach from Tampa to Tarpon
prings and then riding in a small boat for six mile . B id VlSIts
from pleasure seeker , the k eper received a total of nin separate
work vi its, mostly from lighthou inspectors. 26
With traffic from tourist craft and sponge boats, accidents occurred. An lote keepers and th ir a i tants helped stranded boaters and occasionally had th gru om duty of retrieving drowned
victims from th ocean. In one instanc , in eptember 1918,
Keeper T. A. Moody rescued two men from a capsized sloop and
towed a spong boat and a chooner back to safety after a hurricane
ripped through the ar a. On January 2, 1933, tw nty-one picnickr vi iting the island wer tartl d out of their N w Yi ar festivities
wh n their boat exploded while docked at the lightstation's pier.
Va ilio Chri tou , the boat's own r, uffered severe burn before
jumping off the boat into the wat r. Keeper Robert M y r telephoned Tarpon Springs, requesting help. A doctor and nurs had
to be transported by boat to the i land. Mter prepping the victim 's
burn , the doctor allowed a Coast Guard boat that happened to be
n arby to transfer Chri tou and the tourists back to Tarpon
Spring . 27
The keeper and the a i tant keeper occasionally I ft the island. From Augu t to July, the k per departed th i land a total of
fifty-five tim , lightly more than once a week, journeying to Tarpon Springs, Anclote , Dunedin, and Yi How Bluff. The assi tant
k eper traveled to th mainland forty- ev n time. For both men
om of the e trips w r work related-picking up and dropping
off mail, acquiring provi ion, and filing monthly r ports. P rsonal
excursions off th i land included attending church , voting, vi iting
famil y and friends , and conducting privat bu in . Conseque ntly,
work 0 cupied life on the i land during most of the w k, but weeknd , especially Sundays, provided a r pite from the daily toil with

26. Anclo t. Key Li ghthou ' Log , ugust] 887 to Jul y 1888 , RC2 6, e ntry 80, box
10, book 1; Tarpon SIJring
s
Leader; March 12, 1915; B tsy Tongay, unpublished
autobi ograph y about life o n An clo te Keys, c. 1986, 4, li ghth o use fil e #3, H ampton Dunn Coll ec tion , p cial oll ctions, niv rsity of So uth Flo rid a (h e reafter SF) .
27. Tarpon Spr
ings Lead er; J anu al-y 3, 1933; R.S. Mey r to uperint nd ent of Lightho u es, Key We t, FI,J anu ary 2, ] 933, RC26, n try 50, box 831, fi1 1072E; Lighthouse eroice Bulle
tin,
Dece mber 2, 19 ]8, -5-56, opy o urt y eil Hurley in
auth o r' pos e sio n .
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the arrival of tourists. Additionally, work trips to the mainland afforded lighthouse employees a chance to visit friends or family. 28
Even with providing life saving help , the men at Anclote did not
get rich from their ervice. During the early nin t enth c ntury th
average keeper in th Unit d Stat received a mi rabl $200 to
$250 a y ar, but by th 1850 , k per ' alari ro to between $400
and $600 p r annum . Congres controlled the pay of keepers, and
by th Civil War th y received a $600 annual a lary, remaining at that
rate until the twentieth century. Working under a bifurcated pay system , the keepers received approximately $200 more a year than
their assistants. 29 De pite the impoverished salary, both received free
room and board. Still, their provision had to be upplement d by
growing vegetable , rai ing hog and chick n , fi hing, and hunting.
For the year 1902, th Light-Hou Board provided what it considered "good, sub tantial, and wholesome food " that included uch
taple a be f, pork, potato s, ugar, and coffe e a nd stressed that it
in no way would pay for luxury food item . ~O The provisions and pay
upported not only the keepe rs but their famili s as well.
At the light station family life flouri sh ed with marriage and
births. Jordon Hope , an unmarried assi tant k p r, 1 ft the i land
for Tarpon Spring on Jun 2 ,1 8, and cam back the next day
with hi brid , A. M. Mickl r. Wive were not the only famil y memb r to r id on th k Y. In 1887, Samuel Hope 's sister, Clara, lived
with him for several months until she married J ames Baggett on
January 11 , 1888. Light keeping al 0 proved to b a perilous profesion, and, sadly, death occurred. James Baggett took over as keeper
on October 1, 1889, and in the log entry five days later, he wrot
"[my] baby was taken very si kat 5 p.m. " The following ntry stated,
"Baby boy died thi morning at 2:30 o 'clock. Keeper & wife went
ov r to bury him today. " Baggett returned to Anclote on October 8

2 . Anclote K ys Lighthou e Log , ug u t 1887 to Jul y 1888, RG26, e ntry 80, box
] 0, book ] ; "Descripti o n of Light-Hou e Tower Buildings, and Pre mi e a l
Anclot K ys, Florida, J an uary 6, 1888," RG26, entry 63, box 5, vo lume 4, 18851889 . In 1887 Yellow Bluff wa a small co mmuni ty of 200 people local d o n the
Gulf of Mexico about 24 m il es no rthwe t of Tampa. For mor d tail o n Yell ow
Bluff co nsult Florida State Gaz.etteer and Business Directory, 1 86-1 7, Florida tate
Gazette r 18 6-1887 e ce rpts hislorical fil e , Quintilla G e r Bruto n rchives
Cent r, Pla nt City, Fla.
29. Holla nd, America's L ighthouse, 4 .
30. In t'ruction to Light-Keepers: II Photoreproduction of the 1902 Edition of Instru ctions to
Light-Keeper and Master. of Light-H ou e Ve sels (Al l n Park, 1989) , 27, n. p. (last
page of book) .
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and we nt to work the next day. In less th an a year th e Bagge tts had
an additio n to th ir family. The Bagge tts were not alon in their suffering. Assistant ke p er George Angus died in 1897 fro m a fall on
the i land , and shortly thereafter his family mov d to K We t. 31
Risk of life and limb w re not the only diffi culties ke per confro nted. Anclote Key kee p r Thomas Moody had an arly run-in
with boo tleggin g inve tigator . During the summe r of 1920, O . P.
Hilburn , Federal Prohibition Dir ctor of Florida, accu ed Moody
of "manipulatin
g
th e fl as hes of hi light in su ch a manne r as to ignal smuggling vessels as to favorable opportunities for approaching
th e shore ... " 32 By O ctobe r William De meritt, uperintendent of
Lighthouse at K y We t, h ad decided to "give thi old e mployee
the b en efit of the doubt, but in the m eantime ... kee p him under
ob rvation a nd should there be any occasion for it, further report
will be made."33 The fed ral government n ev r proved its case
again t Moody.
Robe rt Meyer is an exc ption among Anclote keeper for longevi ty of rvice. Robert's uncl and father, Frederick and Benj amin Mey r, bought land from Captain Hope and moved their
families in 1868 from Marion County to the north shore of the Anclote River. Shortly thereafter, yellow fever killed both me n , but th
fam ili s rem ain ed. Born on February 4, 1868, Robe rt Meyer spe nt
n arly his entire life in th Tarpon Springs area, remaining until
his d ath on January 31 , 1945 . R9be rt's first work xperie nce on
the i land involved h elping to con truct the keep rs' home, work
he performed along with his younger brother Wyatt. H e began
3] . Andote Lighthou e Logs, November 1887,january 188 ,june 1888, October 18 9,
Augu ,t 1 90, RG26, ent! 0, box 10, book l ;j am M. Baggett and lara V Hope,
Marriage Lic n e, j anuary 11, ]888, Hill borough oun ty Marriage Records, book
F; Jordan W. Hop and Mrs. A. M. Mickler, MarG, p. 80, pecial Coll ction ,
riage Lice nse, June 2 , ] 8 8, Hill borough County Marriage Re ord , book G, p.
149; McCarthy, Florida Lighthouses, 98-99; St. Petersburg Times, May 7 1981; The Suncoast News, Novemb r J 4, 1984; "Samu I Edward H ope," 244-45, amuel E. Hope
fil ; United State ationaJ Park ervice, Anclote Key Light tat ion, Anclote Key, Pinellas
County, Florida, Condition Assessment Report, 15. Two dates exi t for Mr. Angus' death.
Hurley, Keepers oj Florida Lighthouses, 1820-1939, 15, and "Register of Lighthouse
Ke pel ," 99, tate th at Mr. Angus was "removed " in April 1, 1898. However, the t.
Petersburg Times, Ma 7, 1981 , date th e death in 1 97. A po 'ible an swe r fo r th di cr pancy might be that it took th gov mment several month after Mr. Angus'
death to remove him from its records.
32. omm issioner of Lig hth ou e , Wa hingto n, D.C., Jun e 21 , 1920, RG26, entry
50, box 831 , fi le 1072E.
33. William Deme ritt to Commis ion r of Lighth oLlses, Was hin gton , D.C., October
8, 1920, RG26, ntry 50, box 83 ] , fil e ] 072E.
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working a a ligh t keeper at th e ag of twe n ty-on , erving on the i land for thirty-five years. His only break in rvice on the key came
betwe n 1914 and 1923 when he transfe rred as k ep r of Andote
River lights. Becau h took harge of the river lights, the pay of
the n w keeper and a si tant k p rat Andote Keys was cut to 648
and $504 respectively per annum. 34 R placing Thomas Moody,
Mey r r turned as Andote Key keep r on July 1, 1923, aft r the
light wa converted from kerosene to acetylene ga . B cau e of the
technological improvem nts of acetylen gas th lighthou no
longer needed to batt nded during the night. Consequently,
Meyer did not have an as i tant, and he had the added responsibilitie of caring for nine minor lights in the Andote Anchorage and
on the Andote River. In return for the add d work with Ie help,
Meyer' pay incr a ed to $900 a year. 35
Meyer' daught r, Betsy, had fond memories of the key, and
her experiences most dos ly match the idealized notions of liD for
a keeper. For keepers the lighthou was their job, but for chi ldren
it wa a huge toy, as revealed by Betsy Meyer 's memory that "the
tower, with its 105 teps stood sentinel over us all , even though I
thought it wa special playground equipment for me to walk and
balance from one post to anoth r." She ran up and down the stairs,
only taking rests at the window. Her fath r afE ctionately named
her "M rry Leg " for all of her running. When not playing in th
lighthou , B tsy and her brother Gus travele d the beach , entertaining themselve with th numerou fiddl r crab that scurried
away from their feet. At du k, Mary would walk to th e end of th
dock and watch th "gloriou un et that made one know God was
in his heavens and I, in my own small way, in mine. "36

34. Clearwater Sun, ovembe r 5, 1984; William Oem ri tt to Commi sion r of Lighthou e , J a nu ary 17, 1914; William Dem eritt to o mmissio ne r of Ligh tho u e ,
j anu ary 27, 1914; Acting Com mi ion r of Lighthouses to Lighth o use In p ctor, Key W t, Florida, j anu ary 31, 191 4; George H ave nn er to Co mmissio ne r of
Lighth o u es, February 17, 19 ] 4. AI l in RG2 6, e n try 50, box 1022, fil 1624-1626.
George Havenn er to ommi io ner of Lighthou es, February 17, 19 14, RG 26,
ntry 50, box 31, fi le 1072E; toughton, Tarpon Springs Flmida, 6-7; TarjJon
Splings 1 eader, February 7, 1933, and February 2, 1945. To nga, untitled autobiography abo ut life on Andote Key; untitl d typ d speech given o n j anuary 27,
1985, to th T AH , Meyer Family file , T AH .
35. o mmis ioner of Lighth ouse to cr tary of Com merce, March 1, 1923; William D m ritt to Commi ion r of Lighthou es, February 7, 1923; Fo rm 80 "R comm nd ation as to . ds to avigati o n," F bruary 23, 1923. All in R 26, entry
50, b x 83 1, fi le 1071E-1072C.
36. Tongay, un titled au tobi ograp hy abo ut life on Anclote Keys.
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Like the personnel, the station underwent changes. In early
January 1888, Captain W. L. Fisk, lighthouse engineer, and A. C.
Bell, lighthou surveyor, conducted the first of several inspections of Andot K ys. Fisk de cribed the key a a 177-acre i land
with an outer edge of white sand and shell and a mar hy int rior.
Approximately 125 acres consisted of tress, mostly yellow pine , palmetto, mangrove, and cedar. H e noted that the base of the lighthouse tood 242 feet beyon d the high water mark. Fisk
characterized the station a healthy, and, b cau e of its newness,
absent of disease Y
Betwe n 1888 and 1893 only minor repairs occurred at the station. However, in 1894 the Light-House Board contracted out to
build a new brick oil house . Although there are rumors that a cannon wa placed on Andote K y to protect the island from an invasion during th e Spanish-Ameri an War, there i no mention of it or
of any Spani h attack in the A nnual Report of the Light-Hou e Board or
in the Andote Lighthouse Logs. Because of the salt air, the lighthou e and urrounding building required constant and regular
upk p. In 1 99 worker added a kitchen to the "main dwelling,"
and an additional 200 feet wa add d to the wharPll
On the eve of 1913, William Demeritt, Lighthou e In pector
from K y We t, evaluated Andote Keys. Due to erosion, only 82 feet
of land lay b tween the lighthouse and the ocean. Unlike Fisk 's
1888 report, Demeritt's observ d that during rainy season malariainfected mosquitoes from the i land' bracki h mar h threatened
the keeper . Demeritt registered other routine repair and the introduction of cement-curbed brick walks that replaced the worn
out wood plank walks. 39
Andote Keys did not weather the Great Depres ion well. In
1931 , William Demeritt reported the station in dismal condition.
"This is the wor e looking station in the di trict," he noted, "and it
should be provided with modern conveniences and made compa-

37. Anclote Lighthou e Logs, J anuary, 1888, RG26, entr
0, box 10, book 1;
"Description of Light-House Tower, Buildings, and Premises at Anclote Key,
Florida,J an uary 6, 1888," RG26, e ntry 63, box 5, volume 4, 1 85-1889.
38. "An lote K y light-s tation, Fla," RG26, clipping fil e; McCarthy, FI01'ida Lighthouses, 98; Stoughton , Tarpon Springs }10'rida, 20.
39. "Des ription of Anclote Keys Light tation, Florida, December 31, ]912," RG2 6,
entry 63, box 2, file Florida.
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rable with v ry oth er tation in the di trict."40 In re ponse concre te cisterns r plac d the worn o ut wood tanks, a concrete septic
tank was built, n ew bathroom fixtures were install d , a chick n run
erected, and the porch s w r
re n d. 11
Along v.rith th e grounds of th tation , th e light went through
many changes due in part to te hnological innovati on s since first
bing lit. Throughout the world, gov rnments continually tested
n ew t chnologie and alternativ fuel our
to increase light intensity and to provide a more re liabl and long r la ting nergy
source . In early 1888, the third-ord er light had a color d gla
chimney fla hing r d very thirty seco nds, taking six minut to
compl ete a revolution. On c wound, the clock la ted fiv hour ,
moving th entire Fresnel len , but the keep ers generally wound it
every four hours. The Fre nch company H e nry Lap ante made the
Fr n 11 n s in 1884.
A k ro en e oil powered Funcks flo at lam p with two wi ks produ ced th e light, and th tation h ad another lamp in re rv. The
glass chimney dimm d the light, reducing the distan ce at which it
could be s en b m ariner. By 191 3, inst ad of a red fl ash , Andote
showed a white light from a 200,000 candle power incandescent oil
vapor lamp , flashin g white every thirty conds. Fiv years late r the
light ch an ged to a white group fl ash every thirty econd . The light
continued to be fueled by kerose ne until June 1923 wh n it wa
converted to acetyl ne ga . On June 27, 1923, the gove rnment installed an electric g n erator for th dw llings, and four day late r
Ro bert Meyer returned as keeper, but without the h lp of an a itant keep er, who po ition h ad been e liminated. Th Coast Guard
took co ntro l ofalllighthous in 1939, and on August 1, 1944, Captain William Wi har a t the Coast Guard' Seve nth Di trict submitted a "Requ st for Work Authorization" to e lectrify the light. The
Coast Guard also contemplat d in taIling a 375-mm le ns from a
par a tyl ne lantern , but neither change occurr d . In 1944, one
white fl as h ev ry five s cond characteri zed the light. On April 23,
1963, the Coast Guard ord red the Anclote light ch an ged from
acetylene to electric, increasing it to 25,000 candle power but still
utilizing th third-order lens. By 1970, the light und rw nt anoth er
change with a whit fl a h v ry ix econd . One of the last chan g s

40. Form 0, "Recomm enda tion a t Aid to
RG26, ntry 50, box 83 1, file 1071E-I 072G.
41. Ibid .
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before abandonment occurred in November 1976, when a 250-mm
acrylic lantern replaced the Fr nel len , reducing th e nominal
range of the light from 15 mile to 12 miles. In 1982 the Coast
Guard replaced the 250-mm lens with a pIa tic 150-mm len . 42
A less obvious, but nonethele s important, change that had a
tremendous impact upon Tarpon Springs' residents occurred
when the federal government contemplated elling lands not in
use by the lighthouse service. As early as 1914, the D partment of
th Interior probed th e pos ibility of re toring to entry ec tion of
Andote K ys. Andote wa not alon in thi
11 off, for portion of
Captiva Island, Amelia Island , Mo quito Inlet and St. Augustine
lighthouse re ervations, all in Florida, were considered for sale.43
But th e wheels of bureaucracy turned slowly. In 1923 the Bureau of Lighthouses decided to put up for sale the major portion of
Andote Keys beginning 500 feet north of the lighthou e along with
the thr k ys near the lighthouse. Pos ibly trying to cash in on
Florida's land boom, the bureau al 0 tried to rid itself of sections of
42. "Aid t
avigation Operation Req ue ·t," Apri l 23, 1963; J.R. Finelli to Command r,
vember 30, 1976, "Andote K y Lt '
Seventh oast Guard Di ui t, Miam i, Fla.,
historical fi le, .S. Coast Guard, 7~' Oi uict Office to Aids of avigation , Miami,
Fla.; and "R qu t for Work uthorization," August 1, 1944, copies courtesy eil
Hurley. "D ription f Light-Hou 11 wer, Buildings, and Premi e at Andole
Key, Florida, January 6, 1888," RG26, en try 63, box 5 volum 4, 1885-] 889;
"D cription of Andote Keys Light Station, Florida, December 31, 1912," RG26,
e ntry 63, box 2, file Florida; Mark G. E khoff to G rtrude K tought n, June 2,
1971, Andole Lighthouse History-l tters file . Form 70, "Recommendation as to
Aids to Navigation," October 19,1911 , and Foml 80, "R comm ndation as to Aids
to avigation," ovember 8, 1923, both in RG26, entry 50, box 831, file 1071E1072C; Hurley, "Andote Keys Light;" Timothy Johnson, "Original and Present Physical Appearance," c. 1988, Lighthouse file #3, Dunn ColJ ection; nit d State
Department of Commerce, Lighthouse ervice, Light List Atlantic and Gulf Coast of
the United Sates (Washington, 1918), 312-] 3; nited States Departm e nt ofTran portation, nit d State Coast Guard , Light List Volume II, Atlantic and Gulf Coast of the
Unit.ed States (Washington, 1970), 13; United States Treasury Departm n t, nited
States Coast Guard, Light List Atlantic and Gulf Coast of the Unit.ed States (Washington,
1944), 440-41; United States Treasury Departme nt, United State Light-Hou e
Board, List of Light-Houses, Lighted Beacon and Floating Lights of the Atlantic, Gulf and
Pacific Coasts of the United Stales (Washington, 1902), 196-97. Incande cent oil vapor
lamp (a. k.a., 1.0.v.) were introdu ed to Am riean lighthouse in the later part of
the 1 OOs. till utilizing kero ene, the lamp first converted th e fue l to a gas b fore
burning it, form ing a bright r and more powerful light whil using no additional
fuel.
43. cting cre tary of th Interior, August 22, 1914; William Demeritt to Commissioner of Lighthouse, August 10, ]914; A. A. J o ne to th e Secr tary of Comm rc , c. 19 14, all in RG26, ntry 50, box 1022, fi le 1624-1626. Unauth ored
corres po nde nce discussing th e sa le of lig hth u e reserva tions, . 1915, RG26,
e ntry 66, box 34, fi le Andote Key Fla 11 / 2.
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Sanibel Island, Estero I land, Captiva I land, La Costa I land, Umbrella Keys, and Cape Romano. A tax appraisal of Andote Keys valued the land at $10 an acre, but Thoma Moody, the "bootlegging"
keeper, appraised the property at $100 an acre. Taking Moody's
evaluation, the bureau calculated the property was worth $15,500.
Moving with uncanny swiftne s, the bureau requested bids for Anc10te Key throughout Florida po t offices and newspapers, and in
several Chicago and New York ity newspapers by the end of the
year. Despite uch intense adverti ing, the only bid received by February 1924 was for $1,201 by S. M. Regar, a Tampa busine sman.
They quickly rejected his bid. 44
The bureau readvertised Anclote for ale the following winter,
receiving several bids. Yet, all offers were again rejected and the bureau put the land back on the market in late 1925. 45 When the bureau opened the bids on February 16,1926, George Emmanuel wa
the highest bidder, hands down. Moving to Tarpon Springs in
1905, Emmanuel became an important and well-respected figure
as a leader in the Tarpon Springs Sponge Exchange, as a real estate
investor, bank director, and a a local politician, serving as city commissioner. Emmanuel was no stranger to Anclote Keys, visiting it as
a tourist and taking business partners there. Seeing a money-mak-

44. Form 25, "Survey of Public Property"; Form 114, "Abstract of Bids," February 18,
1924; ommission e r of Lighthou es to Secretary of Commerce, February 23,
1924; William D meritt to Commissioner of Lighthouses, February 18, 1924;
William Demeritt to S. M. Regar, July 1, 1924; William Demeritt to S. M. Regar,
July 12, 1924; W. S. Erwin to Commi ioner of Lighthouses, May 16, 1923; W. S.
Erwin to The Federal Real Estate Board, March 19, 1923; E.C. Gillette to Superintendent of Lighthouses,]uly 8, 1924; S. M. Regar, to Superintendent of Lighthouses, Key West, Fla.,June 28,1924. All in RG26, entry 50, box 831, file 1072E.
45 . Form 114, "Ab tract of Bids," February 18,1925; Commissioner of Lighthou es
to Superintendent of Lighthou e , Key West, FI , D cemb rIO, 1924; ommissioner of Lighthouses to Herbert]. Drane, March 3, 1925; Commissioner of
Lighthouses, March 24, 1925; Commissioner of Lighthouses to Herbert].
Drane, May 5, 1925; William Demeritt to Commissioner of Lighthouse , February 19, 1925; William Demeritt to S. M. Regar, February 24, 1925; William
Demeritt to S. M. Regar, May 18, 1925; William Demeritt to Commissioner of
Lighthouses, May 5, 1925; Herbert]. Drane to Commissioner of Light House ,
February 28, 1925; Herbert]. Drane to Commissioner of Lighthouses, May 4,
1925; George M. Emmanual to Herbert]. Drane, February 26, 1925; H . B.
Haskins to Commissioner of Lighthouses, December 6, 1924, RG26; G. R. Putnam to Secretary of Commerce, February 26, 1925; George R. Putnam to Herbert]. Drane, May 16, 1925; S.M. Regar to William Demeritt, May 15, 1925. All
in RG26, entry 50, box 831, file lOnE .
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ing potential, Georg Emmanuel propo ed to pay $35,200, nearly
$12,000 more than the next highest bid. 46 The gov rnment quickly
grabbed at the inflated bid. Emmanuel tried to ca h in on Anclote' touri t draw. The February 16, 1926, edition of the TarjJon
prings Leader trumpeted "Anclote Key to B Bathing Resort. Syndicate of Local Business Men State That $250,000 Will Be Spent to
Make Island Beautiful Resort. " This con ortium of local financiers
included Emmanuel,John Cheyn ey, ]. C. McCrocklin, president of
Fir t National Bank, Ernest R. M r , vice president of First National, and some unidentified N w York-based entrepreneurs.
Shortly after the announcem nt, the syndicate got caught in the
cataclysmic downward spiral of Florida land value . 47
Th Yquickly tri d to extricate themselves from the bid by writing to their United States House of Representative contact Herbert].
Drane. Emmanuel proposed to pay part of the amount due every
three months for the next year and a half in tead of the stipulated
full amount upon notification of compl tion of the deed. This was
the beginning of a year-and-a-half attempt by George Emmanuel to
renegotiate the deal. The gov rnment flatly rejected Emmanuel's
proposal, notifying him on May 7, 1926, that the deed was ready to
be delivered upon receipt of $31,680. 48 When it did not receive payment byJune, th government reconsidered its stand, acquie cing to
Emmanuel' proposal for a new payment plan. The bureau realized
that FIOlida's real e tate conditions were dismal, and that if Emmanuel could pay-eve n under revi ed terms-it wa in the government's

46. Form 114, "Ab lra t of Bids," February 17, 1926; Acting Secretary of Co mm erc
to T ho mas Bell, c. ovember 1925; Thoma B 11 to ec retary of Co mm erce,
o e mb r 17, 1925; ]. . Conway t H e rb rt Rumrill , O ctober 8, 1925;]. . Co nwa to He rbe rt Rumrill , Octo be r 19, 1925; William D m r itt to H arry Lewis,
Jun 25, 1925; William De me ritt to Commi io ner of Lig hth ou es, 0 to ber 13,
1925 ; v\illiam De meritt to Comm i sio ner of Li ghth o u , February 20, 1926;
]. Walt r Drake to Thomas Be ll, ov mb r 24, 1925; H arry Lewis to up rintendent of Lighth ou es, Key West, Fla., june 24, 1925; G. R. Putnam to S cr tary of
Co mm rce, March 2, 1926; H rbert Rumrill to Commissio n r of Lighthou
O Clo b r 6, 1925. All in RG26, ntry 50, box 831, fil 1072E. TaT/Jon Spring
Leader, March 12, 1915 , j anuary 8, 1924, and june 17, 1954; "Mr. and Mr .
Georg Emman uel," unauthor d manu ript, George Emm anu I fil , T AHS;
toughton, Tarpon tJrings Flori.da, 47-48, 58, 69.
47. Tarpon Springs Leader, February 17 an d 26, 1926.
i
4 . T h difference b (We n th bid of 35,200 and the payment of 31,6
ac oun t d for by the fact that bid would o nly b a cepted if a ca hier check or cash
for t n p r ent f the total bid was deposited . The already de po iled ten p r ent
was dedu t d fr m the total am ount eorge Emman uel and hi paro1er w d.

°
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best interest to renegotiate. Yet every time the parties agreed upon a
payment cherne, Emmanuel demanded a new plan. 49
On November 6, 1926, James O 'Hara
, Acting Solicitor of the
Department of Commerce, granted pernlis ion to put Andote Keys
back up for sale. George Emmanuel caught wind of this and wrote
U.S. Senator Duncan Fletcher, requesting him to "look into the
matter," which he did five day later. George Putnam notified Senator Fletcher on January 12,1927, that if Emmanuel could pay the
full amount by February 1, the d eed to the property would be his,
but the bureau would grant no further extensions. 50 The deadline
came and went with no receipt of payment. In February George
Bean, Republican National Committee member from Florida, requested an extension, stating that Emmanuel proposed to pay
through annual installments. This proposition was rejected one
day before bids were opened for Andote Key . The bureau then
discovered that no one submitted a bid; this news, however, did not
change their decision. Part of the reason not to reconsider the offer may lay with Robert Meyer, Andote keeper, whose local origins
provided him intimate details of the people and surrounding communities. In a report to the Superintendent of Lighthouses, Key
West, Meyer stated that Emmanuel's "finances are uncertainhave to force him to meet obligations ... unless it is to his advantage to do so. Understands that money he handles belongs to his

49. H . B. Bowerman to Superintendent of Lighthouses, Key West, Fl, May 25,1926; William Demeritt to Gorge Emmanuel, March 9, 1926; William DemeIitt to George
Emmanuel, May 7 1926; Herbert Drane to Commissioner of Lighthouses March 6,
1926; George Emmanuel to William Demeritt, March 6, 1926; George Emmanuel
to William Demeritt, june 2,1926; G. R. Putnam to H erbert Drane, March 9, 1926;
William Demelitt to Commissioner of Lighthouses, june 9, 1926; William Deme ritt
to George Emmanuel, june 28,1926; William De meri.tt to Commissioner of Lighthouses, August 10, 1926; William Demeritt to Commissioner of Lighthouses, October 14, 1926; George Emmanuel to William Demeritt, August 2, 1926; George
Emmanuel to William Demelitt, September 2, 1926; G. R. Putnam to Secretary of
Commerce, june 16, 1926. All in RG26, entry 50, box 831 , fi l 1072E.
50. ]. S. Conway to Superintendent of Lighthouses, Key West, FI, Decembe r 14,
1926; George Emmanuel to Duncan U. Fletcher, December 22, 1926; Duncan
U. Fletcher to George Emmanuel, December 27, 1926; Duncan . Flet h er to
George R. Putnam, December 27, 1926; Duncan U. Fletcher to William DeMerritt, Decembe r 27, 1926; lame J. O ' Hara to Assistant Secretary of Commerce,
November 6, 1926; G. R. Putnam to Duncan Fletcher, j anuary 12, 1927. All in
RG2 6, entry 50, bo 831 , file 1072E.
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wife and he is at pre ent h avily involved- man of con iderable
personality and hr wd busine s ability."51
Mter the bureau rejected his offer, a federal court convicted
George Emmanuel on March 10, 1927, of attempting to muggle illegal ali n into the United State·. Emmanuel r c iv d a $500 fine
and wa entenced to fifteen months in jail. Notwithstandin a such
trials and tribulations, Emmanuel continu d to request a reconsideration of his proposal to purcha Andote Keys . Once again the bureau said no, biding its time until land value rebounded. Emmanuel
appear to have recovered from hi r al state los es and to have survived the conviction, for he continu d to be successful and highly respected in Tarpon Spring, if not with the Bureau of Lighthouses. 52
Georg Emmanuel's delays, the bust of the Florida land boom,
and th on t of the Great Depression all thwarted the bureau 's efforts to sell Andote Keys. On August 11 , 1938, the Department of
Agricultur inquired into the possibility ·of having the key transferred in the hope of creating the Andote Migratory Bird Refuge.
In little more than one month , on S ptemb r 14, the S cretaryof
Agriculture received title to the exce property. Thus ended the
Bureau of Lighthou e' twenty-five-year quest to relinqui h control
of the land . Had they waited a few more months it would no longer
have been the bureau's concern, for on July 1, 1939, the United
States Coast Guard officially took control of the nation' aid to
navigation. 53

51. 'Dodger," February 12, 1927, copy coune y e iJ Hurl ey; G org B an to Commi io ner f Lighthouses February 5, 1927; William Demeritt to om missioner
of Lighthous ,February 12, 1927; W. P. H arman , February 14, 1927; G. R. Putnam to G. W. Bean , February 9, 1927; G. R. Putnam to ecretary of omm rce,
Februal 9, 1927' G. R. Putnam, F bruary IS, 1927; G. R. Putnam to Secretary
of Com m erce, March 3, 1927; Co mmi sioner of Lighthou e to As i tan t ecretary Drake, Februal-y 14, 1927; W. P. Harman, February 2, 1927; w. P. Harman,
February 5, 1927; W. P Harman , February 12, 1927; L. W. Lawren e, February 5,
1927; G. R. Putnam to A i tant ecr tary ofC mmerce, F bruary 17, 1927; William Dem erritt to Lighthouse Commis ion er, February 14, 1927; William
D meritt to Lighthouse Commis ioner, February 14, 1927. All in RG26, entry
50, box 83 1, file ]072£
52. Tampa Tribune March 9-12, 1927; Tar/Jon 'jJ'rings Leader, March] 1,1927, and January 6, 1935; George Bea n to George Putnam June 20, 1927; J. . onwa to
George B an, jul 2, 1927; William D m ritt to Comm i ion er of Lighthouses,
June 2 , 1927, R 26; L. W. Lawrence,jun 21 , 1927. AIl in RG26, entry 50, box
831 file 1072£.
53. C. J. Peoples to the ecretary of Agriculture, ptember 14, 1938; Daniel Roper
to th Acting DirectOr, Bur au of Budget, December 16, 1938; j ames Silver,
Aptil 28,1939. All in RG26, entry 50, box 831, file 1072£.
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Shortly after the Coast Guard took over control of Andote Key
lighthou e, the nation wa thrown into the maelstrom of World War
II. On February 12, 1942, th e Coast Guard transferred Francis Earl,
a Texan, to the island. For the n xt s veral months Earl and two
other Coa t Guard men were under the tut lage of th lighthouse
keeper, who trained them how to car for the light and the urrounding tation. The Coa t Guard personnel lived in on house
while the keeper lived in th other. Periodically, the men would
take a b at into Tarpon Springs to get suppli or for lib rty, providing a re pite from their seduded i land life. Vi t this came to an end
during the early fall of 1942 when the Coast Guard e t up a base in
the Seabreeze Building in Tarpon Springs. The ighty-five men stationed in Tarpon Springs, along with the Coast Guard lightkeepers,
were housed in the Villa Plumo a Hotel. Con equently, the m en
took turns traveling to the island, erving in shifts and returning to
the mainland when their day's work wa finished .54
For the next four year Earl, along with the two other men, took
turns tending the light, caring for the buoy along the Andote River,
and watching for enemy hip and planes. From their po t th Y
could watch the combat training exercises of American pilots. In one
instance, the Coast Guard men observed the practice maneuvers of
more than two hundred Flying Fortresses, Mustang , Warhawks, and
Thunderbolts. However, this may have been the only excitement the
men received. War restrictions permitted few visitors to the i land.
Additionally, no familie resided on Andote. While on the island,
these men 's experiences reflected the lonely image as ociated with
keepers ' live. During his watches at the top of the lighthouse, Earl
spent much of his time writing letters to friends and family. Despite
the social solitude, Earl had fond memories of tending the light. He
enjoyed it so much that he volunteered for permanent duty on Andote, remaining there until 1946. Mter g~tting out of the Coast
Guard, Earl erved as Tarpon Springs postmaster for many years. 55
By 1946, the Coast Guard stationed five men on the island. At
war's end, the Coast Guard shut down its Tarpon Springs base , relocating to St. Petersburg, thus eliminating any readily available housing on the mainland. Although the Coast Guard was contemplating
the automation of the lighthouse during this period, the station still
54. Vera Earl, telephone interview by author, November 11 , 1997.
55 . St. Petersburg Times,January 4, 1994, and May 30, 1995; toughton Tarpon Spring.
Florida, 107; Earl, inte rview.
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had the two keeper' hou ,a wood storeroom, a wood boathouse,
a brick engine room, a wood outhou e, and a chi ken house. The
government equipped the k epers' houses with m tal fold up beds,
chairs, table , a fil cabinet, a couch, a twenty-gallon water heater,
a kero n powered refrigerator, and a ar & Roebuck kero ne
fuel d range. A twelve-volt generator up plied power for house
lights and the R. C.A. radio, and hand pumps suppli ed water. 56
The Coast Guard abandoned the tation on November 5, 1952,
thu beginning th station' downward slide th at continued into
the 1990s. In a site urvey done months before abandonment, all
buildings that exi ted in 1946 were present in 1952, including the
picket fence. By 1956, th keepers' homes suffered at the hand of
vandals but were still considered in good shape. This, however,
would not remain the case. One well-meaning camper started a
cooking fire in one of the houses, burning through the floor, revealing the earth below. Either from malice or car Ie sne s, other
visitors burned both keepers' homes to the ground. Vandals broke
the lighthouse windows, covered the structure with graffiti, and
hurled the light's batteries from atop of the tower. 57
While vandals were having a field day on Andote, in 1960 the
State of Florida gained control of Andote's wildlife refuge. Additionally, the Coa t Guard grappled with maintaining the light while
protecting the remaining structures. In the early 1970 , members
of the Coast Guard's Aids to Navigation Department vi ited th station every three months to ch eck the 112 batt rie , to dean the
lens, and to do other maintenance work. If left alone, the batteries
provided nearly two years of power to th light. To fight off the invader, the Coa t Guard erected a chain link fence around the station and welded the tower's door shut. Even the measures did
not top people from getting into the tower and tearing out the
bulb and damaging the len . Between June 18, 1980, and May 12,
1981 , the Coast Guard spent well over $4,000 repairing th light. 58
56. "Supplement to Form No.
-13," c. 1946, RG26 , e ntry 66, box 34, fil e
Anclo te Key Fla. 11 / 2.
57. Clearwater un, ovember 5, 1984; Tampa Tribune, ov mbe r 23, 1995; St. Peters,
rJUJS Fe bruary 9, 1958; Hurley, "Anclo te Keys Light; " "Titl 'A' Property
g bur
Ti
Report
," RG26, entry 66, box 34, fi le Anclote Key Fla. 11 / 2.
58. uncoast h&pper & News, July 6, 1977; St. Peter.
burg
Time, January 16, 1972 ,
e,Th b un March 1, 1962; Tar/Jon
March 20, 1977, and O ctob r 1 , 1994; TamjJa
a t Guard
prings Leader, Jul y 5, 1984; M. E. Gi lbe rt to ommander, venth
District (oan ), June 24, 19 1, "An lote Key Lt. " histori al fil e, co py co urtesy
N il Hurley.
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The situation reached a crisis point in 1984. Respon ible for
five lighthouses and hundreds of small r aid to navigation along
400 miles of Florida's west coast, Chief Boatswain's Mate Erne t
Costa of the Coast Guard Aids to Navigation Team at St. Petersburg
bemoaned the time and mon y involved in repairing vandals'
handiwork on Andote. Chief Costa's cr w tr kked from Clearwater
to the island eight time in the preceding year to fix the light,
spending nearly $1,000 a vi it. In October 1984, the Coast Guard
began looking for a local gov rnment, historical ociety, or other
organization to lease the lighthou e for twenty-five year. De pite
having offers, within six months they officially decommissioned the
station. 59
In November 1984, the Tarpon Springs Area Historical Society,
with impetus from Timothy Johnson, a local lighthouse enthusiast,
began the long, frustrating journey of preserving th lighthouse.
While the historical society organiz d its resources to save the lighthouse, the Coast Guard turned off the light on November 9, 1984,
to ee if anyone complained. No one did; con equently, on March
4, 1985, the Coast Guard permanently discontinued the light.
Johnson began preparing a National Register Nomination for the
lighthouse, and the historical society ev n solicited a volunteer, Richard Hauge, to live on the island to prot ct the structure from
vandals. They had dreams of turning the property into a park. Yet
land owner hip disputes stymied their efforts. Despite having the
desire, it took the Coast Guard nearly t n years to turn the prop rty
over to the United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
The hi torical society's efforts are reminiscent of George Emmanuel's failed efforts to purchase the island. No matter how hard the
ociety tried, their efforts came to naught. 60

59. St. Peters
burg Times, ctobe r 29, 1984; Donald P. Hogue to Lie ute nant L u Mont lIo, November , ]984; L. R. Montello to Donald P. Hogue, J anuary 24, 1985 ;
R. G. ichol to o mm ander, venth Coa t Guard District (oa n), July 6, 1984,
all in 'Anclo te Key Lt. ' hi torical fil e; McCa rth y, Florida Lighthouses, 100; nit d
, And ole Key, Pinellas ounty,
States alional Park ervice, Andole Key Light tation
Florida
, Condition Assessment Report, 14- L5; TarjJon
derrings
; SIJ L
ea July 5 and O ctober 24, 1984.
60. "Aid to avi gation Ope rati o n R qu e ·t," Decembe r 18, 1984; R. L. Boatri ght t
George Pe rc, ug ust 6, 1985; Ed . Hoffm an to Norma Wri gle , March 8, 19 ,
all in "Anclo te K y Lt.' bi t rica] fil e; St. Peler burg Times, Fe bruar y ]] , 1985;
Hurley, "Anclote K y Light"; Clearwater un, Novembe r 5 and 28, 19 4, D cemb r 27, 19 4, andJun 16, 19 6; uncoClSt ew February 10, 1990; Lary McSparr 11 , inte rvi w by auth o r,July 19, ] 997; Ta'rpon pring Leader November 7, 19 4.
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pping into the process during the earl 1990s, local busine woman Pat McSparren pearh ad d th reinvigorated campaign to save the light. In 1994 McSparren and h er husband, Lary,
founded the Andote Key Lighthouse Restoration Committee .
During the umm r of 1994, at the prompting of McSparr n , Representativ Mik Bilirakis organized meetings betwe n federal and
tat officials and local citizens in the Tarpon Springs Cultural Center to iron out h ow to tran fer the lighthouse from the Coast Guard
to the BLM and then to th State of Florida. The e meeting were
shining, but adly rare , examples of interagency cooperation. Before the Coa t Guard could transfer ownership, an nvironmental
urvey had to be completed to determine if oil pollutants existed.
In October a government contractor announced that th ey removed 107 batterie and 1,775 pounds of battery refuse from the
key but that no erious mercury or I ad oil contamination had occurred from 1 aking batteries. 6 1
Following quickly on the h eels of th contractor' r port, the
restoration committee h eld a concert at Sunset Beach Park to raise
funds on Saturday, November 26, 1994. They collected a total of
$15,000, enough to pay to transfer the lighthouse to the BLM and
x cut a condition assessment. In Augu t 1995, after the Coast
Guard overcame all the bureaucratic roadblocks, the BLM obtained ownership of the lighthouse. 62
Following th tran £ r, a three-hour fund-raising cruise on the
dinner boat Casablanca was launched on September 16, 1995, raising $2 ,000 for the lighthouse. Coupled with the crui e, the committee held a second b nefit concert on November 25 , 1995. Between
the two events a urvey team from the National Park Service visited
the island, accessing the condition of the lighthouse and det rmining future preservation actions. Part of the money rai ed from the
cruise and the concerts funded the $6,400 report, completed in
April 1996. On March 30, 1996, the BLM transferred ownership of
the lighthouse to the state at a ceremony held at the old train depot
at Tarpon Avenue and the Pinellas Trail. Federal, state, and local

61. Commander oa t uard Group St. Pe te rsburg, Fla. , to Commander Coast
Guard Di trict Seve n , Miami , Fla. , April 19, 1994; Commande r Coa t Guard
Group t. Pete r burg, Fl. , to Commande r Coa t Guard District Seven , Miami,
Fl. , April 21 , 1994, both in "Anclote Keys Lt." historical fi le; St. Peters
burg Times,
January 3, August 1, and October 18, 1994; McSparren , inte rview.
62 . St. Peters
burg Times, November 26, 1994,January 10 and 20 , 1995, September 15,
1995; Mc parren, interview.
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official attended the meeting along with an enthusiastic public.
part of th snowballing ucce s of the preservation effort, through
the crusade of Senator Jack Latvala the 1996-97 state budget included $75,000 to begin re toration work on the lighthouse. Onethird of the revenue was allocated in aD partment of Environmental Protection grant for a hi torical and archa ological survey of
the lighthouse grounds. 63
Current preservation obj ctives includ having the lighthou e
listed on the National Regi t r of Hi toric Place , a proce that began in 1984. The McSparrens plan to us the money from the tate
budget to begin the long process of repairing damaged section of
the lighthouse and removing rust from the iron structure, a project
estimated to co t $250,000. An additional $200,000 is required to
repair and refurbish the lighthou e to its original condition, minus
the third-ord r len . If oth r money is forthcoming, the McSparrens d sire to rebuild the kee per' hou e a they existed in the
1920s or 1930s, turning one into a park rang r r idence. By ke e ping a ranger on site, they hope to dete r vandals from ruining the
preservation effort. Following in the footsteps oflighthouses across
the country and at least five Florida lighthou es-including Key
West, St. Augustine, Ponce de Leon Inlet,Jupiter Inlet, and Garden
K y lighthou es-th other Anclote keeper's hou e will be utilized
a a clas room or mu urn detailing the hi t ry of the lighthou e. 64
A groundswell of local support underli preservation efforts
of Anclote Keys lighthouse. According to Tarpon Springs City
Commi ioner Dudley Salley, the lighthouse should be preserved
because of its symbolism for the Tarpon Springs community, "The
ilhouette of the lighthouse is identified as Florida heritage," SaIl y acknowledged. "Andote Key fits into that."65 As a romantic ymbol of Florida heritage, the Anclote lighthouse ha enjoyed a level
of public support that otherwise might not have been forthcoming. These imag sin pire people to volunteer their time, weat, energy, and money to save the light. 66 Summing up this sentiment,

63 . Tampa Tribune, ovember 23, 1995, March 29 a nd May 4, 1996; St. Petersburg
Times, September 15 and November 24, 1995, and May 3, 1996; McSparren,
interview. This grant supported re arc h for thi article.
64. t. Peter. burg Times January 10, 1995; Tampa Tribune, August 25, 1996; McSparren, interview. As of thi writing the National Regi ter Nomination for An lote
Key Lighthou e had bee n sent up to the state but has n ot yet been approved.
65. St. Peter. burg Time , J anuary 3,1994.
66. Mc parren, interview.
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Berni Higgin , a local musician , tated , "I have m emori e of th e
lighthou e blinking o n and off andjust going out there on th e island . .. I want to ave it fo r my children and grand childre n . ... It's
mo re ro ma n tic than logical. " 67

67. Tampa Tribune,
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Unmasked: The Author of Narrative of a Voyage to the
Spanish Main in the Ship "Two Friends"
by PATRlCK W. DOYLE

n 1819 John Miller of Burlington Arcade, Piccadilly, London,
published the Narrative of a Voyage to the Spanish Main in the Ship
"Two Friends" for an anonymous author, a young Englishman.! The
author, calling himself the "Narrator," recounted his earlier voyage to Madeira Island, the Dutch island of St. Thomas, and Spanish East Florida. The Narrative paints a revealing portrait of
northeast Florida during the waning years of the Second Spanish
Period. In his introduction to the 1978 republication of the NarrativeJohn W. Griffin posed two candidates, both named John Miller,
for authorship; however, he concluded "[w]ithal the author ... remains anonymous."2 The Narrator's anonymity has persisted, but
overlooked sources render his identification possible.
The knot of anonymity begins to unravel with the coincidence
of a place and date: St. Augustine, Spanish East Florida, February
1818. The Narrator described his arrival in St. Augustine on the eve
of Carnival 1818 and his meeting with Jose Coppinger, the governor and military commander of Spanish East Florida, in order to
conclude "some arrangements."3The Narrator disclosed elsewhere
that he received a grant of a "considerable tract" bordering Lake
George. 4 On February 26, 1818, Coppinger grant d lands near

I

Patri k W. Doyl i an attorney in Winter Park, Florida .
arrative of a Voyage to the Spanish Main in the Shil)
"T wo Friends ,~. The OccutJation of
A melia Island by M 'Gregor, &c.- ketches of the Province of East Florida; and Anecdotes Illustm tive of the H abits and Man ners of the Seminole Indians: with an Appendix,
Containing a Detail oj the Seminole War; and the Execution oj Arbuthnot and Arnb1ister
(Londo n, 1819; facsimil e ed., with an introduction and index by John W. Griffin , Gaine ville, 197 ).
2. John W. Griffin , introductio n to N arrative, 3.
3. Ibid ., 163. Ash Wedn
e day in 1818 was on February 4. Robe rt Hunt Lym an , ed .,
The World A lrnanac and Book of Facts f or 1936 ( ew York, 1936), 114. Accordingly,
th e day b fore Carnival wa F bruary 2, 1 18.
4. Narrative, 125, 150.
1.

[189]
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Lake Gorge to Joseph Freeman Ratt nbury.5 Thi coincidence i
the fir t link ugg ting that the Narrator was Rattenbury.
Th 1 19 publication "Remarks on the Cession of the Florida "
by J. Fre man Ratte nbury i th e Rosetta Stone conn cting th Narra tor to Ra ttenbury.6 Rattenbury's authorship of the Narrative can
be established becau the works express common th emes, contain
identical or similar phra eology, and refer to th e same arcan naval
fact. Ratte nbury also wrot Edgar and Ella, a Legendary Tale oj the ixteenth Century, which contain a poem providing a peculia r, but
firm , connection be tween Rattenbury and the Narrator. Finally,
land grant records and travel docume ntation solidify the Narrator' id ntity a Rattenbury.7
Pr entation of the proof requir framing th Narrative and
"Remark" into an historical context and detailing the pertin ent
content of ach. The Narrative was written when the Napoleonic
wars h ad nded, and Briti h veterans faced bleak economi propects at home. At the same time the Spanish Crown, weaken d by
the war and beset by reb Ilion in Latin Ame rica, scanted reourc s to East Florida, including troops. These ingredients £ rm ent d into the historical brew of th Narrative.
Briti h veterans, returning hom without prospect of employment, b came targets of recruitment by agents of the Latin American insurgencie who promised volunteer pay and upgrades in
rank. However, most promises were false, and th volunteer were
oon resented by the indig nous forces.9 Though the Narrator
never reached the Spanish Main, he was one of many who wa r cruit d but soon disillusioned.
Spani h Ea t Florida had already uffered the indignity of th e
abortive invasion of 1812 under General George Matthew , a
form r governor of Georgia, whom the United States government

5.

nited tates Wo rk Proj ects Administration , Spanish Land Grants in Flo'rida, vol.
ncon finn ed Claim (Tallahassee, 1940),262-63.
J Freeman Rattenbury, "Remarks on the essio n of the Floridas to th nited
State of America and o n th e eces ity of Acquiring the I la nd of Cuba by Creat
Britain ," The Pamphleteerl5 (Lo ndo n , 1819),261-80,
J E Ratt nbury, Edgar and E LLa, a Legendary Tale of the Sixteenth Century in Three
Cantos and Other Poems (Lo nd n , 1 22), 137-38 ,
arrative, 3; L. David Norri , 'j ose Coppinger in Eas t Florida, 1816-1821: A Man ,
A Province, and a Spani h Colonial Failure ' (Ph. D. dis., outhern lllin oi Unive r ity, 19 1), 197; harlton W. Te bea u, A H istory of Florida ( oral Cables,
1971) , 103.
arrative" 47, 187 .
1,

6,

7.
8.

9.
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tacitly promoted but eventually disavowed. 1o The occupation of
Amelia Island in 1817 and 1818 wa even more humiliating for the
Spanish because it was carried out by fr ebooters or pirates on behalf of mock governments.
On June 29, 1817, Gregor MacGr gor, a Scotsman who had
served under Simon Bolfvar, easily seized the island with a small
force of men, many of whom had been recrui ted from ports of the
United States. MacGregor proclaimed he was "duly authoriz d by
the constituted authori~e of the Republics of Mexico, Bueno
Ayres, New-Grenada and ¥ nezu la," raised the "Patriot" flag, and
declared independenc of th Floridas. When promised goods,
money, and men did not mat rialize but discontent did, MacGr gor resigned on September 4, 1 17, and withdrew. Military command passed to Jared Irwin, a former congr man, and the civil
command pa sed to Ruggles Hubbard a former sheriff from New
York. Luis Aury, a French-born pirate, arriv d on September 21,
1817,just after a mi rable failure by Spanish troops to retake the
island. Raising the flag of the Republic of Mexico, Aury assumed
military command and appointed Irwin as his adjutant-general
while Hubbard retained the role of civil governor. II The Narrator
arrived at Amelia Island shortly thereafter; he did not like what he
found.
Appreciation of the evidence establishing Rattenbury a th
Narrator require a ummary of the Narrative. The Narrator compiled the work at th request of friends who wanted an "account of
the ill-fated expedition," and his purpose in doing so was "to describe the miserie of my comrades, and our disappointments .... "12
The Narrator was predisposed to leave England for personal reasons: "[t]he loss of a beloved parent and some circumstances of a
painful and distressing nature over which I had neither controul or
influence."13
The Narrator, induced by exaggerated accounts of insurgent
successes in the Spanish Main reported in the Morning Chronicle
and beguiled by agents for the Republic of Venezuela, booked passage on the schooner Two Friends. The ship left Portsmouth on July

10. Tebeau, A H istoT
Y o/Florida, 106-107.
11. Cha'rleston Courier, July 14, 18] 7; Griffin, introduction to Narrative, 12-13, 15-16.
Norri ,'Jose Coppinger," 273; Tebeau , A H istory o/Florida, 111-12.
12. Narrative, v, 5.
13. Ibid., 4.
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31 , 1817, with eighty passengers aboard, many of whom were army
and navy veterans of the Napoleonic wars. The anticipated voyage
to the Spanish Main-as was to have been directed by the Y, nezuelan agent upon arrival in St. Thomas-ended ingloriously at that
i land: the Venezuelan agent never appeared; the Two Friends absconded in th night.1 4 Unaware that MacGregor had already left,
the American con ul recomm nded that the Narrator and twentynine companions join MacGr gor; thu e ncouraged, they booked
passag to Amelia I land on th American chooner Mary. 15
In late October 1817 the Narrator land d on Amelia Island; he
was crestfallen to learn that MacGregor had aIr ady departed. 16
The Narrator and others met Aury who expressed di appointment
the Mary had not brought "privates as w II as officers." Th Narrator quickly di covered that knavery, not gallantry, was the order of
the day; h depict d Aury's followers as "the refuse of all nations."1 7
Though Aury had the island and its town, Fernandina, und r
his control, he wa v xed by di putes be tween his own "French"
party and the "American" party. IS The alienated residents of
Fernandina, wanting to oust Aury and th French party, olicited
the Narrator and others to assi t them in this [fort. The Narrator
approached Irwin, Aury's adjutant-general, to nli t hi upport,
but to th Narrator' chagrin, Irwin declined. The disgust d Narrator retreated to nearby St. Marys, Georgia, but he returned to Am lia to defend, un ucc fully, a British officer against a charge of
' trea onabl e practice" before a court martial convened and controlled by Aury. Following the court martial, the Narrator fought
with M'Donald, an Aury supporter and a de te t d fellow passenger
on th Two Friends and th Mary, resulting in the Narrator' bri f arrest and subsequent bani hm nt. 19

14. [bid ., 5, 9 12, 42, 4 -49, 19 1.
15. Ibid ., 53-54.
16. Griffin pu ts th e d a te a 0 to b r 25 , 1817, but th e d ate o f a rrival a n onl y be
approx ima ted . T h e Narra tor arriv din St. Tho ma on e ptembe r 25, 1 17. Th e
voyag from t. Tho mas to Ea t Flo rida too k fourtee n days, but n o d pa rtur
da t i give n. Gri ffin introdu ti o n to arrative, 17; a'rrative, 38, 76. re port
fro m St. Mary d at d ovembe r 1, 1817, ta ted th at tw nt:y- ight En glish offi r
arrived fro m St. Tho mas . Clwrle ton Courier, N v mber 7, 1 17. Th
a rrato r
r la t d th a t two f th e thirty adve nture rs o n th e Mary di mba rk d befor arrivin g at Am elia. arrative, 76-78.
17. arrative, 78, 96.
18. riffin, introdu ctio n to Narrative, 17; m,ative, 96-97.
19 . Narrative, 99 , 107.
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The Narrator returned to St. Marys wh re h accepted an invitation from Coppinger, extended through the urveyor general of
East Florida, to meet with the governor in St. Augu tine. 20 In conferring with Coppinger, the Narrator volunteer d to assume command of a raid to eject Aury, but Coppinger, though initially
receptive, dec1ined. 2 1 Informed that Aury had learned of the Narrator's offer to a i t Coppinger, the Narrator returned to St. Marys
overland to avoid capture by Aury's forces. The Narrator then
sailed from St. Marys to Charle ton in December 1 17.22
The United States had grown impati nt with th privateering
and smuggling of the so-called patriots, and on December 23,
1817, United States army and naval forces, without r i tanc ,ov rtook Amelia under authority of a secret act and resolution of Congress, enacted in 1 11, but only disc10 ed hortly after the
takeover.23 In midjanuary 1818, the Narrator, d siring to return to
East Florida to complete " orne arrangements" proposed to Coppinger on his earlier vi it, acc pted an offer of passage from
Charleston to Amelia I land xt nd d by aptain Kearney, the
commander of the Enterprise, a U.S. brig of war. 24 Upon returning to
St. Marys from Amelia, the Narrator made a econd visit to St. Augu tine , arriving on the evening of February 2, 1818. 25 Mter the
"object of hi visit" was "satisfactorily arranged," he sailed from St.
Augu tin to Charle ton; th reafter, he proc eded "through the
United States."26
The negotiations between the United State and Spain over an
acceptable treaty whereby the Floridas would b e ceded to the
United States by Spain form the backdrop to Rattenbury' "Rmarks." John Quincy Adams, the Secretary of State, and Luis de
Oni the Spanish mini ter in Washington, negotiated the treaty,
which wa igned on February 22, 1819, and ratifi d by the United

20. Ibid., 1] 3. The royal I ubli surv yoI' gen ral was George]. F. lark. Griffin ,
introduction to Narrative, 18; Norris, 'Jose Coppinger," 163.
21. Narrative, 113, 128. Th
arrator wa accompan i d by at least one fellow ad enturer in e h e used plural pronouns in describing hi arri val, and at th e tim f
hi d parture he wa a c mpani d by two other officers who "were quaJl
averse with myself to fall into the power of th pirate ." lbid. , 116, 130.
22. Ibid . ] 29, 146, 1 O.
23 . riffin introduction to . an-alive, 20.
24. lbid , ] 50.
25. e note 3 above.
26. Narrative, 181- 2. Probabl
ther area vi it d were G orgia, th Carolinas, and ,
th e Hud on River area of N w York. Ibid., 156, 158, J 34.
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State S nat on February 24, 1 19. Mter the Senate ratification,
Adams realiz d that h had blundered over a provision in the
treaty providing for r cognition of grants made b fore January 24,
1818, and that two of th largest grants made in December 1 17
would have been upheld. Adam had understood during the negotiations that land grants made after Augu t 11 , 1802, would be invalid Y ons quently, he maneuver d to n gate the e large grants.
Th treaty provided a six-month p riod for acceptance by
Spain. How ver, it wa not until October 24, 1820, that Spain approved it. At th arne time King Ferdinand, to Adam ' relief, renounced the trouble orne grants. Since the time set for acceptance
had expired, a econd ratification was required, and the S nate did
o on February 19, 182l. 2
Rattenbury wrote "Remark "ju t before and after the expiration of the initial six-month tim limit for Spain's acceptance; h
passionately hoped that Spain would reject the treaty. In "Remarks"
Rattenbury argued against Spain's cession of the Floridas to the
United State and for Spain's cession of Cuba to Great Britain
hould the Florida ce ion OCCUr. 29
Rattenbury ass ned that the United States want d the Floridas
a a means toward improving national security, advancing toward
future naval pre-eminence, and eliminating a perceived thr at to
th federal ystem-possible s paration of the western and Atlantic
states. Rattenbury emphasized that th victorious enemies of Napoleon had nt red into an alliance and warned the United States
that a forcibl
izure of the Floridas could re ult in war with that
alliance. If there wer a war, then taxation would be n ces ary to finance it, and there would be a di ruption of agricultural exports
that would fall more heavily upon the w stern tate because of
th ir reliance on the southern ports. The western state would then
question a policy benefitting the Atlantic states at their expense.
The result, he contended, would be that the western states would
have to swallow the policy of the Atlantic states or sec de from the
Union. Rattenbury argued that the Atlantic states combined both

27. Samu 1 Flagg Bemis, john Quincy Adams and the Foundations of American Fo-rei
gn
Polic), ( ewYo rk, 1949) , 334-39.
28. Ibid., 338, 352.
29. "Remark" wa a r publication with amendm ents of article app aring in the
Morning hroniclein August and Septemb r 1819. "Remarks ," 262 .
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commercial and agricultural pur uits, uited to become a maritim
power, while the western state depended solely on agriculture. 3o
Rattenbury was angry about attempts to set back the date of
recognition ofland grants; he vented again t Adam:
[H] e demanded the abrogation of all grants made ... subequ nt to the year 1802, and the excuse offered for thi
infamou propo al to violate the rights of individuals, wa ,
that in that year, th ubject of cession of the Floridas had
been agitated by the two governments Y
The main proof of Rattenbury' author hip of the Narrative is
the identical or similar phraseology in the Narrative and "Remark ." The excerpts that follow show the unmistakable connection.
Exc rpt from Narrative:
The bays of Appalache and Tampa, and Charlotte's harbour, on the west of this province, are admirably situated
for naval stations; particularly the bay of Tampa capable of
receiving the whole of the British Navy.32
Excerpt from "Remark ":
The latter bay [bay of Spiritu Santo] includes that of
Tampa, presenting a noble and spacious harbour, completely sheltered from the influence of the north-west
wind, and capable of receiving the whole of the Briti h
Navy. 33
Excerpt from Narrative:
To foreigners , grants of land are very liberal; a considerable tract was assigned to me on the borders of Lake St.
George, one of the fine t parts of the province, on the river
30. "Remark ,' 263, 268-69, 27l.
3l.lbid. 264; empha i in th original.
32. Narrative, 82- 3. L1rioLisly, Tampa i
188 n .
33. "Remark '," 272.

pe lled corr ctty in th Appendix. Ibid.,
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St.John 's, abounding with live oak, c dar, and cypress; th
oil congenial to the cultivation of cotton, rice, ugar and
other important products. 34
Excerpt from "R marks":
[The St. John' River] pa
through and is fed by several
lakes, the most consid rable the lake of St. George .. . th
shores abounding on eith r id with immense forests of
live oak, cedar, cypress, pine, and oth r valuable trees; the
oil congenial to the production of cotton, rice, tobacco,
coffe , ugar, and other important products .. .. 35
Excerpt from Narrative:
[Describing rice wamp] The action of the sun upon
the e decayed vegetable ub tance produces putridity,
creating the miasmata 0 fatally and widely destructive to
the white inhabitants of the state of the arolinas and
G orgia .. . . This destructive vapor doe not xist in the
provinc of Ea t Florida, or is dissipated . .. .36
Excerpt from "Remarks":
[T]he salubri ty of the climate [in Ea t Florida is] equal to
any in the world, and far superior to that of the Southern
State of North America, being entir Iy fre from th p til ntial miasmata which rise from the low ground of th
aro linas and Georgia, and prove so xt n iv ly destructive to their white inhabitants Y

34. Th e refe rence is to Lak Gorge ide ntifi ed a Laguna an Jorge o n a survey prepared by Andre Burgevin fo r Rattenbury. StJanish L and Grants, vol.l 263;
U nconfirm ed Spanish Land Grant Claim , R cord Gro up 000599, Carton 8,
Un . R1 , Document 0.5, Florida tate Arc hive; Narrative, 125.
35. "Remarks," 273. The tree s qu n i r p a t d in th e Narrative: "th e imme n e
fore ts of live oak, cedar, cyp res and pin e" and "immen e woods of liv oak,
cedar, cypre ,and p ine. " Narrative, 81, 134.
36. arralive, 156-57 .
37. "Remarks," 273.
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Matching phraseology of lesser significance occurs in passages
describing the St. Johns River and the town and harbor of St. Augustine. 38
Common theme also connect the Narrative and "Remarks":
the execution of Alexander Arbuthnot and Robert Ambrister, the
internal politics of the United States, and the maritime contest between the United States and England. The words used by the Narrator and Rattenbury to express these themes are similar.
Arbuthnot and Ambrister, British national, were executed in
West Florida on April 29, 1818, following conviction by a court martial convened by General Andrew Jackson. The Narrative strikes a
theme of anger about this incident, characterizing it variously a
"the murder of our unfortunate countrymen," a "barbarous act of
a vindictive foreigner," 'Judicial murder," and an "atrocious murder of our unhappy countryman."39Rattenbury reprised the theme
in "Remarks," stating that "the unexpiated murder of Arbuthnot
and Am brister . . . remains a foul charge against the American
character, and an insult to our own" and that the hands of Unit d
States troops were "red with the blood of our murdered countrymen."40 The Arbuthnot and Ambrister executions became a cause
celebre in England. 41 Although fiery denunciations about them
alone are not persuasive in the establishment of the author' identity, the reference contributes to the task when coupled with other
repeated themes.
The internal politics of the United States, namely the distinction between the Atlantic tates and the western states, form a second common theme. The Narrator a serted that if the United
States obtained the Floridas, then it would give the "Atlantic States
... a decided influence over those of their western territory, uniting their destinies by a gordian knot, which the latter will never be
able to sever."42 In "Remarks," Rattenbury averred that acquisition
of the Floridas by the United States would "consolidate and
strengthen the North American Union, by uniting the destinies of
the Western and Atlantic states, rendering the former dependent
arrative, 134; "Remark ," 272-73 (as to the St. Johns River) ; arrative, 116-17;
"Remarks," 272 (as to the town and harbor of St. Augu tine) .
39. arrative, vii-viii, 196-97.
40. "Remar
ks,"
265, 279.
41. Thoma A. Bailey, A Diplomatic History of the A rnerican People, 6th ed . ( ew York,
1958) , 170.
42. Narrative, 82.
38.
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on th latt r.... " Rattenbury theorized that if the United Stat acquired the Floridas the western states would be at the mercy of th
Atlantic state becau e th Atlantic States would then control th
sea trade routes of th agricultural products of the west. 43
The third common them i the conte t b tween the Unit d
tates and England for maritim up riority. The Narrator foresaw
th imp nding rivalry between Great Britain and the United States
for naval upremacy. Given the strategic charact r of East Florida
from its po ition on the Gulf Stream and proximity to the West Indies, the Narrator contended that if the United Stat po e ed
the Floridas and war occurr d the Briti h navy would be unable to
protect English trade. H d clared that perhap only England
could successfully cont nd with the United States the possession of
the Florida; he proclaimed that" [n] aval pre-eminence is our legitimat ambition .... " 44 In "Remark ," Rattenbury detailed the importanc of the Gulf Stream and empha ized that upon the United
State' acquisition of the Floridas, Engli h trade in the Gulf Stream
and with the I land of Jamaica would fac "certain de truction" in
wartime. 45
The most peculiar tie b tween the Narrator and Rattenbury involv the thinness of th lip of cau casian Americans. The Narrator a erted that "the lips ofth natives of North America are much
thinn r than tho e of Europ an ."4 In Rattenbury's argument to
his po m "The Seminole Maid" he pronounced: "It is a singular,
but undoubt d fact, in the physiology of the p opl of th United
States, that their lip are thinner than tho e of European , often
pre nting a deformity of £ ature ."'17
Oth r links connecting the Narrator to Rattenbury are a common exp rience and knowledge of an obscur naval matter. Rattenbury acknowledged in "Remarks" that he, too , wa "intimately
acquaint d with the character of th Florida, from personal ob ervation."
earli r tated , the U.S.S. Enterpnseund r the command
of Captain Kearney carried th Narrator from Charleston to Amelia I land. In "Remarks," Rattenbury r v aled knowledge of the En-

43. "Remarks ," 266, 268-69.
44. arrative, 81-83.
45. "R marks ," 266.
46. a1''rative, 165.
47.]. F. Ratte nbury, arg um ent to "The min ole Maid ," Edgar and Ella, 13 . According to Ratte nbu ry ew England rs were th e worst affli cted by thi d eformity.
Ibid .
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terprise and Captain Kearney, and even the mi ion of the Enterprise
following the occupation of Amelia Island.
'18
The concluding evidenc identifying Rattenbury a the Narrator lies in further information about th land grant and docurnentation of Rattenbury's departur from t. Augustine meshing with
information provided by th Narrator. The extent of the land
grants to the Narrator and Ra tte nbury corre pond a do the dates.
Rattenbury' grant included 25,520 acr near Lake George, large
enough to qualify a the Narrator's "co n iderable tract" at th arne
location. 49 The Narrator's refe rences to his "arrang ments" or the
"object" of his vi it in connection with his visits to St. Augu tine
most probably refer to the land grant. 50
The Narrator' departure from St. Augustine at the conclu ion
of his second visit was by a chooner that arrived in CharI ton
thirty hours later.51 On Wedne day, March 4, 1818, the Charleston
Courier reported that the schoon r Alert had arrived from St. Augustine aft r a thirty-hour voyage and that among the passengers was a
"Rattenburg."52 Despite this spelling, it is unlik ly that this passenger wa oth r than Rattenbury. This report allow th conclusion
that the Narrator p nt a month in St. Augustine during his econd
visit, ample time to arrange for the land grant.
The biographical information on Rattenbury is sketchy. The
on of Jo eph F. Rattenbury Sr. and Elizabeth Rattenbury, Joseph
Freeman was christened at Marazion, a chapel in the pari h of St.
Hilary in ornwall, England, on February 17, 1784. 53 Rattenbury
was a descendant of the House of He e; his lineage is bes t d escribed in hi own words:
A prince of th e House of H e se Rottenburg Rhinfels about
the latt r end of the reign of our H e nry the th, having
had the misfortune to kill the son of the princ of Hesse
Ca el, fled to England, to avoid the resentment of th e
48 . "Remar
k ',
" 266, 272. The Narrator was fiv day at ea with Kearney and
received the "kind st attention from him ." an"alive, 150. Ratt nbur al 0 mention Aury, the tak over at Am lia, an d the harbor at Amelia I land. ' Remark ,"
262-63, 272.
49. SjJCtnish Land Grants, Vol. I 263.
50. arralive, 129, 150, 181.
51 . Ibid, 1 1-82.
52. Cha-rle ton Cou-rier, Mar h 4, 1 1 .
53. Baptismal r co rd, Parish of St. Hila."y, Cornwall , England. opy in possession of
th e auth or.
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reigning family; he ettled in Cornwall, where his descendants were , for everal generations, considerable land proplietors, and matched with the principal families of that
and the neighbouring county.54
Little is presently known about his childhood or early manhood, but it is apparent that he received an education in the classics and learned French and Latin, and he also travelled extensively
in Europe. Before 1817, he was, or sought to pursue a career as, a
lawyer. 55 While Rattenbury did not affirm he had been Briti h officer or a veteran of the Napoleonic Wars, the probabilities are that
he was because he volunteered to serve in a military capacity in the
cause of the insurgents, offered to lead a raid against Aury, and
travelled with passengers who were veterans. Rattenbury began his
voyage on the Two Friends, just fifty-three days after the death in Plymouth of his seventy-one-year-old Quaker father, his "beloved parent," onJune 8, 1817. 56
Rattenbury was bearded, relatively thick-lipped, not physically
imposing, and, at th time of the Narrative, in hi early thirties. He
was well-off for he had to pay for pas ages on many voyage and
travel in the United States. He preferred obtaining bed and board,
and he travelled with more baggage than he could carry.57 He had
a fondness for women and spirits; he even carried a supply of whiskey and Madeira wine while in Florida. These inclinations are reflected in Edgar and Ella in which he wrote two Anacreontic poems
and one entitled "To Woman ." Hi de cription in the Narrative ofa
stop at a grog shop in Cowford is particularly revealing: "[ t] he
night was passed in noisy mirth , drinking, and gambling, vices too
prevalent. " 58
Rattenbury displayed a talent for imagery in the Narrative. He
described dolphins" porting across our bow with the velocity of

54. ]. F. Ra ttenbury, argume nt to "Edgar and Ella," Edgar and Ella, 3-4. The arra tor
refe rs to th e Elector of H es . Narrative, 188.
55. N arrative, 102 .
5"6 . Plyrnouth and Dock Telegraph an d Chronicle, jun e 21 , 1817.
57. Ibid ., 131-33, 137-38, 141-42, 152, 154 (bed or board ); Ibid., 137, 155, 157, 161
(baggage). Ra tt nbury mad a ingl refe re nce to campin g and no referen ce to
fi hing o r hunting though h e no ted th e abundan ce of fi sh and gam e. Ibid. , 138,
144, 158.
58. Ibid ., 135.
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thought." Even more picturesque is his des ription of crossing the
St. John River:
Th noi e of the oars, a th y cut their liquid way, rousing
the echoe of its banks, wer an wered by the noisy cadence of the negroes ' boat- ong, amusing and beguiling
our way.59
While in Florida Rattenbury had mom nts of bittersweet recolction of the people and place he had left behind, al 0 de cribed
in an imaginative way:
I wand red at the discretional pace of my horse , enjoying
the woody c nery, broken at interval by views of the Atlantic oc an, across whose wave my imagination painted
those beloved fri nds, for whose happine m y heart constantly and fervently a pirated [sic] . Ther is a melancholy
pI asure in recreati ng the cene of happier day , and in
visiting in idea, those haunts nd ared by circum tance of
early and t nder attachment. 6o
Rattenbury did not reveal his marital tatu at the time of his
Florida adventure, but given hi ometimes per onal omments, it
is reasonable to assume that, if married, he would hav r v aled it
in some manner. Nonetheless in 1822, when Rattenbury sail d
from London to New York City, he was accompani d by a wife,
Anna Maria, age eighteen. 61
Rattenbury wa giv n to embellishment on occasion. Just aft r
rIa e from his arrest on Amelia Island, he boa t d "I had accidentally a brac of loaded pistols in my pocket, which had escaped the
crutiny of my gaol r , each having a small dagge r. "62 In th argum nt to the poem "The Seminole Maid, ' he declar d that in winter
of 1817 he was with an armed party that encountered a S minole

59. Ibid ., 74, 152-53.
60. Ibid, 159-60.
61. New York, New York Ind x to Pa e nger Li ts 1820-1846 Ro ll M 261-79, Manifest 2532, Am riean G nealogi a l L nding Library, Houtifu l, tah . T his o uree
indi ates that Ratte nbu ry wa thirty-five years old on April 15, 1822, but ass um ing his ehri tening was in the san1e year a his birth, he was thirty ight y ar
old. This list mis p ))s Ratt nbury a · "Ratt
"e er nb ry.
62. Narrative, Ill.
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hunting party.63 If this incident occurred, it had to have been at the
tim of his first visit to St. Augustine. Yet, in the Narrative Rattenbury makes no reference to it and admitted in connection with hi
second visit "on m y former visit .. . I had been disappointed in my
desire to see some aborigines .... " On his second vi it, the only
Seminoles h e encountered were in St. Augu tine. 64
Rattenbury's portrayal of a young Seminole female accompanying th hunting party supposedly encounte red diverged markdly from his depiction in the Narrative. In th e argument to "The
Seminole Maid" Rattenbury described a Seminole female about
fourte en years old:
[She] was extremely handsome: h er attire left little of nature to the imagination; she wore a hort petticoat ... th e
upp r part of h r body was entirely naked , save when her
long black tresses ... screened from intrusive glances the
lovely contour of her bosom .... 65
Rattenbury's assessment in the Narrative of the young Seminole women he saw in St. Augustine was Ie s generou : "Som of
the young quaws, were tolerably agreeable, and if well washed and
dr sed, would not have been uninteres ting .... "66
Rattenbury must have been considered a person of some importance since he was offered passage on a U .S. Navy yes el and
canied with him at that time letters of introduction to Colon I
James Bankhead, the U.S. Army commander at Amelia. Furthermor , on his second visit to St. Augustine he was a courier of "dispatches from the Spanish minister at Washington. "67
Rattenbury was compassionate about the treatment of the Mricans and seemingly opposed to slavery. He credited the Spanish for
their humane treatment of "negroes" compared to the "disgraceful
and morbid selfishne s of the possessors of thi unfortunate race in
oth r countries." More pointedly, he observed:

63. ]. F. Rattenbury, argument to "The Seminole Maid," Edgar and Ella, 13 .
64. arrative, 164.
65. Ratt nbury, argument to "Th e Semin ole Majd," Edgar and Ella, 13
66. mmtive, 166.
67. Ibjd., 150, 161.
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Here [in Spani h East Florida] they continu long in on
family, grow up with the rising generation , partake of th ir
ports, sympathize in their griefs, and become identified
with ery memb r of their families. 6B
Whil xpr ing appr ciation for kindn s extended to him
by American , Ratt nbury wa rankled that th people of th
United States did not like England:
I cannot repre the expression of my regret, that their hatr d to the English, as a nation, is the most fixed, and
rooted of their re entments: leading them into the indulg nc of £ ling, upon political ubjects, ungenerous and
unju t. 69
He concluded this obs rvation with th quotation "Oderint dum
metuanf' ("Let them hate , as long as they fear") . 70
The land grant ventur shows that Ratt nbury had an ntrpr n urial bent. Rattenbury di cussed the land grant proposal with
Coppinger during his fir t vi it. On February 18, 1 18 - during his
econd visit to St. Augustine - he petition d for 100,000 acre declaring his intent to bring settlers with their famili from Gr at
Britain, Ireland and other places and "negroes from Mrica. " Becau th nterpri entailed his going to Europe , he asked three
years' time to complete the condition; how v r, Coppinger allowed only 50,000 acres and two years' time. 7l
In 1818 or 1819 Ratt nbury agreed to conyey to Horatio S.
Dexter an undivided 2,000 acres of th 11,000 acr near Lake
George known as the Volusia tract. Within the ame time period he
al 0 agreed to cony y an undivided 3,500 acres of the Volusia tract
to Peter Mitchell, Anthony L. Molyneux, and Ogden Day & ompany.72
Ratt nbury undertook to recruit settlers upon his return to England. He promised 500 acr to Jame Riz of Liy rpool and nin
oth r , including Riz' parents, provided they would ettle on hi

68. Ibid ., 125-26.
69. Ibid ., 1 2.
70. Ibid.
71. pani hLand Grant , vo l. 1, 262 .
72 . Ibid ., 74-75, 234-35.
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land. Wh n the immigrants arrived they were prevented from settling by the Indians; consequently, th y bought land at Picolata
where Riz 's parents died of fever. Rattenbury was accused of dec iving Riz by denying the exi t nee of the fever; this accusation ring
tru given his opinion about the ab ence of the "miasmata" in East
Florida. 7s
Jam Alexander, describing him If a apoderado (proxy or attorney) for Rattenbury, represented Ratt nbury' intere t locally
after hi d parture. His name appear in a petition to archive a
plat; moreover, the land grant records show that h had acquired
an inter st in the Rattenbury grant. Rattenbury's land claim named
the claimants as Rattenbury and "hi associates, the heirs of th late
James Alexander."74 Unfortunately for Rattenbury, his land grant
cam ju t a month and a few days hy of possibly being confirmed.
Claims by Rattenbury's grantee were al 0 rejected, even though
they claim d to have made improvem nts and to have brought
laves and live tock to the property.75 Neverthele s, Rattenbury parlayed his experien e in East Florida into repre entation of English
pe rs in connection with th ir own claims. In 1823 he submitted
laims from London for the Earl of Grosvenor, the Marquis of Hasting , Lord Rolle, Lord TempI ton, and the Marqui ofWaterford. 76
1\5 previou ly noted, Rattenbury divulged that "painful and distre ing" personal circumstance prompt d hi journey. The text
reveals clu about the nature of those circumstance. The Narrator, in relating an example of vengeance as practiced by the S minol Indians, expanded upon that subject:
[I] f the operation of this pas ion could be confined within
the bounds of ju t retribution, its exercise might be rendered beneficial to the community, and the certainty of
puni hment, might deter those insidiou villains, who destroy the pea of individuals and society, by blasting characters with the pestilential breath of candal, sheltered by
irr pon ible ituations from that puni hm nt, their

73. Ibid., 100.
74. Ibid., 262 ; nconfirm d Spanish Land Grant Claims, R cord Group 000599,
n Carto
, Unc.
R1 , Document o. l.
75. panish Land Grants, vol. 1, 74-75; 234-35.
76. Ibid ., 156, 166, 270, 305, 336. In the claims ubmitt d for th Marquis f Hastings an d for Lord Ro ll , Rattenb ury i identifi ed as an 'attorn ey." H e co uld have
been a ling und er a powe r of atto rn ey.
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crime de erve, but which their cowardice would have
withheld them from committing, had they been otherwised circum tanced. Th
injuries are frequently more
seriously destructive to the individual than the loss of
health and property.77
Rattenbury implies that a "villain" accu d him of being involved in a scandal, but the accusation was legally privileged; the
privileg concept fits his words "sheltered by irresponsible ituations." Generally, a legal privilege to make an otherwise defamatory
statement applies to a legally protected person or communication.
For example, the privilege would apply to a tatement made by a
high ranking government official or in a judicial proceeding or a
military communication. 78 To Rattenbury a defamatory remark
protected by a privilege was a "crime" that could be avoided or punished by "prompt and ju t retaliation. " But he concluded that b cause of the "depravity of human nature," individuals could not be
entru ted with "the task ofveng anc ." 79
Rattenbury thought the pre
hould operate a the corrective
mechani m by exposing the truth about an accus r, but it could
not do so beau e of the "doctrine that the truth of a tat ment
cannot be admitted to repel the charge of libel,' a doctrine he
characterized as "at once mon trou and absurd, abhorrent to evry entiment, and repugnant to the di pen ation of justice ." 0 In
other words, if th pre printed a truthful but defamatory accu ation, the press would noneth Ie be subject to prosecution.
Jame Freeman Rattenbury, an insurance broker and merchant, of Copthall oun, London, underwent a bankruptcy in
181l. On September 7, 1811, he was required to und rgo a last examination and "surrender himself, and Make a Full Disclosure of
His Estate and Ef£ cts. " 8 1 It i uncertain, however, wh th r thi wa
Rattenbury or his father. If it were Rattenbury, then conceivably
77. arrative, l72-74.
78 . American j urisfrrudence, 2d . ed ., vol. 50 (Roches te r, 1995), "Libel and land r,"
273 at 53 -39, §275 at 543-44, 28 at 572-73, 297 at 5 9-92 .
79 . Narrative, 173-74.
80. In common law criminal libel pros utions, th e maxim "th e g rea te r th truth,
th e grea ter th e libel" developed based on th e premi that a truthful accusation
was more likely to pr voke retaliation than a false o ne . Geo rg Chase, ed ., Commentaries on the Laws of England by Sir William Blackston e (abridged ), 4th d .
( ewYo rk, 1938), 6 2- 3 n . 7.
1. L ondon Gazelle, epte mbe r 3, 18 ] 1.
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thi wa th vent about which h wa 0 di turb d , but it occurr d
ix year b for hi voyage and lack th immediacy ugge ted in
the Narrative. The actual circum tanc about which Rattenbury
was so distressed remain an alluring mystery.
Alth ugh the specific reason for Rattenbury' d ci ion to publi h th Narrative anonymously are unknown , one can consider
lik ly motiv . On motive could have been to shield him elf
again t th charg of hypocrisy. In the Narrative he condemned the
Morning Chronicle for printing misleading accounts of the insurgents and, possibly, of printing article of "foreign manufacture."82
Yet, upon his return to England, Rattenbury wrote articles for the
Morning Chronicle. Also hypocritical wa hi
eming condemnation
of lavery, yet he proposed bringing lave from Mrica in connection with hi land grant. 3 He also may have been reluctant to rekindle an publicity concerning the scandalous conduct referred
to earlier. H might have feared that derogatory statements about
the Spanish in the Narrative would jeopardize Spani h cooperation
in the land grant affirmation proc . He wrote that the Spani h
con idered "themselves degraded by every act in which per onallabour i concerned, and averse to all bodily exertion," and he referr d to th "imbecility" of Spanish commanders.s4 While a
reference app ar in "R mark" about "the proverbial indolence of
the Spaniard ," it wa not with the dg xpressed in the Narrative. 5
In the NarrativeJoseph Freeman Ratt nbury gift d a portrait of
panish East Florida in 1817 and 1818 that depicted S minol Indian , agricultural practice, backwood inhabitants, the piratical
aCUvItl on Am lia I land, and the town and oci ty of St. Augustine . Rightful recognition can now b gi. en to him for his legacy.

2. arralive, 19 1-92.
83. SjJanish Land Grants, vol. 1, 262.
4. arrative, 119-20,8 1. This comm e nt was not dir ct d a t Co ppinge r; Ra ttenbury
had lh high l r gard for him .
5. c Re ma
s rk ," 275.
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Giveaway Forts: ~ rritorial Forts and
The Settlement of Florida
by ERN

<

T F. DIBBLE

n the history of American continental and verseas expan ion,
ometimes the lone hunter and trapper went first, or the isolated
farmer. Other times th mi ionary or the bu in man or the railroad lin arrived in adyance of ttl r . However, ometime the navy
or the army preceded settlement and occasionally even preceded
the legal po ses ion of the territory. Military forts have played a role
in the settl ment of many Am rican frontier, but on scarcely any
frontier did forts play such a pervasive and ignificant role as they did
in Florida. The United States Army preceded ettlement into most
section of the territory. Military forts often became havens for settlers who were already in the vicinity or were attracted to the area by
the safety that forts provid d. Thu th many forts the army built as
it explored and fought to ubdue the S minole became afe haven
for the white settl r who either preced d or followed the army.
The very definition of Florida a a frontier prompts a review of
th role played by forts in the peopling of the territory. Ma iv fortification of the territory occurred during the Second Seminole
War. As a re ult Florida b came th "nation 's most fortified tate.'"
So many forts al 0 became towns that the role of the army and navy
in thi regard force reevaluation of the significance of the Armed
Occupation Act of 1842.
Because the Am rican army preceded the American flag by a
numb r of y ar , th tory of its forts ant date th 1 21 acqui ition
of Florida. Mter General Andrew Jack on trooped into Florida in
181 ,he blew up th N gro Fort and creat d Fort Gadsden. It wa
maintain d in defianc of Spani h sov reignty. H al
eiz d Fort
San Marcos de Apalache (built by th Spanish in 1672) in April
181 , and the Unit d State forces remained until 1819, when it
wa r turn d to Spain and r -garri on d by Spani h troop . It wa

I

Ernest F. Dibbl i a twic -)" tired history profe or riding in Largo, Florida.
H ha authored ev ral boo ks and articles on Florida l rritori al history.
1. Allen Morri and J oan P r ry Morris, Florida Place
( araso ta, 1995) , xii .

arnes: A lachua to Zolf
o prings
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tran ferred to the United States when Spain relinquished Florida
in July 1821 and garrisoned until 1824 (and occasionally thereafter).2 The American flag also flew over Fort San Carlos on Amelia
Island in 1817; the fort became United States property in 1821, although it apparently was abandoned not long afterwards.3
Fort San Marcos de Apalache and Fort San Carlos were not the
only Spanish forts that continued to exist for use by Americans in
1821. A watchtower, built as part of the defenses of St. Augu tine in
1569, was converted into the Spanish fort called Matanzas in 1736.
It was in ruins but not yet abandoned before the United States took
over Florida. It was turned over to the United States on June 4,
1821 , a month before the change of flags. However, the United
State found it neither usable nor neces ary and abandoned it
hortly after its takeover. 4
The French built La Caroline (later Fort Caroline) in 1654
about five miles from the mouth of the St. John's River. Mter the
Spanish conquered the fort they renamed it Fort San Mateo, and a
fort in the same location till exi ted when the British left Florida in
17 3. Although the United State did not inherit a fort in the location, it did inherit a history sufficient to inspire creation of the Fort
Caroline National Memorial in the 1950s. 5
The most well known of all the Spanish forts wa , of course,
Castillo de San Marcos, a stone fort built at St. Augustine in 1672 to
replace an earlier wooden one. Renamed Fort Marion upon acquisition by the United States, it was in very poor condition and had
not been usable for many years. Mter the Second Seminole War began, re idents from many miles around abandoned their homes
and flocked to Fort Marion. The fort itself did not afford the protection de ired, but the gathering of troops in St. Augustine did. 6
The national government appropriated fifty thousand dollar for
repair in 1 36, spent mostly on the seawall. During the war it was
used for military offices, a drill ground, hospital, prison, and a major ordnance depot. Fort Marion gained national attention be-

2. Ma rk F. Boyd , "Th Fortification at San Marcos de Apalache," Florida H istorical
Quarterl
y
15 Guly 1936), 25ff.
3. Hale G. Smith and Ripley Bull e n FartSan Carlos (Tallahassee, 1971 ), 31ff.
4. Luis Rafa I Arana, "Th Fo rt at Matanza Inle t," El Escribano 17 (1980),23-26.
5. Ch a rl es E. Be nn e tt, M. C. "Fort Caroline, Cradl e of American Freed om ," florida
H i torical Quarterl
y
35 Quly 1956),3-14.
6. Roge r W. Youn g, "Fort Marion During th e Seminole War, 1835-1 842," FlO'rida
H ist011ca
y l Q'uarle rl 8 (April 1935), 194 If.
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cause Osceola, Wild Cat (Coacoochee), and oth r Seminole chief:
w rejailed there, although twenty made a new worthy e cape.7
When the United States acquired Florida in July 1821 , these
forts were taken ov r a part of the pos ession of all Spanish governmental propertie . In hi 181 report to Gen ral Andrew Jackon, aptainJames Gad den noted the ignificance of the Spani h
forts west of the Suwann . H e declared that Fort Carlos de Barranca provided an "imposing command on the ntrance to Pensacola
Bay" and r commended that improvem ents be made. Gadsden declared Fort Gad den to be "invaluable as a depot for an army operating in the Floridas," and h characterized Fort St. Marks as
rundown, incomplete, and in n ed of enlargement. 8 Implicit in
this report is th a sumption that th United States would retain
Florida in 1818, or would soon acquir it. To Gad den and J ack on,
Florida and its forts were necessary for Am rica's coastal defense.
The e Spanish forts , togeth r with the American forts constructed
during the Second Seminole War, would bring into prominence
the role of forts in the settlement of th e Florida territory.
The forts of Spanish origin w re eacoast or Gulf Coast forts
that were augmented during the territorial period for defen e
against a possible foreign enemy. Addition made included St.
Franci Barracks in St. Augustine and Forts Pickens and McRee
near Pensacola and the Pen acola Navy Yard. 9
During the t rritorial period, the army constructed about 250
forts. 1o Many directly influenced settlem nt patterns in various
7. Ibid.; Kenneth W. Porter, " minole Flig ht from Fort Marion ," Florida Historical
Quarterly 22 Uanuary 1944), 11 3ff. S aJ M. L. Brown, " o t s o n .. Ars nals, De pots, and 1artial Fir arm of the Second minol War," Florida Historiy
6 1 (April 1983) ,445-58, on Fort Marion a a m ajor ordnance depot.
cal Quarterl
aptai n J ames Gadsden, "The Defenses of th Floridas: A Report of aptai n
Ja m es Gad den, Aide-de-Camp to General Andrew Jackson ," Florida H istorical
Quarterl
y
15 ( pril 1937) , 242ff.
m
ce (Pen acola, 1974)
9. Ern t F. Dibble , Antebellum Pensacola and the Milita1YePr
7ff. ee also J am C. 01 man , FOTt M cRee: A Ca,stle B uilt on and (Pe n acola ,
1988) . Fort McRee is often mi pell d McRae, pe rh aps o nfu ing it with Fort
McRae, a Se o nd Semino le War Fort and ite of th prese nt town of M Ra .
10. Fran i Paul Prucha, A Guide to the Military Posts of the United tates, 1789-1895
(Madison , Wi c., 1964) , 139-41, lists 140 forts cr ated in Florida. Charles H .
Coe, Red Patriots: The StO'ry of the Seminoles (1 98; fac imi1.e reprint, Gaine ville,
1974), 264-69 Ii t 138 forts . In the latte r two ourc ,several forts are Ii t d that
date after Florida gain d state hood. Rob rt B. Roberts, Encyclop dia of Historic
FOTts: The Military, Pioneer, and Trading Po ts of the United tates ( ew York, 1988) ,
143-213, Ii ts ab ut 250 so-call ed fort created during the S co nd eminole War.
A few were fortifi ed town or plantations.
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parts of the territory. In the context of this study, it matter little
whether a fort wa considered permanent, such as a coastal defense
fort, or t mporary, such as a supply depot, or rapidly e tabli hed to
follow the course of battle, but whether it was a ba e for the settlement of people in the vast unknown wildernes of the Florida hinterlands. As early as 1822, one commentator stated that although it
was one of the earliest parts of America to be discovered by Europeans, Florida "seems to have been destined to be last known."11Indeed, a late as 1837, General Thomas Sidney Jesup stated that "we
hav perhaps as little knowledge of the interior of Florida as of the
interior of China."12
How many forts were built during the territorial period has
been difficult to determine because just about any structure wa
called a fort. For example, Fort Jupiter was e tabli hed in 1838,
three miles from the mouth of Jupiter Inl t. It wa a stockade, but
apparently the men who built it wer 0 proud of their work that it
wa "de ignated FortJupiter."1 3In addition, many plantations, such
a Bulowville and Dunlawton, and towns such as Jacksonville became fortified and were sometimes called forts for awhile. However, to disregard these temporary forts would be to ignore the
origins of settlements.
The reasons for the creation of 0 many forts are ea ier to discern. Inhabitants pre ur d the government for protection and provi ions. General Thomas S. jesup's strategy of conducting a sevenpronged campaign into the interior, which had no depots or towns
or roads, further prompted the development of forts. Jesup complained that he and other commanders were the "only commanders
who have ever been required to go into an unexplored wilderness,
to catch savages, and remove them to another wilderness."1 4 Forts
and roads had to be built as the army moved. General Zachary Taylor reported early in 1838 that he had built or rebuilt fifty-three
forts, four thousand feet of bridges, and about one thousand miles
11. William H ayn e Simmons, N otices of East Florida (1822; facsimile reprin t, Gainesvill e, 1973), 22.
12. Th omas S. J es up to the Secretary of War, April 9, 1 37, in Clarence E. Carter,
eel. , The Territorial Papers of the United States, 28 vol. (Washington , D.C. , 19341969), vol. 25, 385-86.
13. J acob Rhe tt Moue, Journey In to Wilderness: An Army Su-rgeon's A ccount of Life in
Camp and Field Du ring the C-reek an d Seminole Wa-rs, 1836-1838. ed. James F. Sunderman (Gaine ville. 1953), 201.
14. Thomas S.J esup to the Sec re tary of War, March 14, 1838, in Cart r, ed .. Territorial Pa/Jers, vo l. 25, 495 .
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Map of Florida Forts 1839

of wagon roads. 15 H e continu d to build forts and roads until he 1 ft
command. H e had b gun to create four h undred- quare-mile

15. Reported in a numb r of publicatio ns, in hiding Fran ci Pau l ch
Pm
a,
T he word
oJ the Repu blic: T he United tates Army on the Frontier, 1783-1846 (New Yo rk, 1969) ,
295 .
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(tw nty-mile square) military districts across Florida from the Suwannee River to the St. John ' River, with a fort in each di trict. Between 1 39 and 1 40, he built thirty-five numbered forts in these
districts. 16 With ev ral v sels to protect the coa t, Taylor felt sure
that th e forts would give" ufficient security to p rmit ettlers to return to th ir homes. "17 At the time Taylor left, in May 1840, General
AI xand r Macomb was order d to I av all of Taylor's forts intact
and to continue building a chain of for from the St.John 's River to
Tampa Bay and to con truct road b tw n them. 1
Fort building during th S minol wars was based not on any
con ist nt policy or plan but upon expediency. The forts of Florida
and the Gulf Coa t were built "in response to immediate and particular n d ."19 Indeed, one of th e expediencie upon which the deciion to built forts was made mu t have been the outcry of citizen for
protection. Of course, the army had to carry "an normou load with
them ... encumbered "vith a heavy ba gag train" because there was
"no chain of forts or settlem n .20 G n ral Jesup' strategy was ba ed
upon orders to tabli h forts from Tampa Bay to the Withlacoochee
River, notju tin ord r to provide his troops with supply depots but
al 0 to " n ure afety for th e settlers."21 Th United Stat Army in
the anteb llum period was not so professionally immune from public pr sure that it could disregard the many p titions that flowed to
Washington from Floridian d manding protection. The building of
forts wa thu in part a re pon to uch" xpedi ncies. "
Fort Brook wa officially authorized in 1823. Colonel Gorge
M. Brooke went to Tampa Bay the following y ar and built Cantonment Brooke (renamed Fort Brooke in 1 35). It r mained an important enter of a tiviti during th econd Seminole War, with

16.

umb r d forts a r Ii ted in Reco rd of th Adjutant General's Offic , R co rd
Group 94 (RG 94) , Hisioricallnjormation R elating to M ilitary Po t and Other In tallation, ca 1700-1900, microfilm M661, reel 3, 217.
17. K. J ack Ba ue r, Zacita'ry Taylor: oldier, Planter; State man oj the Old Southwest (Ba ton
Ro ug , 1985) , 90 .
. Th e ecre tary of ' '''ar to the ommanding General [Poin e tt to Ma omb],
March 1 , 1839 , in Carter, ed ., Territorial Papers, vol. 25 , 597ff 59. ila Bent
M Kinl yand ila Be nt, Old R ough and Ready: The Life and Times oj Zachary Taylor ( w Yo rk , 1946), 101 , states th a t Taylor crea ted eventy forts .
19. SeeJohn I . Mahon , ' The nit d ta te Army in the Gu lfCoa t Regio n," in William . o k r, d. , The M ilita'ry Presence on lhe Gulf oast (Pensacola, 197 ), 93.
20. Woodburne Pott r, The War in Florida (1836; fac imile reprint, Gaine ville,
1966) 166.
eco nd min I War Fo rt," Florida H istorical
21. Michael . ch en , 'Fort Fo t r:
Quarterly 54 Uanu ary 1976), 319.
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IILu tration of Fort Brooke, 1837. Photograph couTtesy Library oj Congress, Washington,
D.G.

four thousand or mor troops stationed th re at times. Although
th hurricane of 1848 I veled much of the fort, it remained open
until th War Department gave it up in 1883. At that time, the reserved land of th fort was opened for homesteading. 22 As one author stated, "Due to the trade and prot ction offered by Fort
Brook , Tampa was born and slowly grew."23
Practically any fort built attract d "camp follower ," and Fort
Brooke displayed thi t nd ncy. As Colonel Brooke explained in
1828, everal peopl had ttled near the fort and wer elling whiskey to soldi r and Indians, beside cutting wood. 24 Brooke a ked
for guidance becau he felt he lacked th authority to driv th
ttl r off, and th n ar t civilian court at that time was in St. Augustine. That arne year a general tore was et up. When General
Duncan L. Clinch r located to Fort Brooke in 1829, he not d th

22. SeeJame W. ovington, "The Establi hm nt of Fort Br oke : The B ginnings of
Tampa, From Lett r of Col.
org M. Brooke," Florida Historical Quarterl
( priI1953),273-7 , andJ ame W. Covington, "The Final Years of Fort Brook ,"
unland Tribune 7 ( vernb r 19 1) 41-42.
23. Covington, "The E tabli hm ent f F rt Brooke," 273.
djutant General,June 6, 1 2 in arter, ed. , Territo24. eorge M. Brooke to tb
1ial Papers, vol. 24, 23.
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"number of families" living n arby.25 By mid-1835 at lea t twenty or
thirty familie re id d near the fort. 26 About a hundred others al 0
lived northward along the banks of the Hillsborough River and approximat ly a dozen tore exi ted. 27
Ju t we t of Tampa, in present Clearwater, Fort H arri on was
built in 1 41. It was a temporary po t, named for Pr id nt William
H en ry Harri on. An additional encampment, named Camp William Henry Harri on, was locat d on Clearwater bach. Fort Harrison was a center to treat ill oldi r and was headquarter for the
United State Sixth Infantry for close to six months in 1 41, with
about 550 men in residence during July 1841. Fort Harrison was
abandon d on November 1, 1841 , and later the land and buildings
of the fort were claimed and awarded to a settler, Jame Steph n . 28
The buildings may have been wiped out by hurrican force in
1841. 29 An early settler, Odet Phillippe, came in the 1830 and established a sutl r's tore and 0 wa directly conn cted with army
forts. The next group of settlers, in the arly 1840s, occupied land
in Clearwater within everal miles of Fort Harrison. Even as an
abandoned fort it served a a magnet to attract settlers. 3D
Fort King was first established in 1825 as Camp King, an Indian
agency with a council house . It becam e an official military post in
1827 but remained a location for a number of Indian council. In
1829 removal of the garrison at Fort King arou ed panic and
prompted a petition from the citizen of Alachua County. The citizens' pokesman, James Dell, expres ed his concern that males
could not leave their homes and families in such a sparsely populated county. The petition asked that Micanopia (Micanopy) be
garrisoned by troops that were not needed at Fort Brooke. 31 Fort
King wa not ufficiently centrally located , but a fort at Micanopy

25. Rem bert W. Patrick, Aristocrat in Uniform: General Dunwn L. linch (Gainesville,
1963),63.
26. Donald L. h amb din , "Fort Brooke: Fr ntier Outpo t, 1824-1842, Tampa Bay
H istm
y 7 (Spring/ Summer 1985), 1] , 14.
27. Frank Laumer, Massacre! (Gain viII , 1968) , 12.
28. W. L. Straub, H istory of Pinella County Florida ( t. Augustine, 1929) , 35.
29 . Don he ppard , "Hi toric ketc h of Fort Harriso n," 1967, 11-12, unpubli hed
paper, H eritage Village , La rgo.
30. W. L. traub, H istary of Pinellas County Florida, 33-35.
31. In thi in tance , settler caused a fort to b built instead ofa fort attracting settl er . e Fran k Morotti Jr.," dward M. Wanton and the ettlin g of Micanopy,"
Flo'rida
l)1
'rical
Histo·t
Qua7 er 73 (April 1995), 471. Morotti states that abo ut two
hundr d r ide nts lived in tll area of the Arredond o Grant in O ctober 1824.
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would allow families to flee "to a place of safety." The mal of the
county would be available for militia dUly "to fight th battl of
[their] country.) The p tition e nclo d with the I tter to Pr id nt
Andrew Jack on was sign d by 126 citiz n of Alachua County.32
Fort King was th c nt r of Major General Macomb 's attempt
to parley for peace with th Seminole in 1839 and the center for
much activity and movement to and from other forts in the area. It
was especially important in the early part of th e Second Seminole
War, but when the center of military activity moved a tward and
outhward , it was abandoned, ree tablish ed , and then ordered
abandoned again. 33
Fort Micanopy was built and in 1 39 Gen ral Macomb not d
"a small village- om eight or ten hou es b id the Garrison. "34
Not all the villages that grew in or around th e forts wer mal1. Indeed, on contemporary ob erver not d that from lat 1835 "the
forts and fortified villages throughout Florida were crowd d by settlers and their families. "35
In the m antime the army abandoned Fort King for a econd
time in March 1843. 36 The clo d fort, howev r, was designated th
fir t county seat of Marion County, and the fir t Board of County
Commissioners dated its minutes from Fort King. Thi board
changed the name of the ite to Ocala, but the "trading post and
small cluster of ettlers remained."37 The Fort King post office wa
renamed Ocala in 1847.
About twenty mile northwest of Fort King, Fort Drane was
built in 1 35. It was con tructed on General Duncan Clinch's plantation , Auld Lang Syne. When completed, becau e of the threat of
Indian attacks, "150 pioneers deserted their home teads and
crowded into the fort without food or enough clothing." 38

32. J am e D II et a l. to th Pre ident (Andr w Jackso n ), n.d. (received ctober
1829), in Carter, ed ., Territorial Papers, vol. 24, 282-84, 2 5- 7.
33. Frederick ubbe rl , "Fort King,' Florida H istorical Quarterly 5 Uanu
ary 1927),
139ff.
34. Frank F. White Jr., "Macomb ' Mi io n to th Seminoles:John T. Sprague 'sJ o urnal Kept During pril and Ma , 1839," Flo'rida H istorical Quarterly 35 (0 tober
1956), 158.
35. John Bemro e, R eminiscence of the Second eminole Wa'r (Gain e viII , 198-),107.
36. Eloi e Robinson Ott, "O cala Prior to 1868,' Florida H istorical Quarterly 6 (O ctobe r 1927), 8 .
37. Ibid .
3 .John K. Mah o n , History of the Second eminole Wm; 1835-1842 (Gain svill , 19 5),
107.
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Many other forts were haven for local settler when war activity wa r port d in the n eighborhood. Newnan ville, no longer in
xi t nc , is not usually m e ntion d as a fort. During territorial
day it wa a thriving communi ty and court sit not far from the
present Alachua. In r ponse to threatening Indians, th e court
hou was made into a fort and the jail hou e into a blockhou .
By the e nd of D ember 1835, ov r four hundre d refugee had
flocked into th "littl e town ."39 In 1837 arm y surgeo n Jacob Rh tte
Motte de cribed this fortified village a having "dwelling , alia
hant , 0 nume rous th at fo r several day afte r my arrival I could
scare ly find my way through th labyrinth of streets and lan es."
Thi population surge was the result of people fl eeing the n earby
coun tryside because of "an innate dread and very natural dislike .. .
to be ing scalped."40
Motte noticed that other forts served as hav n for area settl e rs. Fort H eile man (Garey's Ferry) functioned as a major supply
center when Mott visited it in June 1 37. H felt h was back in
civilization becau e of the frame houses and steamboats. Seven or
eight hundred people had left the ir homes and gath ered around
th fort for protection.41 Two year later, General Macomb noticed
about three hundr d inhabitants, most living in log huts around
the fort. H e tated that " [tJh Florida War has made th place."42
Fort Harley (Had ) was e tablished in 1 36 on Little Sandy
Pond about fifty miles from Fort H e ileman. Surg on Motte noted
"a £ w mi rable sh anties . .. occupied by racker families, who h ad
I ft th ir homes and resorted hither to be under the wing of our
prot ction
43 ." General Macomb al 0 not d in his 1839 vi it to the
fort that there were "a £ w hou s or sheds scattered around the
fort which con titut the town."44 In hi travel from fort to fort, Macomb several time noted the com pI t ab ence of settlements between the forts, although occasionally h e notic d a burned
building or a fence.
Another h aven during the war was Fort Alligator [Fort Lancaster]. It wa an "a ylum of m any familie " wh o h ad 10 t th ir

3 . Pa tti k, A1islocra
t
in Uniform, 96 .
40. M tt , j ourney In to Wildernes , 90 . Editor J a m s F. Sunde rm an tates that th e
court and j a il wer turn dint a fo rt a nd blo khouse in 1835 . ee 270119.
41. Ibid. , 272114.
42. Whit Jr., "Macomb
'
Mi io n to th e minole ," 15 .
43. Mott , j oumey fn to Wildemes , 107.
44. White jr., "Ma o mb Mi, into th e e minoles," 158.
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hom and were receiving provi ions giv n by the army.45 Th town
of Alligator, by th ite of the fort, was changed to Lake City in

1858. 46
Fort Hichipuc a a (renamed Fort Sullivan in 1839) gathered a
white s ttl m nt around it that "gr wand flouri hed" for awhile.
The town was r named ork, but when the fort cIo ed in 1839, the
ettlers appar ntly moved to Plant City, which wa identified a Fort
Fra er on an 1 39 map.4?
Fort Alabama had be n built and abandoned in early 1836. Howver, it was ord red to be r e tablished in November of the same y ar
a Fort Fost r. It was built at tlle junction of the Hill borough River
and th Fort King road; th armyal 0 recon tructed two bridges to repIa those built in 1 28 and burned in 1835. Because of the xtenive ickne's suffer d by the troop in summ r weather, tll fort was
aband ned by]un 183. It wa r -occupied for about a month in
1849. 4 At fir t, soldi r relied upon Indians to provide fresh gam for
the fort. However, in ord r not to b come depend nt upon Indian
uppliers, G neral]e up appointed a utler to provid upplies to
Forts Foster and Dade, as w 11 a to op n a tore in Tampa: 19
General] up tried to stop the outhward movement of ettlers
who" tood panting on the edg of this last r erve" of Indian t rritory by i uing Ord r No. 79. 50 Thi order forbade settler to go
south of an imaginary line drawn from Fort Fo t r a t to th Atlantic Oc an. 5 1 The oldi r at Fort Fo ter were suppo ed to enforc
thi order, but it wa not po ible to do 0 and the order was
amend d in les than a month. 52 In thi and oth r ituations bu ine and commerce follow d the forts.
t. Au ustin and]acksonville helt red many settlers who suffered d pr dations at th onset of the Second minole War. To
bol ter d D n e in the ar a we t and outh of St. Augu tine, the

45. Motte, j oumey Into Wilderne ,84.
46. forris and Morris, Florida PLace ames, 4.
47. J am M. Gra , "FortSulli an ," n .d., n.p. [4th page], unpubli hed typescript, in
J. Ma ·on Gra Coli tion , niv r ity of uth FI rida Library, Tampa; Morris
a nd Morri , Florida Place ames, 197.
48. Mi h a 1 G. ch n , ' Fort Foster:
o nd S minole War Fort," Florida H istorical
Quarterl
y
54 Qanuary 1976) 319-39.
9. Ibid., 329, 336.
50. Laum e r, Mas acre!, 16. Laum r give · an int r ting d sCliption of the wond ering frontiersman.
51. h e n , "Fort Foster," 329.
52. Mahon, H istory of the econd eminole War: 202.
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army built Forts Searle, Hanson , Peyton and Weadman. 53 Further
outhward, amp Monro wa constructed in 1836 but was renam ed Fort Me llon to honor Captain had s Mellon, who wa
kill d in as minol attack on th e fort in 1837. Fort Mellon was active from 1837 until 1842 and wa th t rminus for a great d al of
steamboa t activity during those y ar . In 1844, an ob erv r noted
"ten or a dozen p eople .. . and a large commodiou boarding
hou for invalids. "54 Thus Mellonville "emed
erg in its [the fort 's]
shad w," with seve n or eight fort buildings becoming "the nucleus
of th e town" by the time the fort closed in 1842. 55 It even served as
th e county at of Orang County until Orlando became the
county seat in 1 56. 56
In 1840, Fort Reid was established one and a half miles west of
Fort M llon a a at llite fort. The n ext year it "apparentl
y
served as
a civilian d £ n e ."57 Sanford grew near the forts until it overshadowed th m and Mellonville ceased to exi t after 1883.58
S veral other forts that became centers for settlement were
created as satellite forts to Fort M llon . They included For Gatlin,
Kingsbury, Maitland, McN iI, and Volusia, all of which became
towns. Fort Maitland wa built in 1838, one of fifty-thr e forts that
General Zachary Taylor reported creating not long after his April
183 appointment to succeed G neral J Up.59 Fort Maitland became the nucleus of the town of Maitland .
Fort Gatlin wa e tab Ii h ed in 1838. It was abandoned in 1849,
but th e settlers near the ar a formed a basis for the growth of
nearby Orlando. 60 Orlando has been called "an aftermath" of the
Second Seminole War because many volunteer from Florida and
oth r ta tes remained to create a community near Fort Gatlin . Afte r 1841 , "unde r the prot ction of the garrison, e ttler drifted into
-3. Rog r W. Young, "Fort Marion During the em in ol War, 1835-1842," Florida
y
13 (April 1935) , 208, 22 1-22.
Historical QuaTlerl
54. W. tanI y H oole , ed. , Horida in 1844: The Dia'ry oj Master EdwaTd C. Ander. on
( nive r ity, Ala., 1977) , 20.
55. Arthur . Franck Jr., rart M ellon, 1837-1842: A M icroco m oj the Second Seminole
WaT (Mia mi , 1977) , 80.
56. Ibid., 80ff.
57. [bid.
5 . Ibid., 82.
59. Alfred J ac kso n Ha nn a, FOTt Maitland: Its Origin and History (Maitland, 1936) , 8,
60-61, 70 . Hanna noted th at a ite m arke r wa set up in 1935. S p . xvi.
60. Will iam Fre m ont Blackman , H istory oj Orange County, Fwrida (DeLand , 1927) ,
3. Today, two str ts in Orlando are na med a tlin . That i all that re mains of
th origi nal fort.
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the Orlando area."61 It was suppo edly named in memory of Orlando Reeves, killed in 1835. 62
Fort Pierce was established in 1838 at the Indian River Inlet on
the shore of St. Lucie Sound and was used by the army until abandoned in 1842. In 1843, a group of pioneers came on a ship, the
Mary Shields, to ettle in the n eighborhood of Fort Pierce. 63
Beginning in 1837, several forts were built near the southwest
coast. Fort Dulany, which had a hospital, barracks, and warehouses,
was at Punta Rassa. Destroyed by a hurricane in 1841 , the base was
moved up-river to Fort Harvie . Fort Harvie was closed but then reopened in 1850 and renamed Fort Myers. 64 The fort had served to
protect nearby settlers and "a small community grew up around the
fort. " 65
Five camps or forts were built and named after General Duncan Clinch. Fort Clinch No.1 was established at the mouth of the
Withlacoochee River. It was designated a village on the J H. Colton
Map 1855 (With Revisions Through 1859). Cantonment Clinch, three
miles from Pensacola, was in existence from 1823 to 1834. It was
called Cantonment Clinch when General Andrew Jackson encamped there in 1814 and when General Clinch encamped there
in the 1830s. The town of Cantonment reflects the name. 66 The
best known Fort Clinch was developed on a "reservation" of land
that was set aside in 1842 on Amelia Island, but construction was
not started until after the te rritorial pe riod, in 1847.67
Fort Miami, in the Everglades, was not the center of settlement
from which Miami grew. However, Fort Dallas (Key Biscayne) was

6l. Federal Writer's Project, Florid'a: A Guide to the Southernmost State (New York,
1939) , 223.
62 . Berth a E. Bloodworth and Alton C. Morris, Place in the Sun: The History and
Romance of Florida Place-Names (Gai nesville, 1978), 65. This book lists about
twenty-five place-names of town o rigin ating from the Seco nd Seminole War.
However, Morris and Morris, Florida Place Names is more accurate and comp rehensive.
63. Alfred J ackson Hanna a nd Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Flarida's Golden Sands (New
York, 1950), 209ff.
64. Ch arlton W. 'f, beau, Florida 's Last Frontier: The H istory of Collier County (Miami,
1957) , 39ff.
65. Federal Writer' Project, Florida, 298 .
66. Morris and Morris, Florida Place Names, 41 .
67. Smith and Bullen , Fort San Carlos, 3l.
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built in 1836. Miami grew fr m that ite, which would b
m part
of the center of th city.6
Seminol War forts that have towns named for th m include
Fort Basinger, Fort Drum, Fort Lauderdale, Fort McN iI, Fort McCoy, Fort Ogden, Fort Pierce, Fort Walton Beach and Fort White
(probably named after Jo eph M. White , Florida's De l gate to Congre from 1 25 to 1 37). In 1 40 forty-one citizen of Fort White
petitioned to have a land offi
tablished nearer to them. The
closest one wa at di tant St. Augu tin .69
A number offort town are no long r in xi t nc . Unle oth rwise known, the creation of settlements at forts h a b n e tabli hed
by comparing date of fort abandonm nts by the army with date of
post offic op ning , or by noting petitions to the government by citizen at for or by the vote of citizens for statehood. Other villages
at abandon d for have been found by the use of sev ral military
maps publi hed during or hortly after the Second Seminole War.
One suc h s ttlement, Fort all wa abandoned by the military
in 183 , but thirty-nine Fort Call citizens voted on adoption of the
tat con titution in 1841. 70 Fort Clark wa probably la t occupied
by th army in 1840, but sixteen citizen vot d on adopting the
tate con titution in 1 41. Local settle r rected Fort Cran . It was
last u ed
a fort in 1840, but twe nty-four of its citizen vot d on
the state con titution in 1 41. Fort McClure was closed in 1842, but
th e town of Fort McClure gr w in th hadows of the fort and wa
till in luded on an 1888 map of FI rida. Fort Mason was built in
1836 on the hores of Lake Eu ti , where a mall ttlem nt by the
sam nam wa noted by an ob erver in 1856. 7 1

68. F rt Miami i not m ention d in publi hed ource, b ut is m n tion d in existence in 1839 in Re ord f . . Arm
ontine ntal ommands RC 89, Brief HistOT)) of . . Tiny ommand (Army Posts), mi rofilm T-912, 1 reI, n.l .
69. Memorial to Co ngre by the iliz ns of • ast Florida, Decem ber 26 1839, in
Cart r, d . Territorial PajJer.
, vo l. 26, Ilff . ee e p iall 14-15. Virginia P t r ,
Th Florida War: (H a md e n , C nn ., 1979) , 101 , note settl er at Fort Drum. Robert B. Rob rt , Encyclopedia of Historir Farts, 183 , tate that th town of Fort
Mc 0 "0 upies tll e ite of th for t. "
Lynn W. Ware,P"The eace River: A
F rg tt n Highway, " Tampa Ba)) .HistoTY 6 (Fa ll / Wint r 1984) 22, o n til building of Fort Ogden in 1 4l.
70. D r thy Dodd , FloTidaBecomes a tale (Ta lla ha e , 1945) , 377. nl
o th n.vi
noted, all statemen ts on v t to ad opt th
onstitution are from this ource.
71. Will iam M. oza, introd uctio n to A Guide-Book of rWri.da and the outh, fOT TouTi I , Invalids and Emigrants, b Dan iel G. Br inton (l 69; facsim il e reprint,
Caine viII , 197 ) , xxxviii , 92; Federal Writ r' Proj ,ect Florida, n te a population of twe nty-five.
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Oth r towns that gr w up at or n ar e ond Seminole War
forts ither did not r tain the word "fort" or w nt through a change
of nam . Fort Apalachicola was built in the town of Apalachicola,
which exi t d b fore the fort was built. Apalachic la Ar nal [Mt.
Y, rnon Arsenal, Chattahoo h ee Arsenal] , in the town of Mt. Y, rnon , was renam d Chattahoochee in 1834, at which time it r ceived a po t office. Fort Ba inge r [Ba inger] became Ba inger
and Fort Basinger. 72 The nam of Fort Butler wa changed to Astor
in the 1870s. 73 Charl Ferry Po t, alled Charle Ferry on the 1837
J. L. Williams's map, was re nam d Dowling Park in the twentieth
century.74 Fort Chipola becam
hipola, and v nteen CItIzen
vot d on tatehood in 1 41. Fort Chri tmas b cam Chri tma ,
Fort Cro became ro City, and Fort Dade became Dad
ity.
Th town of Fort Dade received a post office in 1845. 75
Oth r town that r w up at or near Second Seminole War
forts include: Fort Dav nport (Davenport) , Fort Denaud (Denaud) , Fort Dulaney [Delan y] (Punta Ra a) , Fort Fanning [Fannin] , Fort Hamilton (Th fort was abandon d by the military in
1 43 , but the town of Fort Hamilton rec ived a po t offic in 1844.
Th nam was chang d to Stockton in 1850) .76 Fort Harlee wa
abandon d in 1 38, but the town of Fort Harlee receiv d a post office in 1839. Sixty-nin Fort Harlee citizen igned a petition for a
separate Ea t Florida in 1 40.77 Wauchula "grew up around" Fort
Hartsuff; Fort Harvey be cam Fort My r. 7 Fort H eileman, or
Garey's Ferry, was abandoned in 1841 , but th po t office was stablished in 1843. The name wa changed to Middl burg in 185l. 79
Camp Izard was used occa ionally until 1842, but th town of Camp
Izard r
iv d a po t offic in 1845. 0 Fort Jupiter became Jupit r,
72 . Morri and Morris, Florida Place ames, 92.
73. Ibid. 14, and Ro ber ts, Encyclopedia oj H istoric Forts, 15
74. Morri and Mo rri , Florida Place ames, 70, and Fed e ral Write r 's Proj ect, Florida,
435 .
75. Alfo rd G. Bradbury and E. tory H allock, A Chrono
l ogy oJFlorida Post Offices (Po rt
ale rn o, ] 962), 30.
76. Fed raj Write r' Pr ~ t, Flarida, 41 , tate tha t Fa nin Springs occupi es th e ite
of th fo rt.
77. a rte r, d ., Territorial Paper. vol. 26, 141-42.
7 . Fed e ral Write r' P roj ect, Florida, 370 .
79. Rob rts, Encyclopedia oj Historic Forts, 173; Mo rris and Mo ni , FlO1ida Place ames
,
165; Bradbury a nd Hall o k, A ChmnoLogy oj Florida Po t Office, 32 .
O. Th ite of Fort Izard i bing pre e rved from d eve l pm nt fo r futur recontructio n. ee th e Se mino le War Hi tori Founda ti 11, In c. , History oJthe erninole
War. (n.d .), 14.
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and Fort King, which became the town of Ocala, established a post
office in 1844. 81
The town of Enterprise was founded in the vicinity of Fort
Kingsbury. Fort Kissimmee became Kissimmee. Madison Blockhouse was built in the town of Madison (Hickstown), which preceded the fort. 2 Fort McRae became McRae. The town of
Mandarin preceded Fort Mandarin by other names. Fort New
Smyrna was built in 1835. The old town of New Smyrna apparently
was deserted because its post office wa discontinued in 1837. In
1844 plans xisted "to recommence the settlement of New
Smyrna."B3 Near Fort Picolata, the site of old Spanish and English
posts, the town of Picolata grew and became a major po t, upply
depot, and hospital by 1836. The town received a post office in
1843. 4
Palm City Depot became Palm City, and Fort Place preceded
the present town of Wewahitchka. 5 Fort Port Leon, later Port
Leon , received a post office in 1840, but the town was wiped out in
an 1843 hurricane. 6 The town of Palatka preceded Fort Shannon,
but Indians destroyed the town in 1836. The town re-established itself around the fort and received a po t office in 1841. The town of
Volu ia exi ted before Fort Volusia. Fort Wacahoota wa abandoned by the military in 1842, but the town ofWacahoota received
a post office the same year. Fort Wacis a became the town of
Wacissa. 7
In addition, several other forts appear specially marked as villages on J H. Colton's Map 1855 (With Revisions Through 1859).
These include Fort Andrews (abandoned by the army and supposedly burned in 1840) , Fort Carroll (abandoned in 1841) , Fort
Cummings (abandoned in 1841) , Fort Gardiner (Gardner) , Fort
Griffin (abandoned in 1840) , Fort Hulbert (abandoned in 1840) ,
Fort Macomb (abandoned in 1843) , Fort Starke (abandoned in
1841) , and Fort Wool.

81. Bradbury and Hallock, A Chronology of Florida Post OJfices, 31.
2. Rob rts, EncyclO'pedia oj RistO'ric r O'rts, 184.
83. Carter, ed ., Territorial Papers, vo l. 26, 976.
84. Roberts, Encyclopedia oj Histmic
, ' Fm ls 198' Bradbury and Hall ck, A Chronology oj
FlO'rida Post OJfices, 66.
85. Ro b r ,Encyclopedia oj Historic Forts, ] 94, 199.
86. Ibid ., 199.
87. J am e M. Gray, "Florida Forts," 1972,33, unpublished typescript, Gray Pap r .
88. Ro be rts, Encyclopedia oJR istO'ric Fort, 144, 156, 160-61 , 169, 171 , 175, 184,208.
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Th Alla of Florida Ii ts ttl m n ts creat d before 1845. These
include Alaqua (Fort Alaqua was built in 1836 or 1 37) , Aspalaga
(originally Fort palaga [Barbour], established in 1841) , and Fort
P yton (abandoned in 1840) . 89
A few of the for of the Second Seminole War w r u d again
during th Third Seminole War. Th few n w forts built for the
Third S min ole War include Fort Chokonikla, Fort Green, Fort
Made, and Fort Myakka. Village grew around ach of them. gO
Many of the seventy town creat d at S cond eminole War
forts Ii ted here are recognizabl on contemporary road map.
Some town that appear to be named for forts were not. One example is Fort Braden and Brad nton. Anoth r town, Eu tis, might
have been named aft r Fort Eustis, for Seminole War general Abraham Eustis, for whi h Lake Eu tis was nam d. However, the town
could hav be n named for the son, Civil War Cen ral Henry
Lawrenc Eusti . 9 1 Besides Fort Brooke (Tampa) , there existed a
Fort Brooks and a Fort Frank Brook . However, Brooksville wa
nam d for Congressman Pre ton Brooks, who became famou for
bating Senator Charle Sumn r with a cane in 1856. A fort call d
Lonesome probably n v r exi ted to provide a name ak for th
town of Fort Lone om . 92
Forts w r sometimes named for th e offi r building the forts,
sometim for a sup rior offic r and
m time for an unsung
h ro who had lost hi lit in th
cond S minole War. All th offi ers who w re kill d in th Dad Massacre had forts nam d in
their honor. A few w re named for t rritorial or national figur s,
including Forts ""hite, Harri on and Reid. Howev r, the many
towns nam d aft r forts carry on the memori s of th un ung hero of th war to clear Florida of Indian for white s ttlers to take
ov f .
Road building by the military likewi e had immen e consequence for the peopling of Florida. For s veral years before th
S cond Seminole War, the army had b n involved eith r dir ctly
in road building or in contracting for the build in of roads in
9. dward

. F rna ld and Elizab th D. Purdum
,

ds., A lta oj Florida (Gainesville,

1992) .
90. Rob rts, Encyclopedia oj H istoric Forts, 151, 171 , 186, 189 .
91. M rri and M rri , Florida Place ame, 33, 82 .
2. Gray, "Flo rida Fo rts,
"
1972, xiv, stat that a F rt Lo nesom xi t d , but M rri
and M rri , }lorida PLace ames 96, tate that it never wa a fo rt. 0 re£ renee
to such a fo rt exi ts in th o ther u rc u d.
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northern Florida, but older road like the one from St. Augustin
to P nsacola were usually performed with pecific congressional
appropriations. 93 An earlier story is that road building stopp d
wh n war started. 94 In reality, it had ju t begun. Due in part to th
urging of Joseph M. White, Florida's D I gate to Congress, the
quart rmaster general in tructed General J up as early as 1836
that "th appropriation for uppressing Indian hostilities can be
applied to the repair of roads and bridges while the troops are in
the field. "95 Forts were to b connected not simply by Indian or
horseback trail but by wagon roads built to conv y upplies from
po t to post. Are pectable amount of the $40 million pent on the
cond Seminol War went into such internal improvements as
river and harbor upgrades, and road and bridge building, which
contributed immen ly to settlement. One author stat d that becau of Taylor's creation of a string of forts, "much of the territory
had been cleared and made accessible by that effort."96
Pioneer might have found it easy to follow the many river and
lake into th interior of th Florida penin ula. This was partly true ,
but once again the army engineers were the front runners. Th y
opened inland waterways by dredging operations so that the army
could u e steamer . The war wa a boost to the development of
Jack onville and elsewhere. Because they assumed the war would
be short, army officers chartered, rath r than bought or built,
teamer. Mter the war the charters were di continued, but teamer tayed in the area to fill civilian needs and desires. 97 In many
ca
the forts were built before the pioneer arrived , and the string
of road connecting the forts allow d pioneers to hover around the
forts, whether near the coast or not, whether abandoned or not.

93. Prucha, The Sword of the Republic, 189, revi ew 1824 to 1 26 road building by
troops.
94. J ohn Le Williams, Thel Terri
t
ory of Florida (1 837; fac imile re print, Gaine ville,
1962), 144, sugge ted tha t th 1835 beginning of wa r topped road building
a nd re pair. Alic Whitman , "Tra nsportation in Te rritorial Florid a," Florida Historical Quarterly 17 Uul 193),32, I ave out th e army' ro le in road building
e ntir Iy u gge ting th a t mo t Ie ser roads w re don e by priva te initiative. In
contra t, Ma ho n , "Th United ta te Arm in th e Gulf Coa t Region ," 94, state
th a t mo t road building on th Gulf oas t wa don e by th e military.
95.J eph M. White to th Quarte rm as te r Ge n ral, February ] 7, 1836, in Carter
d ., Territorial Pape~ , vol. 25, 235 . White 's I tte r was e ndors d to Gen eral J up
a nd o th r v ith th quoted comm e nt.
96 . P te rs, The Florida Wan, 189.
97 . G o rge E. Buke r Jacksonville:
R
eaport
iverport-S
( o lumbia, C, 1992) , pe iaJly
chapte r 5 and 6.
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Building the string of forts connected by r ad provid d the geographical knowledge needed by th military and coveted by th
eneral pubJic.
The United State Army p ned the interior of Florida to ettlers, and ttlement occurred in a hop-scotch fashion. For example, the "Cracker Trail" and th "Hernandez Trail" were built and
u d fir t by th anny and th n by settlers into Brevard County until the tw ntieth century.9 Also , the "circuit rid r" preachers of
more than one denomination w r more apt than th cen u taker
to follow the isolated settler. Several year after the war had ended,
on itinerant Methodi t mini ter,john C. L y, in travels to isolated
ttlers miles apart, observed that "th roads, especially in the
outhern part of the di trict, w re chiefly uch as had been open d
by the troops during the Indian War."99
Building and maintaining forts beyond the bound of settlement required the oldier to be many thing. Zachary Taylor wrote
a early a 1820 that "the ax, pick, saw and trowel, have become
more the implement of the Am rican oldier than the cannon,
mu ket or sword . . . . "100 Soldi r assumed many duties, such a
wood chopping, logging, gardening, herding, teamstering and, of
course, fort and road building. At times, the army employed ov r
one thou and civilians. However, in the spring of 1842 Colonel William j nkins Worth determined to get rid of the" wollen ranks of
civilians working for the army."l ol Soldiers had to take over clerking
and many other duties performed previously by civilians. The soldiers wore many hats, "but first of all they w r agents of empire. "1 02
Indeed, not only was the oldier in Florida an agent for advancing
the boundaries of American empire; he wa al 0 trained to be a
frontiersman. Some of the soldier and formerly employed civilian
remained to practice their kill as frontiersmen. Several former
soldiers from a number of different forts stayed and appli d for
land "which they had previou ly observed and d ired."lo3 Hence ,

9 .John M. Eriksen, BTevaTd County: A History to 1955 (Tampa, 1994),38-39.
99.John C. Ley quoted in William E. Brooks, ed ., From Saddlebags to atellites (
hville, 1969) , 65.
100.Quot d in Edward M. offman, The Old Army: A Po'rtrait oj the American Army in
Peacetime, 17 4-189 ( wYork, 1986) 44.
101.Pet r , The Florida Wm' , 241. e al 0211ff.
l02.Prucha The word oJ the Republic, xvi .
103Jame W. Covin ton, "The Arm cl 0 cupation A t of 1842," FI017.da Histo'I'ical
Guly 1961) , 46.
Qum·terly40
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mov ment of n w ttier tarted befor Congress pa ed the
Arm d Occupation Act of 1 42.
All of the forts built during the Second Seminol War attracted
camp foIl w r , many of whom r mained as ettler. Fort Brooke,
the first fort built in the territorial period , displayed thi tendency.
Fort Micanopy had a 'severe probl m with local grog shop, run by
former soldiers" and, in 1843, twenty-eight men were di charged
from the army for drunkenne s at Fort Stan bury.,04 Repeat d complaints by regular army men about civilian , especially slav -hunters
and di harged volunt r , abound in the lit rature on th S minole War. The regular d pi ed the militia, whom they call d
"era ker . '105 One observ r mentioned that "these discharged voluntee rs in Florida are wor ethan th Indian th m elves."106 And
n pohtical n my of Governor Robert Raymond Rid, Delegate
to ongr ss C. Downing, accu d Reid of keeping a corps of militia
i.n Tallahass in t ad of on the frontier in order to prot ct himelf. Thi corps wa upposed to hav been "compos d mo tl of
discharg d oldi r of the r gular army."I07 Many r gular oldiers
and militia member from other states did not vacate FIOlida after
they re ign d were discharg d or deserted.
As happ ned in other wars, Florida offered attractions to 01di rs tationed here. On parti ipant stated that he would undoubtedly "perman ntly establi h h re." He not d that because
Florida land would be in great demand after the war, "I hall peculat a little myself. "'o Th attraction of Florida may have encouraged re ignations and d
rtion. Th numb r of officers who
re igned from the regular army during the war wa "humiliating,"
according to oldier James B. Dallam. ,o9 During th fir t thr e year

104J Kn etsc h , "H a rd hip and Inconve nience of a Camp Life: Life in th e Forts
During th emin ole War," pril 19, 1995, n .p. [1 3th page], unpubli h d pap r,
H ritage Villag .
'
Mi io n to th e emin o l ," 166, fo r o ne ex pr sion of lhi
105.Whit Jr., "Macomb
attitude .
106. F'elix McGauph Jr. , "Th qu aw Kis in g V\ ar: Batholo mew M. Lyn ch ' J ourn al
f th e econd min ole War, 1836-1839" ( fas ter's Th i , Flo rid a tate U ni verity, 1965) , 172.
,
Augu t 28 , 1 40, in art r, d ., Territorial
107.D I gate Downing to th President
Paper. vol. 26, 207 .
10 .William H oytJr., " oldi r's View of th emino le War, 1838-1 39: Three Le tam ," Florida H istorical Quarterly 25 ( pril 1947) , 359.
ter ofJ am B. Dall
109.Ibid. 51-52.
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of the war, 202 officers r igned. In addition, the de ertion rat
of regulars from 1820 to 1860 was nearly fifteen p rcent, probably
even higher during the ho tilitie in Florida. 111
Florida was not only attractive to oldier but to camp followr , for whom th war r at d an economic boom. There were
"pI nty of worn n in the marketplace,' and mall business person ,
uch a blacksmiths, barbers launderers, cutler, and cobbler ,
congregated in more than one location. 112 A favor d tatu wa
granted to the sutler, who had a regulated contractual und r tanding to provide "competent uppli of nec ari " for forts. ll ~ H e
was, however, usually allowed to set up a tor and 11 to individual
oldiers and civilian ,and om tim s to Indians. The sutler wou ld
typically tock "needle , thr ad, ock, bo k , pap r, pencils, lock ,
razor, tobacco, che , appl , tea, nuts," and would often includ
in hi offi ring be r, wine and whiskey, eve n if ill gal. 114 0 wond r
on ob rver declared, ' Long live the Fla. War, 0 ay the utl r .""5
R gular soldiers con i tently criticiz d th pion r ettl r in
and around the many forts. One ob rv r deri ively described
them a "vagrant white which infest thi territory. ""6 Another soIdi r more benignly not d "a number of s ttlers" along the bank of
th Manate River but peculated "whether th y will ever com to
anything r mains a problem. "117 Non-military ob e r r w re close
to united with military ob rver in their di paraging r marks
about the number of crack r coming into Florida. However, the
many d pr cating remark provide evidenc that ettlers continu d to move into Florida during the Second minol War. I I Officers who had resigned, army d erter, civi lians formerl y emplo ed
by th military, and camp followers contributed to Florida' population growth during the war y ar . Betw n 1 30 and 1840 the
population grew from 34,730 to 54,477, an increase of 56. per1LO

] 10James M. Denh am, " ome Pr fer th e Seminol : Viol nce a nd Disord r
Among S Idier and Settlers in the Second e min ol War, 1 35-1842," Florid.a
Historical QuaTterl
y
70 Ouly 1991) , 39.
ll1. ffman, The Old Arm)\ 193.
11 2.Mc aughy J r., "The quaw Ki ing War," 128.
ll 3. offman, The Old Army 177 et pas im.
11 4.Ibid. offman 's description ofa utler' ware i gen ri .
ll 5.Mc aughy J r., "Th quaw Ki ing War,' 161.
ll6.White Jr. "Ma omb ' Mission to the eminole,' 176.
117.H ole, d. , The Diary oj Master Edward C. Ander. on 36.
118J am sM. Denham, "The Florida racker B for th e ivil War a Se n Through
Trav I r ' Accoun ts," Florida H i to'rical Quarterly 72 (April 1994), 453-6 .
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nt. 119 Thu Floridians arching for their ancestor might look
int th r ords of camp follower, former army employees, or of
o ldier wh o re igned or de rt d.
New ttlers came to Florida during the war becau e th ey were
actively en oUl"aged to do so. As arlyas 1816, Andrew J ack on had
urg d the opening of lands acquired by Indian treaties for rapid
ale . He argu ed that the creation of a populous citi z n ry would
provide for its own d £ n e. 120 In other word , the concept of armed
occupation with settler providing for their own defense, had be n
pr al nt in military cirel s for a long time befor the Second Seminol War tart d. The army had come to the aid of the Florida
population in 1 35 when the countryside was abandoned and "the
frontier inhab itants [were] hut up in a few miserable stockade
£ r ."121Howev r, by 1837, an interlude in the war seemed to promi peace, so attention was paid to th many civilians being housed
and £ d at the many forts. Provisioning th " ufferingabitants"
inh
had to top because they w r b coming too dependent on the free
handouts. President Jackson ordered the "di tribution of ration "
to top by October 1, 1837. 122 Th war did not cease, however, and
th citizens in or near the forts continu d to be giv n provisions
and protection. When General Taylor took command in 1838, h e
"insi ted that it was nece ary to encourage ettlers to migrate to
Florida so that an increased population could provide its own protection .. .. "123 He did not want to use Florida militia but instead
would allow th m to stay at home for home prot ction. Thus, at
1 a t by 1838, army leadership in Florida was actively encouraging
outsid ettlers to come to Florida an d increase the population in
pursuanc of the "armed occupation" principl e.
B fore 1839 the army follow d a po licy of protecting the settler a well as pursuing Seminoles into the wamps.124 In 1839 the
ecretary of War ordered Gen ral Macomb to encourage inh abitan now "fed by th bounty of the government to settle near them

11 9. Roland M. Harp r, "Ante-Bellum Ce n us Enumerations in Florida," Florida H islorical Quarterly 6 Uul 1927), 42 , 45.
120.Harold D. Mose r t aI. , The Paper of AndrewJ ackson (Kn oxville, 1994),4,23-24.
121.Ri h ard K. Call to th Pr id nt, Dece mbe r 22, 1835 , in arter ed ., Territorial
Paper. , vo l. 25, 216.
122.Th e ecr tary of War to Thomas S.Jesup, Augu t 3, 1 37, in Carte r, ed., Territorial Papers, vo l. 25, 41 L.
123. Pru ha, word of the Republic, 293.
124. Hann a, Fort Maitland, 74ff, for a fuller explan ation of thi policy.
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[th forts] and under their protection t cultivate the country in
their immediate vicinity."1 25 With thi order, the Secretary of War
endor ed an armed occupation policy already in practice before
the Armed Occupation Bill was introduced into Congre s by Thomas Hart Benton. 126 The Armed Occupation Act allowed claimants
to apply for p rmits for Ie s than a year wherea the army followed
an armed occupation policy for at least four year .
Th army' policy of encouraging ttlement and resettlement
becam
ven more pronounced in 1 41. Th army received authority to issue rations and arms to civilian who would occupy or
re-occupy th land . Since 1 36 th army had liberally interpr ted
congressional approval of "ration from the public store" to apply
not just to those who had to flee their homes but also to those who
had just come into the t rritory. However, i uing of rations became conditional upon settlement, with a cutoff date to receive
public aid of August 31, 1842. The armyal 0 provided transportation, offered the use of abandoned forts, and built n w forts for
new ettlements. The army e tablished thirty-two village, and the
program was judged by on observer to have had "b neficial reults ' from' inducing ettIers to enter the country, and stimulating
those to return who had fled their homes."1 2? Ev n the new settlements were provided with forts if one did not exist nearby.
In his so-called "Final Statement" on the subject army observer
John T. Sprague lists settl r in three categorie . "Per ons forming
new ettlements" included 571 male and 308 female white adults,
164 adult slaves, and 82 slave childr n. "Persons returned to plantations" included 125 male and 40 female white adults, 105 adult
slave , and 43 lave children. "Persons suffering inhabitants" were
138 male and 204 £ male white adults 22 adult slaves and 36 lave
children. 12 Some wives and children of military men who di d in

125.Th Secretary of War to the Commanding General [Poins tt to Macomb],
March 18, 1839, in Carter ed ., Territorial Papers, vol. 25 , 598.
126.The Quarterma ter General [Thoma J esup] to Thomas H. B nton, in Carter,
ed. Territorial Papers, vo l. 25, 563-65, for J esup" analysis ofthe promise of arm d
occupation. Peters, The Florida Wars, ] 89, tate that Poin ett go t Benton to
introduce into Congr
what became the Armed Occupati n Act of 1842.
127 John T. Sprague, The Florida War (1 4 ; reprint, Gainesville, 1964),401-02. S
also 284. Mahon , Histo'ry of the econd Seminole War; 301, giv d tail on twelve
"re ttlement points " invo lvin g 493 white m n , wom n and children and 159
laves and slave childr n .
12 ."Final tat m nt" in Sprague, The Florida Wm; 519. "Adults" were tho fourteen or older.
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battl or from disease ma hav tayed in Florida, which would explain why adult female ' Per on suffering inhabitants" outnumber d mal 204 to 138.
The fir t r
ttlement was appar ntly in Augu t 1 41 , when
thirteen whit p ople with e ight laves were placed at Cedar Hammo k. Another res ttlement occur d at Natural Bridg ,with thirty
on white and two black ettled. 129 Fort Annutteeliga wa ~o ed in
1 41, but the town of Chucochatee, Annuttaliga, and Homo a sa
were creat d under the army r
ttlement program in March 1 42.
h cochatt and Homosa sa r ceived post office in 1845. 130 One
vi itor to a couple of the resettl ment town in May 1842 noted that
h cohate had 300 residents and Homassassa had 40 residents. 131
Th army resettl ment program wa concluded just before th
pas ing of the Armed Occupation Act.
Augu t 1842, one month after the above "Final Stat ment" on
re ettlem nt, wa an important dat for Florida settlem nt. On Augu t 14, Colon I Worth declared the war at an end and that feeding
at the public trough was to nd by Augu t 3l. Provisions, guns, and
ammunition would be provided , but civilians had to leave th operatin forts. The sam month , Congr
passed th Armed Occupation A t. Und r i provi ion a per on could g t a patent for a 160acre tract of land, but he or he had to r id on th land for five
year, clear at least five acre , and build a house. No ettlement
ould be mad within two mile of "permanent military po ts. "132
For a refuge came to an end , but forts continued to be major
rnagne a center for settlement.
In re ponse to th qu stion about which po ts were perman nt, the Commi ioner of the General Land Office not d that just
thr p rmanent po were designated, and thre other were being us d t mporarily. 133 Fort King, one of the thre permanent

129. Ma h n, H istory oj the econd emino Le Wa:r, 301. Ma hon me ntio n twe lve re e tllem nt town a of Mar h 1842 ; Spragu me ntions thirty-two as of June 13 1 42.
pra U , The Florida War, 5 19 .
130.P titian to th Pre id nt and Con gre by itize ns of th e D rrito ry, in Ca rt r,
ers, vol. 26, 575-77. Citize n o f th e three town p titian for a
ed ., Territorial PajJ
continu a ti on of ra ti o n.
131.Hezeki ah L. Thistl e to th e cre tar of th
avy [A. Upshe r], Ma 22, 1842, in
a rte r, d ., Territorial Paper , vol. 26, 480 .
132 .Thoma H . Blak to th e
r tary of Wa r U. . pe nce r], e pt mbe r 19, 1 42 ,
in a rt r ed ., Territorial PajJ
e, rs vol. 26, 540-41 , r qu ting infomntio n about
pe rm a ne nt posts.
133.Ibid. , 54344.
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posts, was abandoned in 1843. Th three temporary forts in us
were also abandoned the same year, leavingjust two of the 250 for
reserved from settlement. Most of the forts were on un urv yed
land and did not have any land rese rvation around them anyway. At
least one hundred forts are known to have been abandoned by the
military from 1839 through 1843 during its period of armed occupation policy. 134 At least another hundred must have been closed
during the same period, although hort-lived po ts provided no
monthly reports to prove the fact. Thu when th United Stat
Army dwindled in size, it left the land cape of Florida dotted with
about 250 defense shelters that re mained th e focal points for settlement. Abandoned forts continued to attract settlers for several
year , sometimes as places of refuge in the face of danger. It is no
wonder, then, that the phrase "forted up" was used during the
Third Seminole War of the 1850 .1 35 Fort were al 0 attractiv
sources of lumber with which to build cabins or homes. 136 The end
of the war and abandonment of forts to civilian settlers was probably more important to settlement in the immediate future than th e
Armed Occupation Act.
From 1842 on, one of the largest areas of settlement wa within
tw nty miles of Fort King. Other ettlements were within or around
Fort Cross, Fort Fanning, Fort Kingsbury and Fort Pierce, Fort Gatlin, Fort Lauderdale, Fort Dallas, Fort Hook, Fort Drane, and elsewhere .137 One town near Fort Kingsbury, the town of Enterprise, was
colonized in 1841 by twenty-five familie , including many veterans,
under the leadership of Major Cornelius Taylor. 138 It received a post
office in 1845. Nine or ten of the families became Armed Occupation Act ettler. The armed occupiers were a distinct minority.
The role of the Armed Occupation Act of 1842 in opening
southern Florida to settlement has been exaggerated. Historian
Frederick W. Dau, who claimed to have brought the legislation to

134.K.nown date of nin ty- ev n abando nm nts or final reports were counted
using Roberts, Encyclopedia of Historic Forts, 143-21 3. Added to th ese were v ral
mor from Hi tmicai Information Relating to Military Po is and Other Installation,
ca. 1 700-1900, M661, reel 4, 8, 51, 30 1, 379, 502; reel 7, 50 1; reel 8, 6) .
135 .Ca nter Brown Jr. 0 sian Bingley H art: Florida ' Loyalist Recan truction Governo'r
(Baton Ro uge, 1997), 97.
136.Gra , "Fort Sullivan," n.p. , [5th page] . Di ma ntling forts to u se the lumb r may
help explain why so few forts can be located today.
ly 15 Ouly
137.Dorothy Dodd, "Letter Fr m Ea t Florida," Florida H istorical Qu.arter
1936) ,5 lff.
138.Ihid. , 56-57.
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the attention of historian , calculat d that it provided home to
1,300 head of hou eho]ds, totaling about 6,000 peopl , or 4.6 peopI p r hous hold. ' 39 However, a car ful crutiny of th armed occupi r r v al a more mod st calculation. Of the 1,300 permits
gi en , 62 w re to single men , 40 were to fema] head of household , and 625 wer to male heads of household. '40 Mo t armed occupi r wer young m n in their twentie . S ven hundred and fiftyeight of them lived in Florida before 1842, 98 came in 1842, and
44 came in 1843. Thus the majority wer young Florida resid nts
b for the Armed Occupation A twas pa ed. Of the forty female
h ad of household, twenty- ix r ided in Florida before 1842.141
Sinc v r half were either single men or £ mal head of household , they ur ]y did not ettle with an av rage family of 4.6 members.
These calculation do not include the cancellation of permits
and abandonment of th permit land. Permits were cancelled or
abandon d for many reasons. One reason involves the underhand d motivations of armed 0 cupiers, some two hundred of
whom apparently took out permits to cut live oak timber on the
land "wi thout the least idea of becoming ettler . "14 2 Another reason giv n by ttler themselves was th un ati factory land sometim chosen sight un
n , which proved incapable of providing
fr h water and subsistence living. Petitions to modifY the law wer
rarel an wered. ' 43 Of the permits given in St. Augustine, eightyseven wer ancelled, fifty-three were n v r occupied and twelve
were abandoned after ettlement, leaving 217 out of the 369 permits. ' 41 In N wnan vil1e , 193 out of 949 permits wer cancelled,
laving 756 valid permits. ' 45 Thu valid armed occupier permits totaled 973 in t ad of 1,300. At 160 acres per permit, only 155,680
139.Frede rick W. Dau , Horida: Old and ew ( ew York, ] 934) , 230.
140.Pr liminary R port: Arm ed Occupation ct of ugust 4, 1842, Book 17,4-5, in
Harv y Wells CoUe tion, H e ritag Village . The H arv y Well Collection co ntain tw or - ight unpublished looseleaf books v ry exte nsively studyin g the
a rm do cupie r , with gen alogical earches through everal d cades of ce nsus
reports. W 11 wa a volunt e r a t H fitage Villag in Largo for many y ar . The
1, 00 ettl ers are listed in Senate Doc. 39, 30th Congress, Ses . 1.
141.1bid., b ok 2 ,4, 102.
142.Hez kiah L. Thistle [live oak pr rvation agent] to th
ecr tal of th
avy
[David H e n haw], Augu t 11 , 1843, in arter, ed ., Territo'rialPapers
,
vol. 26, 713.
petitions to modify th Arm d Occupation Act by ettl rs in arter, d. , Ter143.
'rilorialPaper , vol. 26,874-76, 986-89.
144.Figure ar given in Dodd , "Le tter From East Florida," 53.
145.Figure ar giv n in Wells Colle tion , book 12, part 1,4.
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acres were granted for settlement by the valid p rmits. Thi figure
is less than half the vet rans warrants granted for Florida land under acts passed from 1847 to 1858. 146
Indian danger in 1849 prompted exte nsive abandonment of
permit land. Harvey Wells, who studied the armed occupiers, estimated that only "about 34% of the armed occupiers stayed on the
land." 147 Thu the actual armed occupier who stayed long enough
to g t title to the land aft r five year total only about 331 settler,
far f, wer than tho involved in the army re ettlement program .
The mo t that can be claimed is that a liberal prinkling of arm d
occupiers dwelled among other Florida s ttler in the increasing
population during and after the Second Seminole War.
Mter Thomas Hart Benton introduced the Armed Occupation
Bill in January 1839, he noted that the United States Army had
'prepared the country for ettlement" by exploring and mapping
the territory, by creating" orne hundred of po ts," and by building
"many hundreds of mil of wagon road " and" orne thousands of
feet of causeway and bridges. "148 The army built an infrastructure
so settlement could proceed. With the groundwork so well laid, little reason exists to believe that the Armed Occupation Act of one
year's duration was a ignificant as the armed oc upation policy of
the United State Army fr m 1 38 to 1843 and th reafter.

146Jam

W.Ob rly ixty Million A cres: American Veteran and the Public Lands before
ivil War (Kent, Oh., 1990) , especially chart on pag 86-87. Veterans' land
grants in FI rida totalled 336,000 acres.
147.Harv y L. Wells to Mr. C. W. Bockelman,january 3 1968, in W lis Collections,
the

book 12, part 1, 89.
148.Qu ted in Michael E. Welsh , "L gislating A Homestead Bill: Thomas Hart Benton and the econd eminole War," Florida Historical Quarterly 57 (Octob r
1978) , 161-62.
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'Come to My Sunland": Lett~ ofJulia Daniels Moseley from the Florida
Frontier, 1882-1886. Edit d by Julia Winifred Moseley and B tty
Pow rs Crislip. (Caine ville: Universily Press of Florida, 1998.
xvi, 249 pp. List of illustrations, foreword, preface, introduction,
nt , works cited, index. $29.95 cloth.)

When Chari and Julia Moseley moved th ir family to "the
Nest" in Limona (a rural commun ity ten miles from Tampa, near
present-day Brandon) from Elgin , Illinois, in 1882, Florida contain d fewer than 300,000 inhabitants. Fewer than ev n per on
per square mile lived in Ea t Hill borough Coun ty, and Henry
Plant' railroad was yet to make its arrival. Frontier-like condition,
a sen of i olation, and loneline cou ld have been daunting challenges for a woman whose husband was ab ent for long period of
time. Not 0 for Julia Moseley. A w 11- ducated, adventurous
woman with a zest for life , Moseley delighted in her new urrounding . Her lett rs oft r exceptionally vivid description of the surrounding community' natural endowments, especially its palms,
pin ,oak , and flower , but al 0 its springs, riv rs, and lak . As
he xplain d to her friend Eliza Slade in Elgin,
We Ii e imply. You would h ardly beli v p ople could live
so simply and till liv in " weet cont nt." W live in an
pen hall-eat-read-play cribbage- and wing our
hammock there . . . . Our table i always lovely with its
whit lin n and quaint old ch ina, so delicate and lovely,
and n v r without flow r (26).

Mter exploring the n arby live oak hammocks with her childr n , Julia wrote of her idyllic dream world:
The air i like paradi e-so soft-so we t-so satisfying.
Out in th sun it i hot but in the shade with a br z it i
alway plea ant. And above you hang a ky of such heavnl blu . The nights are beyond words. Often at midnight
the sky is clear, deep blue and the moon is in full splendor.
Th tar look y llow on the blu dome. White clouds float
[234]
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lazily over our h ads and often th mocking birds waken
and pour forth orne glad song . You lie till and listen.
The lov line of the night seem to have hu hed the
world. Th wood are full of birds. No bird in a ag ever
sang a th y do (26).
While Moseley accepted, and indeed reveled in , Florida' natural beauty on its own term, futur generation of newcomers filled
Julia' "Sunland" with condominium, them parks, and shopping
mall. Florida' natural beauty was not enough. It had to be transform d, alt red, or re haped into something resembling what th
had left behind.
Julia Moseley wrote many letters, but the one in this b k
come from those h
I cted her elf and copied into a large
bound volume passed down to h r childr n and grandchildren.
The letter flow exceptionally well for bing copied verbatim. The
t xt is free of ellip es, brackets, or any oth r vid nce of revision
ofJulia' own word. In lengthy endnotes, th editor provid thorough documentation, explanation, and context for items cover d
in the lett r . Thou h the book is in large part a delightful excursion into a lost world, th re ar hortcomings. Fir t, despite including sixty-eight photograph of p opl , local cene, and per onal
po e ion of the Moseleys there is no map that would clearly d fine th ir g ographical location or their ramblings. In addition,
numerous letters are repetitiv ,adding no new information.
Finally, while Moseley's letter offer many ob ervation of oth r
neWC01TI r , h r" racker" and "Darkies" mirror th e caricature 0
common in th mainstr am popular pre . The Harper's Magazine
model were and are so firmly embedded and univer allyacc pt d
in American popular ulture that we can hardly blam Moseley and
other northern migrants for allowing th ir fir t impre ion to r inforc the e tereotypical images. Even so, they remind us how infrequentlyauth ntic cracker and African American voices appear
in the literature today.
"Come to My Sunland"is yet another account oflat -ninet nthcentury Florida vi w d through the eye of northern migrants. Th
primary shortcoming of accoun ts uch a the e i that they often
rv only to further ob cure and minimize tl1e contribution of
the vast majority of FI rida' white and African Am rican women.
Until efforts are made to provid room for native female voices in
thi collective mo aic, any realistic portrait of Florida' pa t will be
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impo ibl . Even 0, readers who want to explore the flora and
fauna of west ce ntral Florida in the late nineteenth centu ry will
find "Come to My Sunland" a welcome respite.
Florida Southern College

J AMES

M. DE

HAM

trangers in Paradise: Impact and Management of Non-indigenous Species
in Florida. Edited by Daniel Simberloff, Don C. Schmitz, and
Tom C. Brown. (Washington, D . . : Island Pre s, 1997. xii , 467
pp. Foreword, preface, introduction, references, contributors,
index. $50.00 cloth, $29.95 pap r.)

Alth ou gh th hi tory of human arrival and ettl ment in Florida over the pa t five centuri es ha b n xtensively tudi d and
documented , much less h as been writt n o n the effects of newly arrived plants and animals, and the ir effects on native biota, including peo pl . Strangers in Paradise is thus a book to be welcomed by
hi torian , e nvironmentalists, an d others interested in a m ore compr h n ive vi w of changes and ch allenges to the Florida landscap e . Editors imberloff, Smith , and Brown h ave adm irably
m elded articl by a divers array of acad mic and ag ncy per onnel into a coh esive depiction of hi torical introduction an d th ir
cological con equen ces. The book i well written, uniformly edit d , and d pite its technical accuracy and de tail , enjoyable reading a w ll. It de erve a wide audience.
Mter an initial chapter on th e biology of invasions, subsequent
chapt r docum e nt historical introductions of plants, in ects,
fi h e , am phibian, reptiles, birds, mammals, and other organ isms.
Four ch apter addr ss p cific tactics for managing n o n-indigenou pecie, five others clarify th e roles of state an d £ d ral ag ncie in th
ffo rt, and two chapters consider the need for
regulations restricting and managing importation.
Although all of Florida has be n much altered by introductions, outh Florida's mild climate, abundant water resources, and
d epauperate native flora and fauna hav helped make it e pecially
am nable to or susceptible to, establishment of exotic biota and
loss of the nativ . Som of th hi torical introductions have been
accidental, but man y were intention al, ofte n by reputabl cienti ts
of th U .. D partment of Agriculture and experts su ch as botanist
David Fairchild. Early naturali ts such a Charle Torrey Simpson
were much more positive on the benefits of introductions than
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many naturalists would b toda. Plant and animal culturists and
trad r have been and continu to be major ourc of exotic life.
A k ya pect of Florida's dev lopment has been th att mpt b human to con truct the idyllic Florida of the imagination, and often
this has included the introduction of plants and animal appropriate to that imag . Many Floridian , th m elv transplanted from
other localitie , would be surprised to know that their favorite
plants or animal th y commonly associate with Florida are not native but products of om one' Florida dream.
The transformation of Florida from native to non-native ha
proc eded a inexorably among plant and animal communitie a
it ha in human society. It is perhap not coinciden tal that Miami
th major port of entry for exotic plants and animals, also serves a
th gat way for peoples of various culture a well. When people
migrate, th y often bring non-human organi ms with them, intentionally and oth rwise. It is thus ironic that a oci ly b coming
more tolerant of human immigration and its benefits and challenges is as uredly becoming Ie tol rant of similar movement of
non-human life. Humans immigrate and di perse , but plants and
animals invade and spread. Can we hav it both ways? An important
challeng addre d in Stranger. in Paradise i how to accommodate
both the old biota and the new. Is it any different for human society
in Florida?

Univer. ity of Idaho

DE
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L. SCARNE

HIA

The Enduring Seminoles: From Alligator Wrestling to Ecotouri m. By Patsy
W t. (Caine ville: Univer ity Press of Florida, 1998. xvii, 150 pp.
Li t of photographs and maps, foreword , pr fae ,introduction,
bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth.)
Over the twentieth c ntury, the image of Florida's indigenous
people as the xotic inhabitants of a subtropical paradi e has grown
apace with the image of Florida as that paradise. From th "tourists,
invalids, and settler" of th late nineteenth century to the " nowbird" and "condo commandos" of the late twentieth century, the
Seminoles have b en given centrality by non-Native purveyors of
hype, hoopla, and boosterism. Thi hort work (120 pages of text divided as thirteen chapters) is densely packed with name , dates, and
events that delineate th involvement of Florida's "Seminol s, Micco-
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sukees, and Independents" in the cultural tourism of the twentieth
century. It was written by Patsy W t, h rself a native of South Florida
and owner of a collection of v ral thousands of photographs that
h ha dubbed the Seminole Miccosukee Photo Archive.
We t, who ha had a relationship with the Seminoles for two
d cad ,states a her central premise that the tourist attractions of
the early twentieth century were positive agents of cultural pr servati.on for the Seminole people and "strengthened their own concepts of sovereign rights" (3), despite the con i tent evaluations of
ob ervers over the years to the contrary. Her contention that the
S minol 'parti ipation in th tourist economy helped them make
a mooth tran ition from economic independence to the wage-forhire economy that constitutes the economic base of Euroamerican
society rings true. There is no differentiation here , however, between the limited reality of economic survival, for which a useful case
is made, and the much weightier requirements of cultural survival,
for which no real evidence is presen ted.
Th Seminoles at the tourist attractions were not merely the
conomi apprentice of their white bo e,
We t' own text
makes abundantly clear. Tourist attraction owners constantly paid,
bribed, cajoled, and attempted to manipulate culturally their colorful stars in order to maximize their exotic qualities and, consequently, the profit to be derived from them. The Seminoles, on the
other hand, operating out of a sovereignty that they had never abrogat d , took th white men' money but continuously ex rcised
their O\lvn prerogatives not to participate or to leave the attractions
if they were socially or culturally uncomfortable.
The economic survival of the Seminoles in this new era clearly
depended upon th ir ability to make a successful transition from
the previous, relatively short period of economic independence to
the current period of economic capitalism in the Euroamerican
fashion. Both barter and work-for-hire economies w re w 11 within
the social repertoires of these resourceful people, however, for they
had practiced them uccessfully-the latter for centuries and the
former for several thousand years. But there is very little historical
matrix in this book. The work is narrative in style and, for the most
part, non-analytical, pre enting the Native in the traditionali t hi toriographical manner of transplants with only a limited equity in
Florida and as a people whose culture was formed in the Everglades
'fr m a tradition of hunting, gathering, and gardening practices"
(105), four centuries of European contact notwithstanding.
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A po itive feature of the book i th large number of Native
who are identified individually and placed in the context of their
Clans, their matrilineal kinship groups. One of the principal facets
of past biases against any culture group, but especially against Indians, has been their individual reductions to facelessness as the prelude to group objectification. West, who respects the Seminoles as
individual , ha pre erved their individuality and uniquene . They
ar the cor of h r re arch. At the arne time, however, her insistence upon referring to th "Mikasuki- peaking Seminole " a
i:laponathli: (Mikfsuuki for "h e speak my language") and to the
"Moscogee-speaking Creeks" as ci:saponathli (also Mikfsuuki, rather
than Mask6ki, for "they speak their language"), as if each were an
encompassing, self-applied designator, is culturally and linguistically misleading, and rhetorically confusing. Readers might use the
phrases, however, a reminder of the separate ocial compl xiti
that operate for any cultural Other. Ev n "Seminole" is a term that
obfuscates more than it clarifies about the history of these unique
people .
What the reader will find in this work, a few cavils aside, is a
large amount of information, assembled over year of interview
and re earch, naming attractions, dates of op ration, owner and
manag r ,and tat wid and national public events in which a significant number of the Florida Natives were willing to participate.
These facts will be useful to anyone interested in the modern hi tory of Florida' Native people. From World ' Fair to the Sun
Dance Festival at West Palm Beach, from Silver Springs (Ocala) to
Musa Isle in Miami, readers will find an interesting review of the
public lives of the "S minoles on Exhibition" from the 1920s
through the present era of ecotourism. Alligator "wrestling," that
quintessential of all applied images of the Florida Indians, is presented for what it i : a non-traditional act, wholly introduced by
whites and adopted by Seminoles as expressions both of enterprise
and of bravura. What West makes most clear is that the Native
quickly perceived the degree to which the touri ts valu d dramatic
displays and they adapted the process over the years to serve their
own economic ends . And while tourism never has been a principal
source of income for the p ople, a a group, it ha b en the public
enterprise in which they have been involved longer than any other
in the twentieth century.
Seminole Tribe of Florida
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Columbus Then and Now: A Life Ree am,ined. By Mile H. David on.
( orman: University of Oklahoma Pr , 1997. xxx, 609 pp. Li t
of maps, acknowledgm nts, introdu tion, source , notes , bibliography index. $39.95 cloth.)

Mil H. Davidson describes himself a "n ither biographer
nor hi torian, ' but rath r 'a writer and coll ector of olumbiana'
(467) . Yet he is a clo r ader of cholarly literature on Chri topher
olumbus and he has a problem with writings that veer from the
do uments that throw light on the admiral's life and car~er. H
hold that almost all scholar hip on Columbus recycles a large colI ction f error and myth becau author do not bother to go to
th sourc but instead draw heavily on the flawed works of their
predec s ors. He ha writt n a very long book that hold Columbus
cholarsh ip up to th sources and finds it eriou ly wanting. He
take pecial delight in skewering Samuel Eliot Morison's famou
biography of Columbus, but he also targets more recent work by
J hn Nobl Wilford, William D. Phillip Jr. , Carla Rahn Phillips,
F lip Fernandez-Armesto, Kirkpatrick Sale, Stephen Greenblatt,
Tz etan Todorov, and others.
Davidson ha an impressive command of the relevant source,
and it is a simple matter for him to chastise cholar who have
me times offered accounts that run contrary to th ourc in
th ir fforts to reconstruct Columbus's life and career. But he oft rs histoire evenementi
ellewith
a veng ance. Most of the points h xamines are trivial, and many are incapabl of d finitive resolution
in the absenc of additional source . David on doe not consider
the point that mo t of the works he examines addr
a large audinc of g neral readers rather than Columbus speciali ts. Mar ult, the author quit properly avoid wrangling over minutiae and
k to present a coher nt account. Obviously, pr ci ion i always a
virtu in hi torical scholarship, but more than a few of the problems David on find are excu able as efforts of authors seeking to
harmonize conflicting information without inflicting unnece sary
ource critici m on general reader .
Davidson describ his own work as "not a Columbus biography but an a cumulation, for comparative purpo e , of known
facts of hi lif " (467). But it slips w 11 b yond "known facts" in
orne respect. The author fall back on hoary reifications such
a 'm dieval mentality" and "Renai ance man" to explain Columbu and his context (278, 474-75). H de ribes Columbus as
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"a mixture of th m dieval and Renaissance man" (278), whatever that might m an, King Ferdinand of Aragon as "th epitome of the Renaissance princ " (27 ), a reification that at least
derives from contemporary view, and Pope Alexander VI a
"Spanish in every way" (475), an indefen ibl tereotype with no
r deeming analytical value. In this way David on paints a portrait of Columbus that is at least as fal e and mi I ading a tho
h criticiz s.
Moreover, when Davidson deals with important as oppo d to
trivial issues, his own method do not always meet high critical
tandard . In discu sing Columbu 's geographical knowledge and
his supposed correspond nc with the Flor ntine physician and
geographer Paolo Toscanelli, for xample , Davidson observes
high tandards of evidence and reasoning wh n it uits hi purpose, but otherwise lapses into speculation and credulity. In
doubting the authenticity of the correspondence (50-59), Davidon peculate that To canelli would have known more about
Asian affair than th lett rs attributed to him reveal, and he assumes that Toscanelli would have been familiar with the works of
John of Piano Carpini, William of Rubruck, John of Montecorvino,John of Marignolli, and Odoric ofPordenone , most of which
were in fact very obscure and poorly known in th fift enth c ntury. In reviewing Columbus's geographical knowledge before
1492, Davidson ugge t that Columbus did not know Marco
Polo's work directly but rather through excerpts incorporated
into other fifteenth-century geographical works like those of
Pierre d'Ailly and John Mandeville-perhaps true, although this
point does not dimini h th significance of Marco Polo-but
then he goes on to hint that Columbus was familiar with the Moroccan trav I r Ibn Battuta, whose work was in fact completely unknown outside the Arab world until th nin t nth century (806) .

Biographer and oth r cholars working on Christopher Columbus will derive some benefit from looking over David on' review of evidence bearing on specific issue . Other , however, will
find limited reward in thi book. Though admirably knowledgeable about the sources on Chri topher Columbu , David on rarely
draw r al ignificanc from his research.
University of Hawaii
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''Fear God and Walk Humbly ": The AgriculturalJournal ofJames Mallory,
1843-1877. Edited by Grady McWhin y, Warner O. Moore Jr.,
and Robert F. Pace. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama
Pr ,1997. xxi, 6 7 pp. Illustrations, preface, introduction, app ndix, note , index. $49.95 cloth.)

For thirty-four years in the mid-ninet nth c ntury James Mallory, a middle-class farmer-p lanter in Talladega County, Alabama,
r corded observations in ajournal n arly every day without major
interruptions. That feat of self-d iscipline and consi t ncy was just
on of many that set him apart from many south rn plain folk
farmer. In Cracker Culture Grady McWhiney contended that the e
p ople di dain d hard work and formal education while they valued leisur .
In the boom 1830 , Mallory, hi wife , infant daughter, and an
extended family migrated from Virginia to frontier Talladega
ounty, Alabama. The Mallory-Darby-W 1ch familie planted roots
in the ast central part of Alabama's Cotton Kingdom that generally had I fertile lands than the Black Belt to the w t. YI t Mallory
many y ar xceeded regional production norm. In 1850 hi otton production of four bal s per field hand represented n arly
twice the average for the be t cotton lands in Alabama and Georgia. He ach ieved this production largely by hard work, careful management, and scientific farming.
Mallory supported progres . He tried n w farming techniques
ugg t d by the Alabama Agricultural Society. H faithfully attended its m ting a h ombined business with plea ure. H al 0
championed railroad to improv market conn ctions for farmers.
Rail trav I nab I d him in 1861 to mak a round trip to elma for
market busin
in two days rather than the week it had tak n in
previou winters.
A Whig and a Unronist, Mallory non th I
support d the
Confedera y. Thr of. his ons fought for the Confed racy whil
he contributed crops and moni to the onfederate governm nt.
H al op rat d a tannery that served the gov rnment. During
the war Mallory continued the education of his chi ldren, placing
one daughter at a female in titute in Marion and one son at the
Univer ity of Alabama in Tuscaloosa until th military called him.
R on truction troubled Mallory as labor changes sever ly disrupted his crop output. By December 31 , 1865, Mallory ob erved,
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"God in hi m rcy rna have me wise purpo in the chang of
the relation of rna ter and slav , it may be his time for th ir freedom and a more active life for the whit .... " (355) Hi optimi m
pro ed overstated. In 1 66 he achiev d inconsistent results from
contract labor with former lave for field work and domestic service. By 1 67 and 1868, a he moved toward implementing tenancy,
Mallory 10 t money on hi farming operation . S on he tried to
sign whit rather than black tenan .
Political activism by "yanke "and former slaves and th ir association, th Union League, vexed Mallory. On July 4, 1870, h admitted, "I go for a white man 's party. ... "(410) In November 1874,
after the "Redemption" of Alabama, Mallory' church held a thanksgiving service for "deliverance from our cursed rulers" (459).
While he pursu d profit, Mallory remain d devoted to evang Ii al religion. The title cho en for his published journal aptly
capture what might be called hi piritual motto. He followed "a
habit to attend preaching when in r ach" (267). A Bapti t, h
nonetheles attended Methodist and Pr byterian ervice if they
happened to be the on available. In the ant bellum year in late
ummer his family often attended camp meetings. He rejoiced at
conver ions at those service and one at his own Tallad ga Bapti t
Church (the name changed to Alpin Bapti t Church in 1872). In
keeping with th outh rn evangelical' attitude toward death,
wh n Mallory 10 t a granddaughter in 1864 and a daughter in 1876,
qe sadly a cepted their 10 se . When he committed a son to the
state asylum, h I ft th ituation in God' hand. A few weeks b fore his death in Octob r 1877, Mallory wrot hi la t entry in his
journal to praise God 's goodne s to him.
In thi dition of Mallory's journal th
ditor have limited
their intrusion on the txt, identifying interv ntion in quare
brackets and making a few sil nt corr ction of the author's accidental error. Th ir numbered notes, which r pre ent one-quarter
of th volume , identify and explain not only p rson , places, and
events but al 0 farming t chniqu and tool , a well a varieti of
plants and insect pe t mentioned in th t Xt. Information in the
n t i drawn from censu , church , court, and military record ;
cont mporary n wspaper ; and secondary ources. A detail d index facilitates reference on ubj cts ranging from agriculture to gen alogy to religion.
Mallory ind d differs from the outhern farmers who loved
lei ure, tobacco, and alcohol that Grady McWhin y described in
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Cracker Culture. He represents another type of southern agricultu ralist who valued hard work and business profit as he also valued piet), and family. Thank to this edition of his journal by McWhiney,
the late Warn r O. MooreJr., and Robert F. Pace, we can see the vari ty of farmer-planters of the mid-nineteenth century South. And
we can trace their perceptions from the antebellum frontier era
through the Civil War and Reconstruction.
University of Alabama at Birmingham

HARRIET E. AMos Doss

L ee and Hi Generals in War and Memory. By Gary W. Gallagher. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1998. xvi, 298 pp.
Preface, credits for the essays, map, index. $27.95 cloth.)

The title of this book is appropriate, but the subtitle might be
"a natural hi tory of the Lost Cause interpretation: its inception,
development, and remarkable long vity." This eries of essays, most
of th m previou ly published, ranges from examination of General
Robert E. Lee' performance in critical situations to the importance of battlefield preservation, with stops along the way from
James Longstreet andJubal Early to Widow Pickett and Ken Burn.
Each e say could tand on its own, a a fencepost with individual
d pth, but the connecting wire is the Lost Cause theme. No one
do a better job explaining how this perspective grew over time
than Gary Gallagher. He is skilled and comfortable with putting
Lee at the center of analysis, as he should be. If both the original
Lo t Cause proponents and revi ionists are guilty of di tortions, it is
th mediating role of Professor Gallagher to weigh and sift, evaluate and synthesize. He is "inside" Lee, as Douglas Southal Freeman
wa , but Ie in awe of the man, not requiring Lee to be perfect in
order to be great. In grading Lee in his 1862 Maryland campaign
Gallagher concludes, "It is a fascinating blend of accomplishment
and u ele loss, of questionable strategic decisions ... and brilliant
tactical leadersh ip on the battlefield." These essays are judicious,
balanced, fair, credible, and engaging. The scholarship is superb.
Combatants faced one another in reality in time and space, but
historians have the delicious luxury of facing off forever. The greate t value of this book is in walking us through the perceptions of
Lee and hi generals, controversial from the outset, and which still
inspire heated disagreement. Contemporaries of the book' subjects had much to say while bullets were flying, but after the war,
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words becam th mi iles. Here w
th efforts of jubal Early
and john B. Gordon, Porter Alexand r and Walter Taylor, among
many other, to influence the r cord. B cau e defeats hurt mor
than victories feel good, outhemers were ompelled to ask what
went wrong. The d bat go s on. Reputation ri e and fall. The
gr at trength of these
ay i in explaining shifting points of view.
Organiz d in four parts, th fir t focuse on perc pti n of
Lee, hi overall importance to th
onfed racy, and hi p rformance at Sharp burg and Gettysburg. The econd part d al with
Lee's generals, n ce arily jackson, Longstreet, Ewell, and A. P.
Hill, but interestingly with "Prince john" Magruder and jubal
Early. Th third gm nt pre nts the efforts of Early and George
Pickett's widow to influ nce history. The fourth jump to the
pr nt, r flections on Ken Burn ' Civil War and the pr rvation
controversy. Not unexpectedly for es ays written over two dozen
year, th r is some unevenn s and repetition , but generally th
historiographical theme provide uffici nt unity.
This book will be read with great inter t by all who are fascinated with differing int rpretations of Lee and hi g nerals. Not
d igned to be a comprehen iv analysis of why the Confederacy
failed, thi volume gracefully and graciously takes us through a gallery of colorful portraits. It whets th appetite for more.
Jacksonville University

S. WALKER BLANTO

Reluctant Witnesse : Children' Voices from the Civil War. By Emmy E.
Werner. (Boulder: Westview Pres , 1998. xi, 175 pp. List of illustration , acknowledgments and credits, prologue, epilogue select chronology of the Civil War, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.00 hardcover.)

In recent year, hi torians hav broadened the study of the
Civil War to include not only military topic but also gender and racial issue a well a the contributions and trial of the citizenry.
Such diverse approach have changed the way hi torian think
about on of the defining eras in American history. Adding to
scholars' under tanding of this epic and bloody event, Emmy E.
Werner's Reluctant Witne se: hildren:S Voices from the Civil War xplore how the conflict affected America's children. In thi bri f,
yet emotional, account Wener argues that the war not only con-
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sumed the live of more than 600,000 men on battlefields across
the North and South, but that it also devoured the innocence of
America' childr n , both free and enslaved.
By xamining the wartime experiences of more than one hundred adolescents, Werner affords her readers the opportunity to
under tand young Americans ' views of secession, why and how they
fought with the army of their choice, how they perc iv d the war
and its destruction (including a northern child's chilling account
of Ander onville that W rn r likens to German concentration
camp in World War II), and, in the case of southern children, how
they dealt with defeat. Although historians have explored the e
topics from the viewpoint of adults on the homefront and oldier
on the battlefield , Werner's study offers a disturbing depiction of
the cruelties of war. Written to inform her readers of an ignor d
and troubling topic, Werner also uses her tudy to r mind read r
that while children in Lib ria, Saraj vo, Rwanda, and other nation
suffer the scourge of war daily, America has exposed its children to
th ame kind of horrors that it denounces today.
Eager to serve, yet often unaware of the complexities for which
this war was being fought, America's "boy soldiers," as Werner refer to them, performed a variety of military duties according to
their ages. The youngest, such as ten-year-oldJohnny Clem, rv d
as drummer boy. Teenager , however, participated in many battles
by charging the enemy alongside older, albeit not necessarily more
experienced, soldiers. They also served by bury ing the dead after
each engagement, a particularly gruesome task that Werner illuminate by including numerous vivid testimonies. Whatever the age
of th
young oldiers, Werner explains, to nli t, they either lied
to recruitment officers about their ages or gained the confidence
of an offic r who helped them eCllre a po ition.
In addition to examining the lives of those who marched into
battle, Werner provides ample quotations that reveal much about
children who remained far behind the line. As Union troops
marched into southern towns and cities, local children quickly dev lop d a mixture of fear and hatred for Federal troops. With
lengthy testimonials of th d struction at Vicksburg and Atlanta,
Werner concludes that the horrifying experiences of southern children in the e and other cities is comparable to those who survived
Hiro hima in 1945. Werner relies on the quotations of young boys
and girls to describe their fears of sleeping lest their homes be set
on fire during the night.
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Unlike white southern children who feared Union fore ,
black outherners rejoiced at th arrival of these oldiers. Relying
on the testimony of freed slave, Werner includes a passionate lett r from one freedman to his former own r demanding the release
of hi children. He informed hi form r mi tre that if she did not
mancipate them, he would, neverthel ,reclaim his children
when Federal troops marched on her town. He confidently assured her that Lincoln's army was on its way ven a he wrote.
Black children, W rner demonstrates throughout her study, wer
immensely proud of their fathers who had escaped to fight for
their freedom.
Werner's inclusion of children of various ages, gender, and racial backgrounds allows read r to understand that the respon e of
most children to the war wa one of courage. Whether they performed combat duty, hid family silverware in their pockets and
bag, or lived in fear of the d truction Lincoln's troops levied
upon them, their testimonies reflect a rare form of bravery that
one could hardly imagine in such young individual.
Unfortunately while such testimonies are invaluable in th mselves, and are certain to move even the most knowledgeable scholars, Werner draws few conclusions about how America's children
emerged from the conflict and how society re ponded to their service. Since he argues that it destroyed their innoc nce and forced
them to live in a world they clearly would not hav cho n, it i imperative that she explain, particularly in the ca e of the youthful
oldiers, how they fared upon returning to tll ir prewar live as
children and not combatants. Werner might also examine wh th r
those who fought in the war re eived any special treatment when
they returned to their towns. Did they r turn as h roes a did their
father? Did outhern children who remained on the homefront
ever come to term with their £ eling about northerner? Such
que tion demand an wers, yet readers are left to draw th ir own
conclusion. W rner' work, however is not without value. The
powerful and numerous quotations he u es throughout her book
make thi required reading for anyone interested in th Civil War.
Incomplete a it may be, Reluctant Witnesses: Children's Voices From the
Civil War may best erve as the foundation from which greater tudies can be written.
Indian River Community College
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The Reconstruction Presidents. By Brook D. Simpson. (Lawrence:
University Press of Kansas, 199 . xii, 276 pp. Preface, introduction, notes, bibliographical 'ay, index. $35.00 cloth.)

Thi uperb book places the R con truction pre idents-Abraham Lincoln, Andrew John on, Uly
S. Grant, and Rutherford
B. Hayes-in th cont xt of their time. And in doing so, Simpson
illuminates the difficult and complex task they faced in rebuilding
the Union. How were they to win back the loyalty of the millions
who had tried to destroy the Union to pr erve lavery? How were
they simultaneously to secure the freedom and civil rights of Mrican Americans, most of whom had been held in bondag ? How
could they reunite North and South and achieve equal rights in a
racist country that revered local elf-gov rnment and abhorr d military intervention in the political process? There were limits to
what 'p residents-even those with good intentions-could do. By
emphasizing tho e limits, Simpson corrects the recent historians
who have criticiz d the Recon truction presidents for failing to uphold vigorously the rights of Mrican Americans.
Lincoln 's Recon truction policy wa dominated, as were all his
policie , by the need to win the war. He dared not move too fast on
emancipation lest the border slave states secede and th northern
social con ervatives abandon the war effort. Later, after the war enabled and indeed demanded that he issue the Emancipation Proclamation, Lincoln wanted freedom to be cured on more than his
war powers. To achieve that end, he backed a constitutional
amendment and pressed the civil governments he e tabh hed in
conquered s uthern states to abolish slavery. While Lincoln reacted to events, Simpson stresse that he moved killfully toward attainable goals.
Under John on, reunion and civil rights become the paramount issues of Reconstruction. A raci t and a Jack onian Democrat, John on established white supremacy governments in the
South and clashed with congre ional Republicans who feared that
if Mrican Americans were not enfranchi d and organized in their
party, it would 10 e the fruits of victory and be reduced to a minority party. Had h b en more kill d and Ie s confrontational and accepted the Civil Rights Act (1866) and the Fourteenth
Amendm nt, John on could have kept moderate Republican support, i olated the Radicals, and secured "home rule," but his veto of
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that act and Opposltlon to the amendment united Republicans.
Nevertheless, Johnson- ven though impeached-had the greatest impact on Reconstruction. Simpson observes that Republicans,
ob essed with controlling John on, digressed from building a
ound foundation for Reconstruction , while his vetoes encouraged
southern intransigence and forc d Republicans to moderate their
legi lation to maintain a two-third -veto-proof majority.
Grant has been damned for doing too much to uphold Republican tate governments in the South and more recently for doing
too little too inconsistently. Simp on, however, praises him for attempting to achieve the contradictory goal of reconciliation with
the white South while ecuring black civil rights and explains his
failure. Mter Johnson, achieving a free self-governing democratic
society in the South for blacks and whites was virtually impo ible.
Still imbued with federalism, northerners were impatient with Republican factionalism and corruption, weary of military intervention, and preoccupied with problem closer to home, especially
after the Panic of 1873. Grant, Simpson admits, vacillated from intervention to conciliation, but differing circumstances from state
to state as well as shifting northern public opinion determined his
varied responses.
Simpson commends Grant for his handling of the disputed
election of 1876, which made Hayes president in 1877. Except in
South Carolina and Louisiana Reconstruction had ended, and in
those states Republican governors only remained in the statehouses
(thanks to the u.S. Army), while Democratic challengers controlled the rest of those states. With the Democrats refusing appropriations for the army, Hayes had to withdraw the troops, but in
return he extracted promises (which were quickly broken) from incoming Democrats to guarantee the civil, political, and educational
rights of Mrican Americans in South Carolina and Louisiana. Like
Lincoln and Grant, Hayes also tried to recruit southern whites into
the Republican Party. A patient reformer, he wished to think his
southern policy was working, but he gave up nothing the Democrats could not take and received nothing in return.
Could these presidents have achieved a biracial democratic society in the Recon truction Era? Perhaps if Lincoln had survived he
would have moved gradually toward that goal, but what he would
have wanted to do would have been limited by what he could do.
Johnson, however, preserved white supremacy in the South, and
neither Grant nor Hayes could overcome what became intractable
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obstacles to ecuring political equality for all. Simp on' thoroughly r searched carefully reason d , and historically minded
work uccin tly tate the problem of Reconstruction and the limited pow r of pre idents to solv it.

Brooklyn College, CUNY

ARIH

Rebuilding Zion: The Religious Reconstruction of the South, 1863-1877. By
Danie l W. Stowell. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998. viii,
278 pp. Introduction , notes, bibliograph y, index. $65.00 cloth.)
Daniel Stow 11 correctly ob erve that historians of Reconstruction h ave overlooked th e ignifican ce of religion and church affiliation. A pas ag from hi book c uld explain why. "From 1866
forward , th ME , th AME hurch , and the AMEZ Church all
compe te d for the black M thodists who w re I aving the ME S. Mter 1869, th CME Church join d th fray a well" (95). Th Baptists h ad their CABMC and ABHMS, an d the Pr byt rian their
PCUS. The prolife ration of d enomination and anagram ha deterred man y from a close scrutiny of re ligiou bodie during Recontruction. Danie l Stowell deserves credit, not only for going where
few hav dar d , but for u cc eding brilliantly in making sense of a
complex tory.
H e focus s on outhern whit ,northern whites, and blacks in
evangelical churche in Georgia and 11 nn
. The attention to
evan gelicals is appropriat b caus the ov rwh lming number of
outherner were Baptists, Methodists, or Pre byte ri an . Stowell proc d m thodicaliy, making one point in each chapter and buttre sing
it with an impres iv array of original r arch.
Southern white evangelicals, h e co ntends, interpreted the de£ a t of th Conf de racy a God's ch a tisement for variou in and
shortcomings, but not as a condemnation of lav ry and certainly
not a an e ndorsement of racial equality. Northern vang hcal
view d th war as a trial by ombat, and the result God's verdict
against slavery. N rthern clergy blam d mi guid d outhern cle rgy
for d efending lavery, and, in the wake of invading armies, took
over south rn church wh r th
ould. In fac t, S cr tary of War
Edwin Stanton regarded the missionarie as auxiliari of the recon truction and ordered the army to give ove r the churche in occupied territory to north rn mini ter . Stow 11 is r markably nonjudgmental about all this; h e never use the term "raci t, " for xam-
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pIe. The closest he comes to perjorative language i in calling white
outherners who joined north rn churches such as the Methodist
Episcopal Church (MEC) "r ligious calawags."
Blacks saw the war as a d liv rance from bondage. During th
years 1866 to 1870 there occurr d a rna lve black withdrawal from
white dominated churches. Black vangelical, unlike whites, welcomed educational and financial aid from northern churche . The
mo t nduring legacy of mi sionary fforts wer the dozens of
black colleges staffed and supported by north rn churches. White
southern evangelicals resisted northern pro lytizing by launching
their own n wspaper and sponsoring th eir own 011 ge . Stowell
maintain that di pute over church governanc and the proper
purview of eccle ia tical bodies, as we ll as the involvement of the
northern church
in politic , pr vented church reunion. He
avoids tating th obvious, nam ly that the ections had fundamentally different view on racial quality. In the end, "the southern denominations won a resounding vi tory by opposing reunion and by
agreeing to the establishment of frat rnal relations only after
northern Christian had yielded to all of their d mands" (183).
Southern white Christians had to give up slavery, but out ofR construction they alvaged egregation.
Stowell ha don a masterful job turning a subject that has
been a field for pol mic and could be tendentious and tediou
into plea urable r ading. Hi bibliography is an extensive guid for
other explorers of religious reconstruction. Thi rader' only regret is that the publi her' price will discourage buyer.
A ugusta State University

EDWARD].

HI

Democracy Betrayed: The Wilmington Race Riot of 189 and Its Legacy.
Edited by David S. Cecel ki and Timothy B. Ty on. (Chap I Hill:

University of North Car lina Press, 1998. xvi, 301 pp. Foreword
by J ohn Hope Franklin, preface, introduction acknowledgmen ,con tributors, index. $45.00 cloth , $18.95 paper.)
Democracy Betrayed i a collection of eleven e say and an epilogue collectively analyzing th contemporary and historical impact
of the bloody Wilmington, North Carolina, race riot of 189 . This
centennial work expands upon the precursor tudies of H. L on
Prather Sr. and H 1 n G. Edmonds, among others. While the wideranging chapters prove useful to scholar of this critical event in
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race relations in the United States, they fall somewhat short of fulfilling th editor' pronouncement that "the Wilmington race riot
of 1898 signaled a turning point in American history" (4).
Th book pivots around the concept of how white North Carolinian in th lat nin tenth c ntury r sorted to murder and mayhem to n ur cla
up riority whil black r sidents r flected a
legacy of courage and achi v m nt in the face of North arolina'
orne times violently controlled color lin . Thi wa
p cially tnle
during and following the white supr rna y r volt of 1898. Most authors in this work trace the precipitating event for Wilmington to
the 1 96 "Fusion" of black Republican and white agrarian Populists that threatened the state 's white elite. In truth, the veil of raci m de cending on all of America in the 1890s-a period many
hi torian label the nadir of race relations in American historyprobably provid d a much impetus for the riot in Wilmington as
the much ballyhoo d i sue ofFu ion.
Regardless of the triggering factors, the white coup d 'etat in
Wilmington in 1898 di placed a large and productive black population from the nucleus of political and conomic affair in North
Carolina' largest city of the era. Following the whit - lit -led acking of black Wilmington, 1,400 of the city's 11,324 Mri an American re idents found it prudent to flee the local environs. To this
day no on i quite sure of the death toll. Word-of-mouth r collections and estimate range from even to 300 black fatalities resulting from the riot. Regardle of the number of black deaths, or
perhaps precisely because of th m,oth r black throughout North
Carolina lected to abandon their hom and Ii£, tyle for afety in
newlye tabli hed communities and groups. The effect of th Wilmington fiasco was that white had violently eized the government
and power structure and that this should rve a a les on to blacks
throughout the state. This is an interesting proposition that theoretically migh t b applied to the examination of a n urn ber of race
riots in American history, such a tho in outhern citie like Jackonvill and St. Augustine in 1964, during the height of the contemporary civil rights mov m nt.
The author contributing to thi work (many with pre ent or
past North Carolina academic connections) offer a wide range of
hi torical in ights into thi v nt. H. L on Prather Sr. opens the
work with an exploration into the history of bloody Wilmington.
David S.
celski then explores the tradition of black militancy and
white resentrn nt of R publican policies in Wilmington, while
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Stephen Kantrowitz sees an und rlying element of white paternalism and violence manating from slavery. Michael Honey finds a
history of white lites ' racial ambiguity impacting negatively on
both poor blacks and whites in nineteenth-century North Carolina,
and Laura F. Edwards traces the long submerged forces of black assertion. Raymond Gavin identifie black urvival strategies in a viciously segregated world, and John Hal y similarly identifie the
struggles of blacks to con erve their institution with dignity. Richard Yarborough and Timothy B. Tyson provid innovative tudie
of the black literary account of Wilmington and how it took the
horrors of World War II fa cism to awaken North Carolinians to
their twisted past. Glenda E. Gilmore and LeeAnn Whites discuss
the impact of white worn nhood hagiography and the volatile mix
of race and sex in the late nineteenth century. Finally, William H.
Chafe provides an effective epilogue that succinctly link these
studies to the persistence of whit betrayal of black rights in American history. As an aside, Chafe challenges the contemporary "progressive mystique" of the "New South" North Carolina.
While Chafe does an admirable job und r coring the themes
of this volume, the work itself would be more compelling had the
editors provided theoretical transitions as introductions to each
tudy. Academics and non-acad mics alike will find this volume to
be a collection of insightful but disjointed studies.
Critical readers may quibble with other assumptions made by
the editors, but the seasoned historian of American race relations
"\-vill find the multilayered essays in the volume compelling and enlightening reading. In these perceptive studies, the authors offer a
valuable window on the past, a veritable historical perspective on
the persistence of white violence to en ure white hegemony. In the
process, the authors force readers to contemplate the legacy of
what Abraham Lincoln called America's "mobocratic spirit" in
judging events like Wilmington.
Florida Gulf Coast University

IRVIN D. SOLOMON

The War of 1898: The United States and Cuba in History and Historiography. By Loui A. PerezJr. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998. xviii, 171 pp. Pr face, chronology, notes,
bibliographical essay, index. $34.95 cloth , $16.95 paper.)

ommemorative anniv r ari produce a deluge of publications on a given ubject. The 1998 cent nary of the Spanish-Amer-
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ican War has g nerated an outpouring of books and articl ,many
h astily written to comply with contracts and publication d adline ,
and this work is no exception.
Professor Louis A. Perez Jr. has written and edit d numerous
Cuban history books during the past twenty-thre years . The War of
1898, sent to pre in November 1997, i Perez's most brief and least
documented book. A large portion of this work has been drawn,
with slight modifications, from thr of the author's earlier publication . For example, on page 92 h tat s: "OnJuly 6, ... the dreaded
quarantine flag wa rai d ominou ly behind U .S. lin es: ye llow fever
had truck." Thi appear d in his Cuba Between Empires 1872-1902
(1983), page 207, as: "And on July 6 the dreaded quarantine flag
was raised ominously behind American lines- yellow fever had
struck." Similar repetitions occur in scores of instances. Pages 16
through 21 were borrowed mostly from pages 92 through 96 of
Cuba and the United States: Ties of Singular Intimacy (1990). Chapter
four contains over a dozen quotations lifted from pages 199-212 of
Cuba Between Empires. The middle paragraph on page 11 was taken
from pages 175-76 of Cuba Between Reform and Revolution (1988).
Th bulk of th new information i an xten iv hi toriographi- '
cal analy i of Am rican writ r during th la t c ntury. Unfortunately, Perez does not place them in their proper ideologied chools.
No distinction is made between modern historians and those earlytwentieth-century scholars wh o espoused the Social-Darwinist and
race supremacy theorie of Professor William A. Dunning. There is a
hodgepodge of quotations from unidentifiable progressives, pacifi ts, liberals, con rvativ ,and Marxi t r vi ioni ts. As a r ult, om
readers will be left wondering if the person cited is a scholar, a journali t, a hagiographer, or a parti an politician. Solons are mentioned
without political affiliation . Th poorly ompil d thr -pag ind x
omits all of the auth ors cited in the historiographical section.
Thi book, contradicting its title, is deficient in Cuban historiography of th war. Only ix page ar d dicat d to th opinion of
Cuban writers and historians, all of whom have supported the Castro revolution. The works ofpre-1959 autl10rs are squeezed, without
analy i , into one paragraph in the bibliographical essay. Although
Per z repeatedly tre es that Amelican hi torian neglect "Cuban
archival sources and manuscript collections" (pages xii, 51, 55, 10910), he fail to quote even one manu cript source from the deteriorating Cuban archiv s, whose purloined documents h ave been appearing for ale over eas during the past decade.
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While the author presents the contra ting vi ws of writers on
the meaning of 1898, some of his own arguments lack balance.
Perez mentions the revulsion felt by some American officers toward
Cuban rebels of color but does not describe how Mrican American
soldiers felt about helping win freedom for Mra-Cuban insurgents,
many of whom were former slaves. In fact, he omits mentioning any
of the Mrican American units in active service during the war, including four regular regiments, seven volunteer regiments, and
eight state volunteer regiments. Also muted are the opinions of
Mexican-American veterans, uch as Rough Rider Frank Brito and
Captain Maximiliano Luna. Chapter thr e describes various theories on the destruction of the USS Maine. Yet, the author excludes
the predominant assumption in Cuba today, originated by the Spaniards in 1898, that the American intentionally blew up the battleship, since it was purportedly filled with mostly black sailors, as an
excuse to start the war and annex the island.
Perez stresses that the United States, at the behest of the Spaniards, wronged the Cubans by prohibiting them from entering Santiago de Cuba after its surrender or from participating in the peace
negotiations. He could have made a good comparison with the
American Revolution, when the British surrendered to the French
at Yorktown, rebuffing the Continental Army, and later negotiated
a separate peace treaty with France. Overall, this cur ory account
leaves the historical impact of 1898 beckoning for a broader interpretation.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

ANTONIO RAFAEL DE LA COVA

Black on White: Black Writers on What It Means to Be White. Edited by
David R. Roediger. (New York: Schocken Books, 1998. xii, 353
pp. Preface, introduction, permissions acknowledgments.
$25.95 hardcover.)
Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890- 1940.
By Grace Elizabeth Hale. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998. xii,
429 pp. Preface, introduction, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography, permissions acknowledgments, index. $30.00 hardcover.)

Exploring the dark side, the only side, of whit ness has a history virtually as old as the social construction of whiteness itself.
With the recent proliferation of identity studies, the scholarly pur-
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suit of whit ne has breathed n w life. Credit for r u citating
whiteness scholar hip b longs in part to David R. Ro dig r, who in
1991 publish d Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Mahing of the A merican Working CLass. Ro diger now expands hi work to includ the
black p r pective of whit n ,while Grace Elizabeth Hale join
him a a new member in th larger field.
Whit n
cholar ar interested in how American we call
white creat d a collective identity of themselv and f racial other . As the argument goes, whit n
was conceiv d to produce a
universal sens of oneness that in a biracial society stren thened an
identity of privil ge and power acro ethnic, clas , and gender
line. America wa of cour e both black and whit , culturally and
visibly, but white tended to ignore the contributions of darker citizen and qui tly turn d whiten ss into what it m ant to b an
American.
Expo ing the "fantasy of whit ne "has alway b en a part of
the black intellectual tradition (42). In Blach on White, Roediger
has gathered work from over fifty late and contemporary black figures. He precede the selection with u ful biographies of the writer , who range from Frederick Dougla s and David Walk r to Toni
Morri on and Nell Irvin Painter. Each lection de crib the pervasiven
ofwhitene s in American soci ty and que tions the dominant cultur' view on race matters. This central th me is
complemented by oth rs, from ommentary on cla divisions in
the white community to white t rror. In essenc ,the el ction offer insight into th realities of Am rican society that challenge realiti conjured in the white mind. In the book's introduction,
Roediger points out that Mrican American thinkers were pioneering students of whiteness, which they recognized a a ocial construction grounded not in biology, a Malcolm X onc noted, but
in power.
Ro dig r ' claim sound convincing. Throughout the twin era
of slavery andJim Crow, bell hook write in her essay on "Representations of Whiteness in the Black Imagination," blacks understanding of white con ciousness and behavior has been vital to surviving
whit upremacy. During that time, th white appetite for black labor allowed Mrican American intimate acce to the whit world.
In the words of Floridian Jam W ldon Johnson blacks cons gu ntly understood that "colored p ople of this country know and
under tand th white people better than the white people know
and understand them" (5). Whit , blacks believed, were as a whole
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insecure about the self-proclaimed racial superiority and social upremacy. Eatonville, Florida, native Zora Neale Hurston was speaking as much about whites a blacks when she wrote that 'Jim Crow
law have a purpo e and that purpo e is psychological" (15).
The e themes and other fall into ix major ctions. Included
in the ection entitled "Th White World and Whiter America" i ,
for xampl ,a 1984 ay byJame Baldwin, "th greate t expert on
whit consciousnes in the tw ntieth century" (177). Baldwin wrote
that no one was black or white before coming to America; part of
the slave and immigrant experience involv d ab orbing the myths
of whiteness and blackness. In the section "Some White Folks,"
Toni Morrison writes of H rman Melville and the canon of founding American literature, which she says is tudied
and a umed
to be white. Literary analysis has generally ignor d "the informing
and determining Mro-American pr nce in traditional Am rican
literatur ," not to mention having overlook d r £ r nc to ocially
onstructed whitenes as found in Melvill ' Moby Dick. The la t ection, "White Terror ," featur a 1922 po m by laud McKayentitl d "Th Lynching." In the ritual of lynching, McKay suggested,
whitene transcended age and gender: "The women thronged to
look, but never a one/ Showed sorrow in her ey of teely blue;/
And little lads, lynchers that wer to be ,/Danced round the dreadful thing in fiendi h glee" (335).
In Making Whitene s, Hal p ak to thi am th m in a di cu ion on lynching (including that of Claud Neal in Marianna, Florida). Hale 's main task is to discov rand explor th "origin and
contour of modern outh rn whitene ." She wan to know "who
white southerners imagined they were and [about] the storie and
images that enabled them to make their coll ctiv 11.
powerful
and per ua ive and tru " (xi). Guided by m moir , manuscript collection , primary writing, advertisements, and literature, while
making liberal u e of secondary-sourc material Hale trac h r
way back to the late-nin t nth-century South. Th r he find the
origin of whitene in the evolving culture of segregation, as sh e
calls it, which "created and staged racial differenc ... for the modern outh" (2 3).
Ev n a it was mod rnizing, white Dixie remained wistful. It
clung to an imagined plantation pastoral of racial innocenc and
clearly delineated 0 ial rol . ontinuity with th pa twa ecured
with the white invention of the mammy, who was found in the white
kitchen and on the label of on umer produc , and with Lo t

a
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Cau history, propagated through tory telling, history texts, civic
organizations, literature, and film. So influential was that history
that the white North shared its outhern counterpart's memory of
Reconstruction as tragedy. "Not the freed people, then," Hales
write , "but the white South, became a part of the modern American nation" (83).
In the post-emancipation atmospher , the "New Negro," the
middle clas and the professional, forced white outherners to construct a modern "New South." Even after the southern states managed to disfranchi e blacks, democratizing forms of mass
transportation and consumer buying threatened to undo the differences between blackne and whiteness. Previously synonymous
with slavery, blackness had to be remade and whiteness made. To
counter the blurring of racial line, for instance, racial identity
gained public visibility in first-clas railroad cars, which were off
limits to an undifferentiated whole of blacks and "almost white"
people, regardles of one's financial standing and fine clothes.
Other forms of private and public spatial segregation, as well as
lynching (ultimately a segregated affair since the lynchers were alway white and the victims almost always black), en ured that whitene included the white poor.
Hale concludes her study by arguing that the white South has
historically been the dumping ground for a self-righteou nation's
racial problems. She reminds reader that all of America has lived
"the reality of the South" and has articulated that universal sense of
whiteness (295).
Her point is a valid one, as are many others that evolve from
Hal ' fresh perspective on the old subject of segregation. Unfortunately, reading Making Whiteness-not to mention reviewing itpresents a difficult challenge. Hale's apparent attempt to write in a
graceful narrative style that will appeal to Pantheon's broad readership fails. The result, ironically, is murky prose that limits the
book's accessibility and diminishes its importance. Paragraphs
jump around between ideas, and a plethora of leggy and ungainly
sentences (six- to eight-line topic sentence are common) confuse
and frustrate the reader.
Take, for example, the book's last sentences. "Would America be
America without its white people? No," Hale contends. "It would be
something better, the fulfillment of what we po tpone by calling a
dream" (296). One has to wonder how Pantheon's editor let this last
sentence, and many others equally unintelligible, pass into print.
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While Hale's book consequently seem unsuitable for the classroom, Roediger' should prove popular and highly adaptable to a
number of disciplines. Black on VVhite, and, to a lesser degree, Making VVhiteness make a valuable contribution to the tudy of race and
race relations by bringing readers closer to the truth about the
dark side of whiteness.
University of Alabama at Birmingham

JACK

E.

DAVIS

A Fabric of Defeat: The Politics of South Carolina Millhands, 1910-1948.
By Bryant Simon. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1998. xiv, 345 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)

Examining a long-neglected aspect of an otherwise well-known
period in southern working-class history, Bryant Simon's Fabric of
Defeat analyzes the shifting political identity and electoral influence
of South Carolina mill workers from 1910 to 1948. This study,
highly original in conception and use of sources, reveal the extraordinary impact white worker had on state politics, thus revising the traditional assessment of their influence. Contrary to the
usual stereotype of millhands as duped by empty appeals to white
supremacy or as proponents of the less sinister, but neverthele s naive, anti-modernism, Simon's South Carolina millhands are
shrewd, pragmatic, and imaginative political actors who understand their world quite well and act accordingly. If South Carolina
did not become a worker's state, it was not the millhands' fault. As
Simon demonstrates, South Carolina mill hands achieved some remarkable triumphs, including the election of one of their own,
millhand-turned-politician Olin D. Johnston, to tlle governor's
chair. Unfortunately, as mill workers and their allies discovered in
the mid-1930s, popular mandate was not enough to overcome the
entrenched leadership, the structural biases, and the anti-New
Deal backlash in South Carolina state politics.
A central contribution of this study is its sophisticated conception and analysis of mill workers' identity. Although Simon agrees
that race was central to millhand's conceptions of themselves as
workers and citizens, he argues that white workers' activism was
never simply the politicization of whiteness. Rather, in Simon's
analysis, the political identities of workers simultaneously combine
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a number of public and privat concern, uch as rac , gender,
class, and location. Thi idea is forcefully d monstrated, for example , in Simon's analy i of why workers wer attracted to the classic
South Carolina demagogue and apologist for lynching, Cole
Blease. Although historians have long argued that BI ase fooled
millhand into upporting an essentially anti-labor, backward-looking platform with the bell and whi tles of raci m, Simon mak a
persuasive ca e that Blease succeeded by tapping into many components of millhands ' culture and thu represented millhand in a
very meaningful, if ultimat Iy flawed , way. BI as' defense of
lynching, for example, addre ed male millhands' fears of declining patriarchal authority, spoke to their native tradition of anti-eliti m , and affirmed a peculiarly working-class effort to de£ nd white
supremacy.
Examining the complex array of events that 1 d worker to reject Bleasism and southern-style anti tatism in favor of Franklin
Roo velt, Olin Johnston, and the New Deal, Simon provide a persuasive and ophisticated xplanation of how and why politics
changed. From workers ' letter , interview, prote ts, and symbol,
Simon recon tructs their under tanding of the causes of the depression and shows how the New Deal , e pecially the NRA, affirmed worker' interpr tation of the world and convert d them to
the cause of an interventionist state. As rising xpectations were
dashed by a downturn in th textile market and management' imposition of dramatically higher workload, they looked to the state
to provide more than a rhetorical defense of their traditional
rights. Thu the General Strike of 1934, Simon argues, wa not only
a protest again t the stretchout, but a political protest against millowners who violated workers' understanding of the New Deal.
But even when millhands did everything right-choosing clas
over race, gender, and oth r private and parochial concerns-they
could not overcome the ob tacle to working-cia rule. John ton
and ympathetic upcountry legislators introduced numerous proposal for pro-labor legislation, but none could pa s a state senate
dominated by the Ie populous, rural, low country counties. Even
Johnston's direct control of the national guard, a weapon historically deployed again t workers' protests in the South, did little to
aid millwork rs . Indeed, Johnston 's use of tate power against employers and the entrenched power of the highway department finally d troyed the cross-clas coalition that had allowed him to win
office as a New Deal governor.
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Unfortunately for millhands, the window of opportunity for a
new deal in stat politics passed quickly. Sensing an imminent assault on Jim Crow and a slipping influence over the national Democratic Party, South Carolina Democrats resisted further New Deal
reforms and refused to send the millhand 's candidate to the U.S.
Senate. WhenJohnston did finally win a Senate seat in 1944, it was
his newly adapted politics of reactionary raci m , and not his consistent support of labor, which got him there. Millhands supported
him for both, and in a stunning reversal of their endorsement of
the activist state in the 1930s, they began to support a seemingly antithetical, but traditionally southern, politics of antistati m when it
became a weapon against civil rights. Simon concludes, as have
other historians, that the politic of race triumphed in the 1940s,
but he argue that millhands changed their line only after the priorities in national politics shifted from class to racial concerns.
Of course skeptics may argue that southern workers merely
chose the best of available political option at any given time, but
Fabric of Defeat'S combination of political, cultural, and workingclass history makes a compelling case for under tanding South
Carolina politic as actually reflecting and articulating the influence and concerns of its millhands. It certainly upsets the older
view of white southern workers' politics as relatively simplistic, onedimensional, or marginal to the larger scheme of southern politics.
An important and highly original contribution to southern history,
Fabric of Defeat will undoubtedly become mandatory reading for
anyone researching southern politics and labor history.
Georgia State University

MI

HELLE BRATTAI

From Selma to arrow: The Life and Death of Viola Liuzzo. By Mary Sta-

tion. (Athens: Univer ity of Georgia Press, 1998. xiv, 250 pp.
Preface, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth.)
Viola Liuzzo wa murdered during the voting rights march
from Selma to Montgomery on March 25, 1965. The previous
week, she had been alive and well, watching televi ion in her home
in Detroit when she witnessed the events of "Bloody Sunday," the
police assault on the freedom marchers at the Pettus Bridge. Outraged by what she saw, the next day the middle-aged white woman
and mother of five ki sed her husband good-bye, jumped in her
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car, and drove to Selma. Th day after the march sh acted as courier, making several trips betw en Montgomery and Sima to carry
march r back to their hom
or lodging. AB night gathered,
Liuzzo and a young African American, Leroy Moton , wer heading
back to Montgomery in her Oldsmobile wh n a red-and-white Impala filled with four Klansmen, one of them an FBI informant
named Tommy Rower, began to give chase. The cars raced at
speeds of 100 miles per hour around th sharp curves of Highway
80. Finally, th Klansm n pulled alongside the Oldsmobile and
shot Viola Liuzzo.
In From Selma to Sorrow, Mary Stanton, the director of human resources for Riverside Church in New York City, offer the first booklength tr atment of Viola Liuzzo 's tory. Liuzzo des rves such a requie m. Except for a few pages here and there in book and Southern Poverty Law Center publication and a marker on Highway 80,
Liuzzo has largely been forgotten. Worse still, her legacy ha been
destroyed as a re ult of negative storie after her death and during
the trial of her murderers. Media accounts attacked her for leaving
her family and of being a bad mother. They called her unstable and
insisted that she had no bu ine going to Selma. Some sugg ted
that h had carried on exual relations with Moton and others.
Using information gleaned from interviews with family member ,friend , and march participants, and from research in the FBI
File on the KKK Murder oj Viola Liuzzo (Scholarly Resources, Inc.,
1990) , Stanton offers a new view of Liuzzo. Her greate t r velation
names J. Edgar Hoover, the Director of the Fed ral Bureau of Investigation, as the ource of Liuzzo's vilification. Hours before the
incident, according to the FBI file , Tommy Rowe had informed his
FBI contact in Birmingham that violence would be perpetrated
against the marcher. Stanton uggests that Rowe may even have
been the shooter. Hoov r, according to Stanton, secr tly gave r porter unfavorable information about Liuzzo in an attempt to
cover up the FBI' connection with the murder.
It seem harsh to criticize a book that ha such good intentions,
but From Selma to Sorrow ha many serious problems. Stylistically, the
writing lacks polish and the text is poorly organized: it jumps
around from the present to the near past to the distant past without any apparent logic. The book contains many anachroni tic refrences, such as on to RichardJewell , the wrongly accused Atlanta
Olympics bombe.r; and it offers overly generalized, patronizingly
northern observations on "the Southern Way of Life." AB for the in-
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vestigation of Liuzzo 's real murderer, Stanton trive diligently to
determine the truth but i hamstrung by a lack of clear and convincing evidence of what really happened. Because of the contradictory and, at times, false accounts offered by the Klansmen and
others, Stanton and readers are left to concoct whatever con piracy
they wish to explain the murder and cover-up. Stanton' reading
may be correct, but only the most bia d jury would be inclined to
convict based on the evidence as pr s nted.
Even Stanton's attempt to redeem Liuzzo 's reputation falls
short. Stanton's observation offer little more than a sympathetic
reading of what we already knew of Liuzzo ' ometimes erratic behavior and her alleged breakdown. Other than with the i su of
promi cuity, Stanton does not refute the facts of the ho tile biographies; she merely gives them a po itive pin. In the end, however, it
does not matter. Civil lights activi ts ne d not be remembered as
angels. The only facts that pertain ar that Viola Liuzzo was murdered. She wa the victim of inju tice, fear, and hatr d. She had every right to be in Selma in 1965 and to courier the marchers. She
should be remembered as a martyr to the cau of freedom, and
From Selma to Sorrow provide her that legacy.

Washington, D. C.
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Secessionists and Other Scoundrels: Selections from Parson Brownlow's
Book. Edited by Stephen V. Ash. (Baton Rouge: Loui iana State U ni-

versity Press, 1999. 144 pp. $29.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
Edited by Stephen Ash, Secessionists and Other Scoundrels: Selection from Parson Brownlow's Book highlights the "Fighting Par on's"
bare-knuckle writings and offer a unique perspective on the Civil
War South. As a Unioni t living in Tennes ee, Brownlow was not exactly one of the state's most popular residents, but as editor of The
Knoxville VVhig he was certainly one of its loudest.
Key West Conch Smiles. By Jeane Port r. (Key West: Heritage
Hous Publishing, 1998.331 pp. $12.00 paperback.)

Jimmy who? If it's classic Key We t history you 're looking for,
then put down that Buffet autobiography and pick up Jeane Porter's Key West Conch Smiles. A ixth generation Key West resident,
Porter ha een and h eard enough colorful island stories to fill a
book-and that's exactly what she' done. Key West Conch Smiles i a
breezy, light-hearted book, filled with front-porch storie that go
down as easy a a glass of lemonade. More than a regional work,
Porter' book al 0 feature anecdote about the many famous peopI who both lived in and frequented Key West, including Tennesee Williams, Harry S. Truman, John Dewey, Tallulah Bankhead,
and, of cour e, "Papa" Hemingway. Additionally, Porter's book
highligh ts K YWe t' Cuban communi ty and its World War II role
as Navy depot. Key West Conch Smiles is available in paperback from
The Heritage House Mu eum (305) 296-3573 for $12.00.
Eagles on Their Buttons: A Black Infantry Regiment in the Civil War.

By Ver aIle F. Wa hington. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1999. 113 pp. $24.95 cloth.)
Eagles on Their Buttons: A Black Infantry Regiment in the Civil War

is a fascinating examination of the Fifth Regiment of Infantry,
United State Colored Troops-the Union Army's first black regi[264]
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ment from Ohio. Although the 5th USCT wa one of more than
150 regiments of black troop making up more than ten perc nt of
the Union Army at the end of the war, it wa unique. The majority
of USCT regiments were made up of freed men who viewed the
army as an escape from lavery and a chance to take up arms
against their former masters. The men serving in the 5th USCT,
however, were freemen who were rai d in a northern tate and aw
serving in the army both as a way to gain equal rights under the law
and a an opportunity to prove th ir worth as men. Author Ver aIle
Wa hington shows what caused th soldiers of the 5th USCT to join
their regiment, what sort of m n they were, and how they fought
and lived as black soldiers under white officer .
Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the Florida Everglade. By Sandra
Wallus Sammons. (Lake Buena Vi ta: Tailored Tour Publications,
1999.72 pp. $14.95 paperback.)

The remarkable life story of Marjory Stoneman Dougla , one
of Florida's legendary environmental leader , is sensitively and
thoughtfully presented in Sandra WaJIus Sammons's Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the Florida Everglades. Sammons's book begins by
chronicling Douglas's early years in cold, snowy Minnesota and
Massachusetts-far from the lush Florida Everglade. In 1915, Douglas moved to the rapidly growing city of Miami. Working fir t as a
reporter for her father's newspaper-The Miami Heral~she
joined the U.S. Naval Reserves at the tart of World War I and then
served in France with the American Red Cro s. Several year after
her return, Douglas began work on her first book. Upon its publication in 1947, The Everglades: River of Grass was hailed a a trailblazing work. Through her subsequent writings and crusading
activities, Douglas helped generations of people understand the
importance of environmental preservation. Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the Florida Everglades is available in paperback from Tailored Tours Publications (407) 248-8504 for $14.95.
The Man From Enterprise: The Story of John Amos, Founder of
AFLAG By Seymour Shubin. (Macon: Mercer University Press,
1998.230 pp. $24.95 cloth.)

So what can we make of this enterpri ing man from Enterprise,
Alabama? Well, at an age when most boys were delivering newspa-
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per, he and his brother were publishing their OWll- The Jay (Florida) Tribune-out of the family basement. Later, whil a student at
the Univ rsity of Miami, he caught the eye of Dr. harlton Tebeau-one of th deans of Florida hi tory. And, oh ye , omewhere
along the line, he managed to tart AFLAC--one of the nation's
largest in urance companies-from an office in Columbu , Georgia. Seymour Shubin's The Man from Enterprise, chronicle th life of
John Amos-a visionary who tenacity was likely his greate t asset.
Part biography and part company history, Shubin' book i heavy
on the corporate hagiography and Horatio Algerisms, but Amos's
story is genuin ly uplifting and proves that, de pite what orne
might ay, som times pluck and luck can take a young person far.
The Man from Enterprise: The Story ofJohn B. Amos, Founder of AFLAC
available in hardback from Merc r University Press.
Mystic Chords of Memory: Civil War Battlefields and H istoric Sites Recaptured. By David]. Eicher. (Baton Rouge: Loui iana Stat University Press, 1998.167 pp. $39.95 cloth.)

In hi tunning new photographic work, Mystic Chords of Memory, David Eich r takes r aders on a journey acro numerou battlefields of the Am rican Civil War. A true Civil War devotee, Eicher
not only vi its th war's mo t famous battlefields-Gettysburg,
Vick burg, Antietam-but also introduces read r to an array of
lesser known battle sites as well as monuments, forts, hou e and
farms, cemeteries, and museums. Eicher's captivating color photograph, chosen from his personal collection, are uppl mented by
powerful, historical black-and-white photograph that propel readers back to th
ivil War era. The re ulting work captures the most
important, unu ual, and interesting places a sociated with the war
as they stand today. Peppe red with more than 150 quotations from
the journals, le tters, and diaries of Civil War participants, Mystic
Chords of Memory allows r aders to absorb the human a pects of
America' greatest conflict.
Flavors of St. Augustine: An Historic Cookbook. By Maggi Smith
Hall. (Lake Buena Vista: Tailor d Tours Publication, 1999. 176 pp.
$18.95 paperback.)

Can't find that special recipe for Over the Ocean Br ad Pudding or Six Mile Swamp Bull Frog Legs? No need to worry. You'll
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find those recipe along with many oth r exotic culinary creations
in Maggi Smith Hall's Flavors of St. Augustine: An Historic Cookbook.
Flavors offers over 200 recipe drawn from all of St. Augustine's historical period . Hall' book i not only a carefully researched, compiled, and beautifully illustrated cookbook, but al 0 a
comprehensive handbook of Florida culinary history. Sections include: The Timucua Indians, The First Spanish Period, The Briti h
and the Minorcans, The New American Territory, and The Gilded
Age of Henry Flager. So, before you attempt a batch of Rice 'Frumenty or Bootstrap Jerky, you 'd be wi e to it down with Flavors of
St. Augustine.

New in Paperback
Florida Portrait: A Pictorial History of Florida. By Jerrell Shofner.
(Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 1998. 256 pp. $24.95 softcover.)

Because it encompasses the olde t continuous European settlement on the North American continent, Florida is sometime
viewed as a very old tate. But, with a population derived largely
from immigration, e pecially over the last forty year, the state is
also very new. That blend of old and new is a key theme in Florida's
hi tory, a theme that is brought to life in Jerrell Shofner's Florida
Portrait: A Pictorial History ofFlorida. This hi tory of Florida is packed
with hundreds of drawings and photographs-many of them never
before publi hed-from Florida's earliest Indian people to the
pace age. The drama of early Spanish exploration, the struggle of
Florida's Indian tribe to retain their land, U.S. acquisition of the
territory, and the "boom and bust" pattern of economic development are brought to life with concise, lively text and powerful visual images. Thi stunning depiction ofFJorida's unique past erves
a an important reference, and simply browsing its page i a delightful educational experience.
Reprint
The Leo Frank Case. By Leonard Dinner tein. (Athen : University of Georgia Press, 1998. 248 pp. $15.95 paperback.)

In April 1913, thirteen-year-old Mary Phagan was found murdered in the basement of the Atlanta p ncil factory wher she
worked. Leo Frank, the northernJewwho managed the factory and
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wa the last person known to have seen Phagan alive, was arrested
an accu ed of her murder. Frank was sent nced to death after two
year of flawed , ensationalized, kangaroo court-style proceedings.
Wh n Georgia's governor commuted the entence to life impri onme nt, an outraged mob kidnaped Frank from prison and lynched
him near Phagan's hom town. Leonard Dinnerstein's The Leo
Frank Case remains the only major account of the event that
prompted the B'nai B' rith to form the Anti-Defamation League. In
this classic tudy of one of Am rica's most infamou miscarriages of
justice, Dinnerstein details the evidence of Leo Frank's innocence
and shows how Frank-as a Jew, a northerner, and an industriali t- ymbolized an intolerable mix of "outside" forces to an insular
South.
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HISTORY NEWS
Call for Paper. / Conferences

2000 FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIE1Y
ANNUAL MEETING
"Florida 2000: Past, Present and Future"
May 18-20, 2000
Pensacola Grand Hotel
Please send a 500-word paper proposal, any audio-visual requirements, and the preferred date for your presentation to:
Dr. Lewi N. Wynne, Executive Director
Florida Historical Society
1320 Highland Ave.
Melbourne, FI 32935
The College of Charleston's Program in the Carolina Lowcountry and the Atlantic World will host an international conference during October 5-8,2000 on manumis ion in the Atlantic world. Direct
proposals for papers to Professor Rosemary Brana-Shute, Department of History, College of Charle ton, 66 George Street, Charle ton, SC 29424. Phone: (843) 953-5563 or Fax (843) 766-7929. E-mail:
brana-shuter@cofc.edu. The deadline for proposals is March 1, 2000.
The Center for the Study of War and Society announces a conference examing "The Veteran and American Society" to be held
November 12-13, 2000 at Knoxville, Tennessee. The Center solicits
paper proposals from a variety of disciplinary perspectives that examine the history of the American veteran from the Revolutionary
War to the Persian Gulf. They are especially interested in scholarship which examines the political participation of ex-servicemen/
women through veteran's organizations and other societies; the development of state and federal pension programs, hospitals,
homes, and educational benefits for veterans and their dependents; and the images of veterans in literature, art, and film. For
more information, contact: G. Kurt Piehler, Center for the Study of
War and Scoeity, 220 Hoskins Library, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996-0411. E-mail: gpiehler@utk.edu.
[269]
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Essay Competition

The Departm nt of History of the University of Texas-Arlington
announces the 2000 Webb-Smith Essay Competition in conjunction
with th Walter Prescott Webb Memorial L ctures March 9, 2000. A
$500 prize i being offered for the best e say on "Beyond Black and
Whit: Rac ,Ethnicity and Gender in the U.S. South and Southwest."
This volum seeks to interrogate h ow histories of nonblack people of
color within the South, or ocial relation on the " dge of the
South"-with mphasis on its multicultural southwestern borderhave reoriented, or should reorient, southern hi tory. In addition to
the e topics, entri may also examine theore tically how gender and
ethnicity can enhance biracial analyses of southern ociety.
The winning e ay will be pu bli hed in Volume 35 of the Walter
Prescott Webb Memorial Lecture Series, publi hed by Texas A&M
Univer ity Press, along with essays by Sarah Deutsch , Laura Edwards, Neil Foley, Nancy Hewitt, and Stephanie Cole. Manuscripts
must be submitted by February 1, 2000. Additional information
may be obtained from Stephanie Cole or the Webb Memorial Lectures Committee, Department of History, Box 19529, Th Univerity of Texa at Arlington, Arlington, TX 76019-0529, scole@uta.edu.
Exhibits & Tours
Historical Museum of Southern Florida'
Special Exhibitions and Festivals

Diversity and Progress: A Millennial Exhibition Celebrating the
Cultural Achievements of the New World, Octo b r 1999:Jan uary 2000.
Thi exh ibit, which focus primarily on Florida, the Yucatan Peninula, and the Caribbean will explore the broad range of culture and
foreign influences that comprise Am rican culture in Florida.
Honors and Awards

The Florida Historical Society annually awards three prize for
original work in Florida history. Those for 1998-1999 were announced at the annual meeting in Daytona Beach, April 29-May 1,
1999. The Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize for the best article
in th Quarterlywa awarded to Florida Gulf Coast University's Irvin
D. Solomon and Grace Erh art for "Race and Civil War in South
Florida," which appeared in the winter 1999 i sue. The prize memorializes Professor Thompson, a long-time member of the history
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faculty at the University of Florida. His family established an endowment that supports the annual grant.
The Rembert W. Patrick M morial Book Award wa given to
John F. Worth for hi two-volume work, Timucuan Chiefdoms, pubIi h d by the Univ r ity Pr
of Florida. Long-tim editor of the
Quarterly and ecretary of the Society, R mb rt Patrick was also
chairman of the hi tory department at the University of Florida
and pa t president of the Southern Hi torical Association.
The Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award for the best book in Florida history for young readers went to Jay Barnes for Florida's Hurricane History, published by the University of North Carolina Pres. Dr.
Tebeau is professor emeritus of history at the University of Miami.
Other prizes awarded at the Society' annual meeting included
the Patrick D. Smith Literary Award presented to.Kevin M. McCarthy for hi dited book, River in Flood and Other Florida Stories by Marjory Stoneman Dougla , published by the U niversi ty Press of Florida.
Th Harry T. and Harriett V. Moore Award for the be t book in
social and ethnographic history of Florida was award d to Patsy W st
for Enduring Seminoles published by the Univ r ity Pr of Florida.
In recognition of more than four decades of service to a variety
of local historical organizations in Alachua County and to the Society, Marinus H. Latour, immediate past president, was pres nt d
with the Dorothy Dodd Lifetime Achievemen t Award.
The Society also recognize outstanding e ay in Florida history ubmitted by tudents. The 1998-99 Leroy Collins Prize for the
best ssay by a graduate student went to Robert E. Lee Irby of th
Univer ity of South Florida for hi work entit! d "Th Big Ditch:
The Ri e and Fall of the Cro -Florida Barge Canal."
The Carolyn Mays Brevard Prize for the best es ay by an undergraduate student was awarded to Alan J. Bli of the University of
Florida for his e say, "An Expressway Runs Through It: The Interstate Highways and Tampa, Florida, 1940s-1960 ." The 1999 recipient of the Florida Pioneer Award went to Alto "Bud" Adams Jr. of
Fort Pi rce in recognition of hi efforts to protect the environment
of Florida, for his educational activities, and for his award-winning
nature photographs of Florida wildlife. A fifth-generation Floridian,
Adam i the son of former upreme court justice Alto Adams Sr.
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The Florida Historical Society is currently accepting nominees
for book and e say prizes to be awarded at the 2000 Annual Meeting. The Rembert W. Patrick Book Prize i awarded by the Society
to the author of the best scholarly book in Florida history. The
Charlton W. ~ beau Book Award is given to the author of the best
book in Florida history for young readers. The Harry T. and Harriette V. Moore Award i awarded to the author of the be t book in
ocial and ethnographic history. Books published during 1999 are
eligible for the award. Tho e interested in submitting nominees
should send six (6) copies of the book by January 1, 2000, to Dr.
Nick Wynne, Executive Director, Florida Historical Society, 1320
Highland Avenue, Melbourne, Florida 32935. Please indicate for
which award you are applying.
The Leroy Collins Graduate Essay competition is open to all
graduate students in all universities. Eligible are papers written on
Florida history topics that are the result of in-class assignments.
The papers must be properly footnoted, show evidence of substantial cholar hip, and be completed in the calendar year prior to the
submi ion date. The award for this category is $200 and a plaque.
The Carolyn Mays Brevard Undergraduate Essay competition
is open to all undergraduate students in all universities, colleges,
and community colleges. Papers are to be written on Florida history topics, show evidence of substantial scholarship, and be completed within the calendar year prior to the submission date. The
prize consists of a $200 stipend and a plaque.
The Frederick Cubberly High School Es ay competItIOn is
open to all high school students in Florida in grades 8-12. The papers are to be written on Florida history topics, be the results of inclass assignments, be properly footnoted , show evidence of substantial scholarship, and be completed within the calendar year
prior to the submission date. The Cubberly award carries a $250 tipend and a plaque.
The procedure for submitting papers for consideration are
the same in all three above categories. Applicants should send five
(5) copies of their paper, along with a cover letter detailing the
class for which it wa written, and a resume. A valid telephone number and address should be included. The awards will be made at
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the Society's annual banquet in May 2000 in Pensacola and the winner i expected to attend. Entries hould be mailed to: The Florida
Hi torical Soci ty, 1320 Highland Avenue, Melbourne, Florida,
32935, and must b rec ived by 5:00 p.m. on March 15, 2000.
Samuel Proctor Oral H istory Prize

This prize will be awarded for the best work on/ in oral history
in Florida during 1999-2000 by the Florida Historical Society in cooperation with the Florida Oral Hi tory As ociation. The award i
named in honor of Dr. Samuel Proctor, founder of the first and
large t oral hi tory program at the University of Florida and editor
emeritus of the Florida Historical Quarterly. The award will be presented at the Society's Annual Meeting. Interviews used should
meet the ethical guidelines and professional standards of the national Oral History Association. The leading interviewer may be
from out-of-state, but the content of the oral history project must
be substantially on Florida. The project should have some lasting
value in fo tering a better knowl dg and appreciation for the
State of Florida. The oral history interviews must be transcribed
with appropriate release forms and can be either a published article or a book done primarily through oral history methods; a video;
a documentary; a paper given at a conference; a web site; or the organization of a conference centered around oral history. Four copies of all nominations should be sent to: Executive Director, Florida
Historical Society, 435 Brevard Avenue, Cocoa, FL 32922 by March
15, 2000. Entries hould be accompanied by a vitae and a description of the project. All questions should be addressed to Dr. Julian
Pleasants, Box 115215, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
or by email atjplea an@history.ufl.edu .
Patrick D. Smith, author of the award-winning historical novel
A Land Remembered, was inducted into the Florida Artists Hall of

Fame onJune 11, 1999. Smith, who resides in Merritt Island, is the
author of five other novels, as well as numerous short stories, essays, and articles.
The American Association for State and Local History
(AASLH) , headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee, proudly announces that Canter Brown Jr. is the recipient of an AASLH Certificate of Commendation for his book, Ossian Bingley Hart, Florida 's
Loyalist Reconstruction Governor.
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1999 ANNUAL MEETING
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
April 29-May 1, 1999
Holiday Inn Sunspree Resort
Daytona Beach , Florida

PLANTERS IN PARADISE:
FLORIDA'S PLANTATION ECONOMY
Thursday, April 29, 1999
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

REGISTRATION
COFFEE AND CONVERSATION
SESSION I

9:00 a.m.-9:45 a.m.

Revitalizing the
Florida Historical
Confederation: A Directed Discussion
Chair: Pamela J. Hall, Confederation
Director
SESSION II

10:00 a.m.-10:45 a.m.

Grants and Programs: The Bureau of Historic Preservation
Frederick Gaske, Bureau of Historic Preservation

SESSION III
11:00 a.m.-11:45 a.m.

Building Alliances: The Developmen t of
Local Coalitions Among Hi torical Societies and Museum
Chair: Michelle Alexander, Orange County
Historical Museum

12:00-1:30 p.m.

CONFEDERATION LUNCHEON AND
AWARDS PRESENTATION
Guest Speaker: Christine T. Riley, Arcadia
Press, Local History and Publi hing: Fun
and Fund Rai ing

[274]
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2:00 p.m.

ANNUAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING OF THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIE1Y

2:00 p.m.

Bu Tour of Historic Plantation Sites
Private Car Caravan to Bulow Plantation

5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

Halifax Historical Society Reception
Halifax Historical Society Mu eum

8:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Guided Walking Tour of Hi toric Boardwalk, Bandshell and Campbell Clocktower.
Friday, April 30, 1999
Registration
Coffee and Conver ation

8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SESSION I
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

PLANTERS IN PARADISE: FLORIDA'S
AGRICULTURAL FRONTIER
Chair: Su an Parker, University of North
Florida

Going to School at Muskito and Grant
College: Learning Plantation Agriculture
in British East Florida, 1766-1776"
Robert Olwell, University of Texas-Austin
The Peculiarities of the Planter Economy
of Antebellum South Florida"
Irvin D. Solomon, Florida Gulf Coast University

"The Political Economy of Florida's Plantation Past Through Distance MultiLearning"
William Marina, Florida Atlantic University
ESSION II
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

A SNAPSHOT OF DAYTONA BEACH'S
AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNI1Y IN
THE 1940
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Chair: Maxine D. jones, Florida State University
"Gordon Parks in Daytona Beach , 1943: A
Cas Study on Local Hi tory with Photograph'
Alison Nordstom and jeannie Appleby,
Daytona Beach Community College
"Mary McLeod Bethune and BethuneCookman College: Community Involvement in the 1940s"
Shelia Fleming, Bethune-Cookman College
SESSION III
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

WORLD WAR II IN FLORIDA
Chair: Robert A . Taylor, Florida Institute of
Technology
"The War Offshore: World War II Comes
to the South a t Florida Coa t"
Eliot Kleinberg, Palm Beach Post
"Different Battle: The War Off Vero 's
Beach, 1942"
Rodolph L. johnson, Author, Vero Bach
SESSION IV

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

WAR AND WARRIORS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY FLORIDA
Chair: David J. Coles, Florida Department of
A rchives and History
"Paradi e Meets the Patriots: Spanish East
Florida Before and Mter the Patriot's
War"
Jarne Cusi k, P K. Yonge Library of History,
University of Florida
"Benjamin A. Putnam and the Battle of
Dunlawton: A Reapprai al"
Joe Knetsch, Florida Department of Survey
and Mapping
"A Marine's Diary: Life in the U. S. S. Terra
in the 1870 "
John Childrey, Florida Atlantic University
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SESSION V
10:45 a.m.-12:1 5 p.m.

PIONEERING SCIENCE IN MODERN
FLORIDA
Chair: Julian Pleasants, Samuel Proctor Oral
Hi tory Center, University of Florida

Clarence B. Moore: Florida's Pioneering
Archa ologi t"
Jeffrey M. Mitchem, Arkansas Archaeological Survey

"Florida's War Against the Mosquito: The
Creation of the First Mo quito Control
District"
Gordon Patterson, Florida Institute of Technology

SESSION VI
10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCIAL ACTMSM IN
TWENTIETH-CENTURY FLORIDA
Chair: Ellen Babb, Heritage Village and Historical Museum

"Beyond the Sawgrass: The Social Activism of Marjorie Stoneman Douglas"
Jack Davis, University of Alabama- Birmingham

"Elizabeth Virrick and Po twar Housing
Reform in Miami"
Laura Danahy, Florida Atlantic University
'Jewish Women in the Miami Civil Rights
Movement"
Raymond A. Mohl, University of AlabamaBirmingham

12:15 p.m.-1:00 p.m.

LUNCH
TOUR

1:00 p.m.

Historic Daytona Beach Bus Tour
Museum of Arts and Sciences, BethuneCookman College, Mary McLeon-Bethune
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Home, U.S. Post Office (Spanish Renaissance), Seabreeze Bed and Breakfast
(Spanish Villa) and United Tourist
Church (Spanish Mis ion)
6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

ANNUAL BANQUET AND AWARDS
PRESENTATION
Saturday, May 1,1999

8:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.

Annual Society Busin

Meeting

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SESSION VII
9:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m.

FLORIDA FARMING AFTER 1865
Chair: Irvin D. Solomon, Florida Gulf Coast
University

"W. N. Sheats: Alachua County Gentleman Farm r"
A. O . White, University of Florida
"Pineappl Culture on Florida' Lower
East Coast"
Sandra Thurlow, Author, Stuart, FL
"Pion er Women Farmers"
Nina McGuire, Author, Lake Buena Vista
SESSION VIII
9:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m.

KING OF THE CRACKERS:JA OB SUMMERLIN AND HIS TIMES
Chair: Pamela J. Hall, Indian River County
Public Library

'Jacob Summerlin and the Florida Cattle
Industry"
Jo Akerman, North Florida Community College
"The King of the Cracker and O-Town:
Jacob Summerlin and the Development
of Orlando"
Bruce Brun on, University of South Florida
SESSION IX
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VIOLENCE AND VIGILANCE IN TWENTIETH- CENTURY FLORIDA
Chair: W. Fitzhugh Brundage, University of
Florida

"Florida's Disgrace: The Lake City Lynching of 1911"
Jeffrey A. Drobney, Kennesaw State University

"Daytona Beach: A Closed Society"
Robert E. Snyder, University of South Florida
"Ruth Perry and the Johns Committee:
One Woman 's Courage"
Judith Poucher, Florida Community College
SESSION X
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

COLONIAL FLORIDA PLANTATIONS
Chair: William S. Coker, President, Florida
Historical Society

"A Swamp of Investment: British Plantation in Ea t Florida"
Daniel L. Shafer, University of North Florida
"Blue Gold"
Patricia C. Griffin, St. Augustine Historical
Society

"Black Panthers on the Spanish Frontier,
1784-1821"
Jane G. Landers, Vanderbilt University
"The Success of Francis P. Fatio Under
British and Spanish Regimes"
Su an R. Parker, University of North Florida
1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Annual Meeting Picnic
Southeast Museum of Photography
Daytona Beach Community College
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIE1Y
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
April 29, 1999
The Board of the Florida Hi torical Society m e t at the 1999 Annual Meeting in Daytona Beach , Florida. In attendance were : Patti
Bartlett, Tom Bowman , Mary Ann Cleveland, Bill Coker, Ernest
Dibble, Clyde Field, George Franchere, Kari Frederickson, Don
Gaby, Louise Gopher, Pam Hall , SandraJohnson, Marinu Latour,
Niles Schuh, Robert Snyder, Robert Taylor, Ada Coats Williams,
Lindsey Williams, and Nick Wynne.
The m eeting wa called to order at 2:00 p.m. Minutes of the January 29, 1999, meeting were approved as corrected, with Marinus
Latour making the motion and Don Gaby the second. The correction were that Sandra Johnson wa on the reorganization committee, and Don Gaby was not the head of the finance committee.
NEW BUSINESS

Committee reports were given.
Finance: George Franchere stated there were no changes to
the committee's recommendations inJanuary.
Nominations: Marinus Latour read nominations for the 19992000 slate of officers: Vice President - Theodore VanItallie; Di trict
3 - Pete Cowdrey; District 2 - Barbara Sumwalt; District 3 - David
Jack on; At-large -Julian Pleasants; At-large -Jose Fernandez. Marinus Latour moved that the board approve the late , and Tom Bowman made the second. Motion carried unanimously.
Publications: Tom Bowman reported there were no new recommendations. Lindsey Williams asked about the status of the possibility of paid ads in the Quarterly and for selecting a new printer.
Nick said the proposals will be ready in May and eight printers
seemed interested. The payment schedule the FHS has been using
will be part of the RFP package.
Society Reorganization: Bob Taylor stated that any reorganization of the FHS would have profound implications for the future,
but that an important aspect of the re-organization would be the
reinvigoration of the Society. The creation of new districts from the
three current di tricts and appointing di trict vice presidents may
[280]
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be a big help in this proce . One of the questions now facing the
society is whether to create new di tricts based on population size
or to weigh the districts for member hip- 0 each district has approximately the same number of FHS member.
Marinus Latour said that he analyzed the 1990 member hip
per each thousand of Florida population. District 1 (essentially
northern Florida) had the highest number of our members; followed by District 2 (essentially the west coast) and District 3 (the
east coast). Along with the reoganization, potential geographic areas to seek new board members were discussed. Currently we have
no board member from Jacksonville or the Miami area. Nick
Wynne also sugge ted that we market the Society to African Americans and Native Americans a part of this proce .
Florida Historical Confederation: Pam Hall talked about her
findings on reorganizing the F.e. She would need two contact personnel for southwest Florida and the panhandle to identifY and locate organizations, their addresses, and a contact person. She
stated that the Internet was the only logical way to make such a listing available and to keep it current. This listing would be linked to
the FRS page. Nick Wynne mentioned that the 1985 blue book put
out by the Confederation is the most current listing of historical societies and agencies.
Special Projects: Nick Wynne mentioned that a special committee had been set up to update the rules for the annual prizes.
Bob Taylor aid one the goals of this committee was to establish
new criteria for each of the categories, and if a submitted item was
not appropriate for the category in which it was submitted, it could
be shifted to an appropriate category. Dr. Wynne said that the cutoff dates need to be examined. Lindsey Williams moved that we
award certificates to anyone who submits a book, video, etc., for an
award. Seconded by Don Gaby, the motion carried.
Ways to increase the nominations were discussed . The low response to the Cubberly prize was discussed. Despite mailings to the
social studies coordinators of more than 1000 schools, only two responses were received. The elementary and secondary school markets have been difficult to reach. Dr. Wynne commented that some
school boards require the completion of a long form by anyone or
any organization wishing to submit items to the teachers. Some
school boards will provide labels for the social studies teachers and
for home schooling instructors. He suggested that the Confederation may be able to communicate with teachers.
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Executive Director '5 Report
Dr. Wynne reviewed the problems we had with termites in the
Roe ch House. Thanks to generous donations from Board member , the problem ha been addressed and solved for the time being.
The Q!tarterly: Bill Coker commented that the requirement for
a new editor of the Quarterly, as proposed by the Standards and Review Committee, would e sentially make it impossible for a person
from one of the smaller colleges to qualify for editorship. He feels
that requirements should be broader for greater selection. He ugge ted the committee review those requirements again. Dr. Wynne
added that we may want to examine where we want the Society and
the Quarterly to be, five years down the road, at the same time. UCF
has expressed an interest in extending the contract for the Quarterly.
Dr. Kari Frederickson, the editor of the Quarterly, made her report. The Spring issue i in-press. The topic is 20th Century women
activists. The next four i ues are planned, which will ea e the tranition for her successor. Th closing date for applicants for the editor' position is May 1, and some 20 candidates have applied.
Marinus Latour moved that the Board commend the progre
the Quarterly has made under the very capable admini tration of
Dr. Frederick on. Motion seconded by Clyde Fields, and enthusiastically approved by the Board.
Executive Committee: Dr. Wynne requested two Board members to volunteer to serve on the Executive Committee, which oversees Society business between Board meetings. The next meeting of
the Executive Committee is scheduled for September in Caine ville.
Ernie Dibble and Ada Coates Williams volunteered to serve; Bob
Taylor offered to serve as an alternate. It was moved and seconded
that these nominations be accepted. Motion carried unanimously.
Dues Increase: Dr. Wynne suggested the Board con ider a dues
increa e. This approved dues schedule would be submitted to the
general member hip for approval on Saturday. Corporate would
be $200; Contributing would be $200; Family would be $50; Individual would be $40.00, Student would be $30.00. Presently, tudent member hip fees are so low that the Society has ended up
underwriting those memberships. Student memberships have
fallen, pretty much in accord with the collegiate push to curtail or
eliminate Florida hi tory offerings. Due of $20 would be a hlp,
$25 would be better. Currently we have about 60 student members.
The strongest student member hip level are from small college
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like FSC and Indian River Community CoIl ge. Larger universitie
do not generate large numb rs of student m mbers. The impact of
a $25 dues on students wa discussed and conclud d to be largely
inconsequential.
A brief discussion was h ld on the decrease in Florida hi tory
offerings at colleges and universities. More awareness of Florida
hi tory on the part of the legi lature was proposed, particularly in
view that many tates require cour e in that state s history to be
part of ach tudent's curriculum. Is th r omething we could do
politically? Nick ent a personal letter and am mber hip brochure
to each member of both hou e , with no replies. Members of the
legislature tend to b conc rned with the here and now, not
trends. Dr. Wynne suggested that each board member make an effort to involve/ inform hi / her local legislator in local and tat hitory. Dr. Wynne will m et with hi local delegation.
Tom Bowman moved we rai e tudent member hip and study
the po ibility of an incentive plan being in tituted for the student
member , holding them to the $25/ year rate while in school! college, but once out of school, creaung a transitional rate of $27.50
cfor each year of college/ tudent membership. Motion wa
onded, and carried.
Membership due discu ion continued. Because the increase
reque t i in respon e to our increased co ts, Dr. Wynne aid he
would not want to see any discounted membership -lifetime, twoyears for the price of 1 1/ 2 year, etc.-implemented. Membership
b nefits will be expanding as time goes on , and discounted membership would not b ar any of that cost. He would have no obj ctions to a two-year member hip it if were not discounted. The
proposed dues increases were motioned and second d. During discussion, a motion wa made for the corporate level to be increased
to $400.00. An amendment wa offered that set the corporate rate
at $500. This amendment was accepted. The cost for in titutional
libraries was brought up; tho e fees will go to $55. The amended
motion wa approved by the board unanimously.
Library Renovations: Bids for work on the Tebeau-Field Library were $70,000 over gra.nt stipulation. The architect recommended that the Society do part of the demolition work. Part of
the first floor of the library has been cleared, for an e timated aving of $50,000-$60,000.
Dr. Wynne commended that although not much has been
done by committee in the short time between our January meet-
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ing and th April meeting, their input has taken a lot of work off
his shoulders. Dr. Wynne's work with the committees and on the library wa applauded by members of the board.
Revitalization of the Confederation: Dr. Wynne stated that
membership of the FHC have traditionally been local hi toricalorganizations, and that the upkeep of the mailing list of those organization ha been an on-going project. Mo t of these smaller
societies are operated out of some individual's office or home, and
they when they die, move out of tate, or get mad, the organization
pretty much vani he . Thirty percent fail to respond to mailers requesting updated information. Since 1985, there has b en a proliferation of local historical organizations, with varied hi torical foci.
With sixty-seven counties, it would not be possible to have each
county hav a representative on the FHC board. Eight en is a better number. The FHS can take care of the Internet needs for the
Confederation. Many of the smaller societies do not go on the Internet, de pite funding available from the State for a computer and
Internet acce s. The Orange County Consortium was mentioned as
an example of what can be accomplished in information resources.
Dr. Wynne asked that anyone with access to local hi torical ocieties ' mailing addresses forward a copy to Pam Hall with two contact
names (president, secretary/ treasurer), address, e-mail addre s,
phone and fax number. Dr. Wynne will create a website for the
FHC (www.flaconfed.org).
OLD BUSINESS
The Board went into brief Executive session. There being no
further bu iness to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
January 1, 1998-December 31 , 1998
Current Asset

Checking Account - Socie ty .......... ........ ............... .... .... .. ..... ... ........ ..... .. ....... . $ 667
Dean Witter Inve tIn nts ........ .. .. .. ...... .... ...... .. .. .. ............................ .. .......... 12,504
Mid- outh Inve tin n ts .... .... .... .. ........ .. .............. .............. .. .... ...... ........ ...... .. .... 180
Accoun ts Receivable .... ... .. ...... ... ... .... .. ............ ..... ..... ....... ... ..... ... ..... ... ..... ..... . 1,889
Inventory ... .. ........... ...... ... ... ...... .... .... ... ..... .. .... ... ..... .. ... ...... .. .... ..... .. .... ..... ... .. 25,438
Total Cu rrent Assets ........ .. ................. ...... .. ...... ... ...... ........................... ...... ... . 40,67
Fixed A ets

O ffi e Equipm en t.. .. ... .... .......... ... .. ...... ................... .. ............. .. .. .. .... ... ... ... 14, 146
Furniture & Fixtures .......... ......... ........... ............ ..... ................ ....... .. ... .... ... 4,575
Acc umulated De preciatio n .. ....... ........ ....................... ...... ..................... (1 7,142)
To tal Fixed Assets ... ....... .. ........ .. ........ .. .......... ................ .... ... ....... ... ......... ........ ... 1 579
TOTAL AS
SE TS ..... ................... ...... ... ....... .... ....... .. ... .. .... ... .. ..... ... .... ....... ... .. ... . 42,257
urrent Liabilities

Acco un ts Payable ... ....... ..... ...... ... ...... ..... ........... .... ... .. ..... ...... .. .. .. .. ... .. ...... . 17,606
Total urrent Liabili.ti es ..................... ........... .. .... .. .. .. ...... ....... .... ...... ...... .... 7,606
T OTAL LIABILITIES .. ............. .. .. .......... .. .......... ..... .... ...... ..... ....... .. ......... .... ... 17,606
Fund Balance

Fund Balance .. .. .. ......... ........ ... ........... ....... ... ....... ... ........ ... ... .......... ........... 34,924
Exce (defi cit) for y ar ................ .. .. .. ........ .. .... .. .. .. ....... .... .. ........ ......... (1 0,273)
To tal Fund Balance .. .. ......................................... .. ..... ..... .... ........ ..... ......... ... ... 24,65 1
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FU ND BALANCE .............................................. .... 42 257
Revenues

Me.ln b r h ip In o m .............................. .. ............ ........ .. ........................ .. 46,530
Quart rly In ome .......................... ... .... .. .. .. ...... .. .. ...... .. ... ........ .. .. ......... ... ...... 389
Annual M e ting Income .............. .............. .. ............................... ...... .. .. .. . 10,155
Annual Appeal In o n1 e ...... .. .... .. .... .. ........ .... ...... .. .......... .. .. .. .... .. ................ 6,550
Dividend [n coln .... ............. ... ....... ......... ... ....... .... ....... .... ......... ....... ...... .... .. .. 784
Flo rida Portrait Royaltie ...... ...... .. .................. .......................... .. .... ...... ....... 71 4
iudad de Ciga r ales ....... ... ........... ........................ ................. ... .... ....... ....... 292
Boo k and Publications ...... ...... ........ .. ........ .... .... .. .. .................................. 10,78 3
Pr ervatio n Workshop .... .. .. ....... .. ..... ... ..... ... ......... .. ....... ... ...... ..... ..... ............. 40
Gran ts Income (Black o uth ) .... .. ................................ ...... ...... ............... 11 ,732
In come-Misc. Do nations ...... .... .... ....... .......... ... .. ...... ... ........ .. .... ........ ....... 12,275
Mi cellaneou Incon1e .... ... .. ..... .... .. .. ..... ... .. ... .. ... ...... .. ........ ...... ...... ..... ..... .. 3,264
TOTAL REVE
ES ........ .... ....... .... ...................... .. ...................... ...... .. ..... ... 103,608
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Expenses
Memb. Recr. & Retent. Printing Exp n ................................................. 330
Memb. Recr. & Retnet. Postage Expense .. ... .... .. ... ..... .............................. 2,866
Quarterly Expense ... ....... ..... .. ........ .. ........ .. .. ....... .. ............. .. ... ... .. ............ 19,620
J o urney Expense ...... ........ .. ....... ...................... .... ... .. .. .............. .................... 55 1
Society Report Expense .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .... .. ........ .. .................................... ..... 1,297
Grant Expense (Black South ) ........ ..................................................... .. .. 11 ,732
Annual Meeting Expen e .... .... ............ ............ ........................ .. .............. .. 7,060
Award Expen e ...... .... ........... ......... ....... .... ........ .. ........................................ 2,389
Annual Appeal Expense ......... .. .... ... ... .... .... .... .. ... .... ......... .. .. ...... .. ................ 145
Roesch House- tilities Expense .... .... .... ............ .. .. ........ .. .... ...... .. .... .... .... .. 1,523
Roe ch Hou e-Maintenance Expen e ............... .. ...... ........ .. ..................... . 1,724
Roe ch House-In urance Expens ............................................................ 1,l 24
Ro sch Hous -Miscellaneous Expense .. ..... ...... ... ....... .. ...... ...... .... .... .. ...... 8,999
Legal & Accounting Expense ...... .. .......... .. ... ........ .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ...................... 790
Office Exp.-Salary Exec. Dir ...... .. ..... .... .... .. ........... ...... ............. .. ............ . 16,500
Office Exp.-Salary Admin. Asst... ........................ .... .. .... ...... .. .... ............ ... 17,492
Office Exp.-Payroll Taxes ...... ... .... .......... ...... .... ............... ......... ...... .. .... .... .. 2,601
Office Exp.-U nempl. Taxes .. .... ...... ........................ .. .... ..... ..... .......... .... .... .... 125
Office Exp.-Medical Insuran e .. ..... ...... .. .... .. ....... ....... .. ................... .. .... .... 6,332
Office Exp.-Supplie .. .... .... ..... ................ .................................................... 3,643
Office Exp.-Other .... .. .. .......... ........ .. ............. ..... .... ... ......... ...... ... .... ..... ... .. .. 5,85 1
Travel Expen ..... ................ ........ .................. .. ........ ..... ...... ...... .................... 195
lnt re tExpen e .. ............... .... ........ .. .... .......... .......... .. .. ...... .... .................... l ,172
Depreciation Expense ....... ...... .. ....... .. ...... .... .. ... .... ..... .... ..... ..... .. .. ......... ........ 944
TOTAL EXPENSES .. .. ............. .... ......... .............. ............ .. ............................ 11 3,881
ET INCOME/ DEFICIT .......... ... .. ....... ... .... ... .... ..... ..... .... .... .. ... .. .. .. ..... ....... (10,273)
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETI
MEETING OF THE GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP
May 1, 1999

The General Meeting of the Florida Historical Soci ty was held
during its annual meeting at Daytona Beach, Florida, on Saturday,
May 1, 1999, at 8:45 a.m.
Ex cutive Director Nick Wynn welcomed th member. He
thank d the local arrangements ommittee for putting together
the Daytona meeting and for providing the impressive array of local re ources.
Dr. Wynne' fir t agenda item was the status of the TebeauField Library. Staff had d cided to do the interior renovation and
save approximately $50,000. At this point, th r are no walls, no a/
c ducting, and no lights. Dr. Wynne stated that hi mellowness at
the annual meeting was in part due to the relaxation afforded by
fiatt ning ductwork with a 30-pound ledge the week befor . Target date for completion is September 1, 1999.
Location for the upcoming annual meeting were di cus ed.
Rather than Key We t, the next annual meeting will be in Pensacola, 2001 will b Cocoa, the 2002 meeting in Lake County, Ocala
in 2003.
Two items were pre nted for ratifications. The first was the
dues in crea e . Most categories will be increased by $5 to cover rising costs. New memb r hip rate would be In titutional, $55; Family, $50; Individual, $40, Contributing member, $200; Student, $30.
Corporate membership has been quintupled, to $500. Motion to
accept these new m mber hip rates was made by Clyde Fields, econded by George Francher . Dr. Wynne stated tho e hard hip
cases for du would be handled on an individual basis. Motion carried.
Marinus Latour report d on the new board member proposed by th board member subcommitt e. Dr. Ted VanItalli , vice
president; District I, P t r Cowdrey; District II, Barbara Sumwalt;
and District II, David jack on. Board members at large, Dr. jo e
Fernandez and Dr. julian Pleasants. Motion to accept these uggested board member made by Don Gaby, second d by Pam Hall.
Motion carri d unanimously.
[287]
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Dr. Wynne reported on th Soci ty membership . We have
about 1500 member at this time. In addition, the Library has 600
member, 20 Cont deration members, and 600 Journeys subscriber .
Dr. Wynne asked members to take note of the Soci ty's new
telephone numbers: (407) 254-9855 for the administration; (407)
690-0099, Bookstore; and (407) 690-1971 for his direct line.
There being no further business, the meeting wa adjourned,
with Marinus Latour making the motion, Clyde Field the condo
Unanimously pa sed .
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A memb r hip in the Florida Hi tori al Society i an xcellent
gift id a for birthday, graduation, or for anyone inter t d in the
rich and colorfu l tory of Florida's pa t.
A one-year member hip costs only $40, and it include four i sues of the Florida Historical Quarter-l)l, th Florida History Newsletter, a
well a all other privil ge of m mbership. Apr onal letter from
the executive director ofth Society will notify th recipient of your
generosity and consideration.
Sent to:

Florida Hi torical Soci ty
1320 Highland Avenue
Eau-Gallie-Melbourne, FL 32935

Please send as a special gift:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Annual member hip-$40
Family membership-$50
Ins titutions- $55
Contributing m mb rship-$200
Corporate memb rship-$500
Student membership-$30

TO

FROM
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